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Abstract
This thesis discusses aspects of overdetermined systems of partial di↵erential
equations (PDEs) in projective and conformal geometry. The first part deals with
projective di↵erential geometry. A projective surface is a 2-dimensional smooth
manifold equipped with a projective structure i.e. a class of torsion-free a ne
connections that have the same geodesics as unparameterised curves. Given any
projective surface we can ask whether it admits a torsion-free a ne connection
(in its projective class) that has skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. This is equivalent
to solving a particular overdetermined system of semi-linear partial di↵erential
equations. It turns out that there are local obstructions to solving the system
of PDEs in two dimensions. These obstructions are constructed out of local in-
variants of the projective structure. We give examples of projective surfaces that
admit skew-symmetric Ricci tensor and examples that do not because of non-
vanishing obstructions. We relate projective surfaces admitting skew-symmetric
Ricci tensor to 3-webs in 2 dimensions. We also give examples of projective
structures in higher dimensions that admit skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. The
second part of the thesis deals with conformal di↵erential geometry. On Mo¨bius
surfaces introduced in [5], we can define an analogous overdetermined system of
semi-linear PDEs as in the projective case. This is called the scalar-flat Mo¨bius
Einstein-Weyl equation and is conformally invariant. We derive local algebraic
constraints for Mo¨bius surfaces to admit a solution to this equation and give local
obstructions. These obstructions are similarly constructed out of local conformal
invariants of the Mo¨bius structure. Again we provide examples of Mo¨bius surfaces
that admit a solution and examples that do not because of non-vanishing obstruc-
tions. Finally, we also investigate the conformally Einstein equation on Mo¨bius
surfaces and derive obstructions. In contrast to the previous two equations, the
conformally Einstein equation is linear.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This thesis is divided accordingly as follows: Chapter 1 starts with a review of
smooth projective structures, and then introduces the projective Einstein-Weyl
(pEW) equation which will occupy most part of the thesis. We will prolong the
pEW equation and derive a closed system, from which the integrability condition
can be determined. Chapter 2 is concerned with extracting local obstructions for
the existence of solutions of the pEW equation in 2-dimensions. Chapter 3 re-
formulates the pEW equation using tractors, and this chapter can be skipped for
readers not familiar with tractor calculus. The local obstructions derived in Chap-
ter 2 are recalculated in Chapter 3 with a two-fold purpose: 1) to verify accuracy
and 2) to verify the projective invariance of the obstructions obtained. Chapter 4
deals with projective structures in 2-dimensions that admit skew-symmetric Ricci
tensor and relates them to the theory of second order ordinary di↵erential equa-
tions (ODEs) and 3-webs. Chapter 5 gives examples of projective structures that
admit a solution to pEW and examples that do not. In Chapters 6 and 7 we turn
to conformal geometry. In Chapter 6, we discuss a conformally invariant equa-
tion on Mo¨bius surfaces called the scalar-flat Mo¨bius Einstein-Weyl (sf-MEW)
equation. We proceed to find local obstructions for the existence of solutions to
the sf-MEW equation and give examples. In Chapter 7, we discuss the confor-
mally Einstein equation on Mo¨bius surfaces and also derive local obstructions.
The reader is assumed to have some knowledge of a ne connections, and the
notation for tensorial objects as found in [26]. In particular, an a ne connection
is usually denoted with a covariant index like so: ra. Round brackets over the
indices of the tensorial objects denote symmetrisation, e.g. T(ab) =
1
2Tab +
1
2Tba,
while square brackets denote skew-symmetrisation like so T[ab] =
1
2Tab   12Tba.
1
1.1 Preliminaries
We shall work in the smooth category of manifolds. A projective structure
(M, [r]) on a smooth oriented manifold M is a class of torsion-free a ne connec-
tions [r] that have the same unparameterised curves as geodesics. Equivalently,
two torsion-free a ne connections r and br are projectively equivalent (and be-
long to [r]) if and only if
bra!b = ra!b  ⌥a!b  ⌥b!a (1.1)
for some 1-form ⌥a. Details can be found in [15]. The projective transformation
formula (1.1) for connections acting on 1-forms extends to connections acting on
n-forms, where n = dimM by Leibniz rule; as a result, we have
bra!bc...d = ra!bc...d   (n+ 1)⌥a!bc...d + (n+ 1)⌥[a!bc...d] (1.2)
for any volume form !bc...d 2  (⇤n). However, the last term ⌥[a!bc...d] is identically
zero and hence we have
bra!bc...d = ra!bc...d   (n+ 1)⌥a!bc...d.
For oriented projective structures we can find a connection in [r] to preserve
any given volume form locally, i.e. such that ra!bc...d = 0 (this connection is
necessarily flat on the bundle ⇤n). To see this, given any connection r 2 [r],
we have ra!bc...d = µa!bc...d for some 1-form µa. This is because the bundle of
volume forms is 1-dimensional, so that its covariant derivative is proportional
to the volume form. Now take the projective transformation to be given by
⌥a =
1
n+1µa, and this normalises the connection so that
bra!bc...d = 0, where br is
projectively related to the r we started with. We then relabel br as r to obtain
a connection for which the volume form is parallel. Since M is oriented, we can
take roots of the volume form and we define the density line bundle E(w) to be
the   wn+1 -th root of ⇤n (see [15] for more details). Sections of E(w) are projective
densities of weight w. Given   a section of E(w), we have under a projective
change of connection that
bra  = ra  + w⌥a .
By definition, E( (n + 1)) = ⇤n = E[bc...d] and the line bundle E[bc...d](n + 1)
is trivial. Let ✏bc...d be the tautological section of this bundle, which satisfies
ra✏bc...d = 0. The inverse of the tautological form ✏bc...d identifies the bundle of
2
n-forms ⇤n with the density line bundle E( (n+ 1)). For a chosen volume form
!bc...d the associated connection will be called special. A special connection has
the property that its Ricci tensor is symmetric. Given any projective structure we
can always locally restrict to this class of special connections and the projective
changes will be restricted to closed (and hence locally exact) 1-forms ⌥a. A choice
of volume form !bc...d is often referred to as a choice of scale. Any other volume
form consistent with the orientation is of the form ⌦n+1!bc...d for some positive
smooth function ⌦ and then by (1.2) the transformation rule (1.1) holds with
⌥a = ra log⌦.
1.1.1 Curvature of a projective structure
Let us now look at the curvature tensor associated to an arbitary torsion-free
a ne connection in the general projective class. The curvature of any a ne
connection r 2 [r] decomposes as follows:
Rab
c
d = Wab
c
d +  a
cPbd    bcPad   2P[ab] dc
where Pab =
n
n2 1Rab +
1
n2 1Rba is called the projective Schouten tensor or pro-
jective rho tensor and Rab = Rcacb is called the Ricci tensor. The totally trace-
free part of Rabcd is called the projective Weyl tensor, denoted as Wabcd. It
has the same symmetry properties as the curvature tensor: W[abcd] = 0 and
Wabcd = W[ab]cd. The projective Weyl tensor is projectively invariant, that is
to say it is a universal polynomial in the jets of the projective structure that is
invariantly defined as a projectively weighted tensor. A projectively invariant
quantity does not change under a projective change of connection. In 3 or more
dimensions, the quantity Yabc =
1
n 2rdWabdc is called the Cotton-York tensor. It
has the symmetry properties Y[abc] = 0 and Yabc = Y[ab]c. By the second Bianchi
identity, Yabc = raPbc  rbPac. In 2 dimensions the projective Weyl tensor van-
ishes identically due to symmetry considerations. However we can define the
quantity Yabc = raPbc   rbPac just as well in 2 dimensions. It turns out to be
projectively invariant. This quantity is known as early as 1889 by Roger Liou-
ville (see [4]), but as tradition decrees it is more befitting to again call it the
Cotton-York tensor. The skew-symmetric part of the projective rho tensor P[ab]
is called the Faraday 2-form Fab. It is always exact, i.e. Fab = r[a↵b] for some
1-form ↵a, and hence it is always closed, i.e. r[aFbc] = 0. If we restrict to a class
of special connections in [r] this forces Fab = 0, and hence the Ricci tensor (and
the projective rho tensor) for any special connection is symmetric. Given any
3
projective structure [r], we ask is it always possible to find a connection in [r]
so that the Ricci tensor is skew, i.e. R(ab) = 0? The answer turns out to be no,
as we see in the following section.
1.2 An analogue of Einstein-Weyl equation on
projective manifolds
The condition of a projective structure admitting a torsion-free a ne connection
with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor is equivalent to finding a connection D 2 [r]
such that the symmetric part of its projective rho tensor can be made to vanish,
i.e. P(ab) = 0. By definition, this condition depends only on the projective class
and is therefore projectively invariant. In this case the projective rho tensor
Pab = P[ab] = Fab is precisely the Faraday 2-form and the curvature decomposes
into
Rab
c
d = Wab
c
d +  a
cFbd    bcFad   2Fab dc.
Choosing any r from [r], we have
Da!b = ra!b + ↵a!b + ↵b!a (1.3)
for some 1-form ↵a by the projective transformation formula (1.1). Here the
connection Da has skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. We can use the background
connection ra and its associated curvature to write down conditions on ↵a to
admit skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. It is well known that the projective rho
tensor transforms accordingly as bPab = Pab   ra⌥b + ⌥a⌥b under a projective
change of connection, where ⌥a is some 1-form. Hence using (1.3) the skew-
symmetric Ricci condition is equivalent to asking whether
0 = bP(ab) = r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + P(ab)
for some 1-form ↵a. This is the pEW equation written in terms of an arbitary
connection r 2 [r]. However, the preferred background connection ra we will
work instead with is the special one so that ra!bc...e = 0. Note however that
the connection Da we are looking for with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor does not
lie in the special class of connections. Normalising the projective structure by
taking the class of special connections in [r], the projective rho tensor Pab = P(ab)
becomes symmetric. Taking ra as the background representative for the special
class of connection we obtain the projective Einstein-Weyl equation:
r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab = 0. (1.4)
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Observe that ↵a is not necessarily exact. In fact bPab = Fab = r[a↵b] and we can
rewrite (1.4) as
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab = Fab. (1.5)
Exactness of ↵a implies Fab = 0. In this case we can write ↵a as a gradient
of some function f , i.e. ↵a = raf . Now let   = ef . Then ra  = ra(ef ) =
efraf =  raf , and therefore
rarb  + P(ab)  = ra( rbf) + P(ab) 
= (ra )(rbf) +  (rarbf) + P(ab) 
=  (raf)(rbf) +  (rarbf) + P(ab) 
=  (ra↵b + ↵a↵b + P(ab))
= 0
provided that (1.5) holds. But the left hand-side of this expression is none other
than projectively invariant Hessian operator [7] which determines whether a pro-
jective structure admits a representative in its connection class that has Ricci
curvature zero. The projective Einstein-Weyl equation can therefore be seen as a
generalisation of the projective to Ricci-flat (or projectively Einstein condition),
recovering the latter equation when the 1-form ↵a is exact (since we are working
locally, we can also make do with ↵a being closed, i.e Fab = 0). This is the
main reason for justifying the nomenclature Einstein-Weyl: The Einstein-Weyl
equation in conformal geometry (see [12] and [13]) generalises the conformal-to-
Einstein equation exactly in the same manner. The solution to (1.4) is the 1-form
↵a determined up gauge equivalence: a projective transformation changes ↵a by
a locally exact 1-form. While the projective invariance of (1.4) is automatic from
the projectively invariant geometric condition the equation determines, it can
also be verified by direct calculation.
Proposition 1.1. The equation (1.5) is projectively invariant.
Proof. Under a change of projective scale,
↵b 7! b↵b = ↵b +⌥b,
Pab 7! bPab = Pab  ra⌥b +⌥a⌥b,
Fab 7! bFab = Fab +r[a⌥b] = Fab,
where ⌥b is a closed 1-form. Hence we obtainbrab↵b = rab↵b  ⌥ab↵b  ⌥bb↵a
= ra↵b +ra⌥b  ⌥a↵b  ⌥a⌥b  ⌥b↵a  ⌥a⌥b,
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and so
brab↵b + b↵ab↵b + bPab   bFab
=ra↵b +ra⌥b  ⌥a↵b  ⌥a⌥b  ⌥b↵a  ⌥a⌥b
+ ↵a↵b +⌥a↵b +⌥b↵a +⌥a⌥b + Pab  ra⌥b +⌥a⌥b   Fab
=ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab   Fab,
verifying the projective invariance of (1.5).
1.3 Prolongation and integrability conditions
Applying the theory of prolongation developed in [3] and [14] to equation (1.4)
gives a closed system. Prolongation involves introducing new unknowns into
the system and trying to solve the derivatives of the new unknowns in terms of
known variables. If this can be done, the system is said to be closed. As an
example, the prolongation of the Einstein-Weyl equation in conformal geometry
is carried out in [12], giving rise to a closed system. The general aim of the
prolongation procedure is three-fold: 1) to get algebraic constraints on the system,
and in the process hopefully derive obstructions to existence of solutions to the
original equation, 2) to get explicit bounds on the dimension of the solution
space of the system, and 3) to read o↵ directly the symbol of the di↵erential
operator associated to the equation. Most of the equations that are prolonged
by this process are overdetermined, that is to say they have more equations than
unknowns. Most of them are also linear in their variables, so that obstructions
and bounds can be readily obtained, e.g. in [4]. However, equation (1.4) and the
Einstein-Weyl equation are semi-linear (linear in the symbol and non-linear in
the lower order terms) and so there is no systematic algorithm developed to find
obstructions for these equations. They also do not share the properties that the
linear equations have. We shall now derive integrability conditions for equation
(1.4). Di↵erentiating
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab = Fab
gives
rcFab = rcra↵b + (rc↵a)↵b + ↵a(rc↵b) +rcPab
= rcra↵b + (Fca   Pca   ↵c↵a)↵b + ↵a(Fcb   Pcb   ↵c↵b) +rcPab
= rcra↵b + Fca↵b   Pca↵b + ↵aFcb   ↵aPcb   2↵a↵b↵c +rcPab.
6
Exchanging the a and c indices gives
raFcb = rarc↵b + Fac↵b   Pac↵b + ↵cFab   ↵cPab   2↵a↵b↵c +raPcb,
and so taking the di↵erence, we obtain
rcFab  raFcb =rcra↵b + Fca↵b   Pca↵b + ↵aFcb   ↵aPcb   2↵a↵b↵c +rcPab
 rarc↵b   Fac↵b + Pac↵b   ↵cFab + ↵cPab + 2↵a↵b↵c  raPcb
=Rac
d
b↵d + Fca↵b   Pca↵b + ↵aFcb   ↵aPcb + Ycab
  Fac↵b + Pac↵b   ↵cFab + ↵cPab
=Wac
d
b↵d + ↵aPbc   ↵cPab + Fca↵b   Pca↵b + ↵aFcb   ↵aPcb + Ycab
  Fac↵b + Pac↵b   ↵cFab + ↵cPab
=Wac
d
b↵d + 2Fca↵b + ↵aFcb   ↵cFab + Ycab.
Since r[aFbc] = 0,
rcFab  raFcb = rcFab +raFbc =  rbFca
and so
rbFac =  rbFca = Wacdb↵d + 2Fca↵b + ↵aFcb   ↵cFab + Ycab
or that
rcFab = Wabdc↵d + 2Fba↵c + ↵aFbc   ↵bFac   Yabc. (1.6)
This expresses the derivative of Fab in terms of known quantities of the system
and curvature of the system, namely Wabdc, Yabc, Fab, and ↵a. The system is now
closed with the 2 equations of the system given by:
rc↵b =Fcb   ↵c↵b   Pcb
rcFab =Wabdc↵d   Yabc + 2Fba↵c + ↵aFbc   ↵bFac.
Taking the derivative of (1.6) once more and skewing the indices gives the equation
Wcd
e
bFae  WcdeaFbe =(rdWabf c)↵f   (rcWabf d)↵f +Wabf cFdf  Wabf dFcf
+Wab
f
c↵d↵f  Wabf d↵c↵f  Wabf cPdf +Wabf dPcf
+rcYabd  rdYabc + ↵bWcdea↵e   ↵aWcdeb↵e
+ Ycdb↵a + 2Ybac↵d   2Ybad↵c   Ycda↵b
+ 4FabFcd + 2FacFbd   2FbcFad. (1.7)
This is the first integrability condition that must be satisfied for (1.4) to hold.
The algebraic constraint (1.7) has symmetries of the Riemann curvature tensor
and is projectively invariant.
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1.4 The pEW equation in flat space
A smooth manifold (Mn, [r]) with a projective structure is called projectively flat
i↵Wabcd = 0 when n   3, and Yabd = 0 when n = 2. In this section we investigate
equation (1.4) on projectively flat manifolds. This is in the same spirit of [12]
where the authors investigate the Einstein-Weyl equation on conformally flat
manifolds. The results we obtain are similar to those obtained in [12], namely
that the only solutions to (1.4) on projectively flat structures are local projective
rescalings of Ricci-flat structures.
Proposition 1.2. On projectively flat manifolds Mn with n   3, the Cotton
tensor Yabc = 0.
Proof. This follows from the vanishing of the projective Weyl tensor. Alterna-
tively, from [15], the curvature tensor on projectively flat manifolds decomposes
into Rabcd =  acPbd   bcPad, where Pab = 1n 1Rcacb. Di↵erentiating this equation
gives
reRabcd =  acrePbd    bcrePad
and so
reRabed = raPbd  rbPad = Yabd.
By the Bianchi identity,
reRabcd +rbReacd +raRbecd = 0,
and so
0 =reRabed +rbReaed +raRbeed
=Yabd + (n  1)rbPad   (n  1)raPbd
=Yabd + (n  1)Ybad
=(2  n)Yabd,
which implies that Yabc = 0 for n   3.
The closed system for (1.4) in projectively flat space for n   2 is given by
rc↵b =Fcb   ↵c↵b   Pcb,
rcFab =2Fba↵c + ↵aFbc   ↵bFac,
and the integrability condition (1.7) reduces to
0 = 4FabFcd + 2FacFbd   2FbcFad. (1.8)
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We claim that (1.8) forces Fab = 0. This conclusion is entirely algebraic and has
nothing to do with the form of Fab. Rewriting (1.8) as
2FabFcd = FbcFad   FacFbd (1.9)
and relabelling indices gives
2FcaFbd = FabFcd   FcbFad = FabFcd + FbcFad,
and so
4FcaFbd = 2FabFcd + 2FbcFad = FbcFad   FacFbd + 2FbcFad,
which simplifies to
FcaFbd = FbcFad.
Substituting back into (1.9), we have
FabFcd = FcaFbd = FbcFad.
Assume now that Fab 6= 0. Let Xa, Y b be two linearly independent non-zero
vectors generically chosen so that they are not eigenvectors of Fab (viewed as an
n⇥ n skew-symmetric matrix) with eigenvalues 0 and also that
FabX
b = ma 6= 0, FabY b = `a 6= 0.
Then
(maY
a)Fcd =(FabFcd)X
bY a
=(FbcFad)X
bY a
=mc`d
and we have
Fcd = fmc`d,
where f = 1maY a . If maY
a = 0, then either mc or `d is zero, which is a contradic-
tion. Transvecting once more with Y c gives
 `d = FcdY c = fmcY c`d = `d,
forcing `d to be zero, which again is a contradiction. Hence (1.8) forces Fab = 0,
and (1.4) reduces to the projective Ricci-flat equation rarb  + Pab  = 0, with
↵a = ra log  . We have the following:
Theorem 1.3. For n   3, the only local solutions of the projective Einstein-Weyl
equation (1.4) in flat space are projective rescalings of solutions to the projectively
Ricci-flat equation.
9
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Chapter 2
Deriving local obstructions to the
pEW equation for projective
surfaces
A projective surface is a smooth 2-dimensional manifold equipped with a pro-
jective structure. In this chapter we derive local obstructions to existence of
solutions to the pEW equation on projective surfaces. In higher dimensions, no
local obstructions to (1.4) have been found. The obstructions we obtain are the
resultants of polynomials with coe cients given by invariants of the projective
structure. Computing these obstructions and checking that they do not vanish tell
us that the projective surface does not admit skew-symmetric Ricci tensor, thus
giving us a means to distinguish projective surfaces that admit skew-symmetric
Ricci tensor from those that do not. That being said, in Chapter 5 we give an
example of a projective surface that does not admit a solution to (1.4) but the
obstructions vanish. Parts of Chapters 1, 2 and 5 appear in [28]. In 2 dimensions,
a ne structures with skew-symmetric Ricci-tensor have been investigated in [8].
The relationship between surfaces with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor and a ne
Osserman structures is also investigated in [16]. We first set up the closed system
for the pEW equation in 2-dimensions, then derive the algebraic constraints that
give rise to the obstructions. Previous work devoted to finding local obstructions
for various other geometries include [23] and [1] for 4-dimensional manifolds to be
conformal to Einstein, and [19] and [20] for metrics in general dimensions to be
conformal to Einstein. Local obstructions to whether a fixed projective structure
is metrisable are given in [4] and [25].
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2.1 The closed system for the pEW equation in
2 dimensions
We shall rederive the closed system for the pEW equation in 2 dimensions, this
time using the weighted volume form to dualise Fab. In 2 dimensions, choose an
inverse weighted volume form ✏ab to satsify ✏ac✏bc =  ba so that ✏ab✏ab = 2! = 2
(we have ra✏bc = 0). We shall use the term weighted volume form to denote ✏ab
and its inverse ✏ab interchangeably. Choose a special connection r 2 [r] such
that the projective rho tensor Pab = P(ab) is symmetric. Then Fab = r[a↵b] is
determined by a scalar density F = ✏abFab and we can reexpress
Fab =
1
2
✏abF
and
✏abFbc =
1
2
✏ab✏bcF =  1
2
 c
aF.
We can rewrite (1.4) in 2 dimensions as
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab = 1
2
✏abF. (2.1)
Di↵erentiating (2.1) gives
1
2
✏abrcF = rcra↵b + (rc↵a)↵b + ↵a(rc↵b) +rcPab
= rcra↵b + (1
2
✏caF   Pca   ↵c↵a)↵b + ↵a(1
2
✏cbF   Pcb   ↵c↵b) +rcPab
= rcra↵b + 1
2
✏caF↵b   Pca↵b + 1
2
✏cbF↵a   ↵aPcb   2↵a↵b↵c +rcPab.
Skewing gives
1
2
✏abrcF   1
2
✏cbraF =Racdb↵d + 1
2
✏caF↵b   Pca↵b + 1
2
✏cbF↵a   ↵aPcb + Ycab
  1
2
✏acF↵b + Pac↵b   1
2
✏abF↵c + ↵cPab
=✏ca↵bF +
1
2
✏cb↵aF   1
2
✏ab↵cF + Ycab.
We have made use of the fact that in 2 dimensions, the Weyl tensor Wabcd van-
ishes by symmetry considerations and the projective Cotton-York tensor Yabc =
raPbc  rbPac is projectively invariant. Since ✏[abrc]F = 0, we have
1
2
✏acrbF = ✏ca↵bF + 1
2
✏cb↵aF   1
2
✏ab↵cF + Ycab (2.2)
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completing the pEW closed system. Contracting equation (2.2) with the weighted
volume form ✏ac gives
rbF =  2F↵b   1
2
F↵b   1
2
F↵b   Yb
=  3F↵b   Yb, (2.3)
where we have used the weighted volume form ✏ac to dualise Yb = ✏acYacb. Equa-
tion (2.3) is precisely equation (1.6) in 2 dimensions. It is projectively invariant
because ✏ab has projective weight  3, which means that both F and Yb have
weight  3 as well. One observes from equation (2.3) that for F 6= 0, we can
express
↵a =   1
3F
raF   1
3F
Ya (2.4)
so that ↵a is determined by the curvature terms F and Ya. We shall subsequently
assume that F 6= 0, since F = 0 implies that ↵a is locally a gradient and the
solution to pEW is then a projective rescaling of the solution to the projective
to Ricci-flat equation. In this case the manifold is locally projectively flat. Also
from (2.3) we can deduce
Proposition 2.1. Suppose (M2, [r]) is not (locally) projectively flat, i.e. Yabc 6= 0
and admits a solution to (1.4). Then F cannot vanish on an open set.
Proof. If F vanishes on an open neighbourhood Up around some point p 2 M ,
then by (2.3) the Cotton-York 1-form Ya = 0 on Up. This is a contradiction since
M2 is not (locally) projectively flat.
2.2 Constraints of the pEW system in 2 dimen-
sions
Di↵erentiating (2.3) one more time gives a first constraint of the pEW system.
We first obtain
rarbF =  3(raF )↵b   3F (ra↵b) raYb
=  3( 3F↵a   Ya)↵b   3F (1
2
✏abF   ↵a↵b   Pab) raYb
=9F↵a↵b + 3Ya↵b   3
2
✏abF
2 + 3↵a↵bF + 3PabF  raYb (2.5)
and skewing gives
0 = 3Ya↵b   3Yb↵a   3✏abF 2  raYb +rbYa.
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We again dualise with the weighted volume form ✏ab to obtain
0 =  6↵aY a   6F 2   2raY a,
which we rewrite as
0 = 3↵aY
a + 3F 2 +raY a, (2.6)
where Y a = ✏abYb. It can be verified that (2.6) is projectively invariant, taking
into account of the weight  6 of Y a. In the flat case when Ya = 0, we necessarily
have F = 0 by (2.6). The 1-form ↵a is therefore locally exact, and equation
(1.4) specialises to the projective Ricci-flat equation. We shall therefore restrict
our attention to non-flat projective surfaces, that is one with Ya non-zero. This
ensures that F 6= 0. In higher dimensions constraint (2.6) is precisely (1.7) and
has symmetries of the Riemann curvature tensor. However in 2 dimensions the
space of such tensors is 1-dimensional and so the constraint reduces to a single
scalar equation. Let
  = ✏ac(raYc  rcYa) = 2raY a
and we can rewrite equation (2.6) as
↵aY
a =  F 2    
6
. (2.7)
This gives us the first constraint of the pEW system. We shall obtain a second
constraint as follows. Di↵erentiating (2.7) gives
↵a(rcY a) + (rc↵a)Y a =  2F (raF )  ra 
6
.
Using (2.1) and (2.3), we obtain
↵a(rcY a) + (1
2
✏caF   ↵c↵a   Pca)Y a =  2F ( 3↵aF   Ya)  ra 
6
.
Contracting the equation with Y c, we obtain
↵a(Y
crcY a)  (↵cY c)2   PcaY aY c = 6(↵aY a)F 2   Y
ara 
6
. (2.8)
Using equation (2.7) again we obtain
↵a(Y
crcY a) =(↵cY c)2 + PcaY aY c + 6(↵aY a)F 2   Y
ara 
6
=( F 2    
6
)2 + PcaY
aY c + 6( F 2    
6
)F 2   Y
ara 
6
=F 4 +
 
3
F 2 +
 2
36
+ PcaY
aY c   6F 4    F 2   Y
ara 
6
=  5F 4   2 
3
F 2 +
 2
36
+ PcaY
aY c   Y
ara 
6
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We shall now introduce the vector W a := Y brbY a   2 3 Y a. It is projectively
invariant with weight  12. To see this invariance, since the Cotton-York vector
Y a is projectively invariant and has a weight of  6, under a projective change,
brabY b = braY b =raY b   5⌥aY b +  ab⌥cY c,brabY a = braY a =raY a   3⌥aY a.
Together these give
b  =   6⌥aY a,
\Y araY b =Y araY b   4(⌥cY c)Y b,
so that
cW b :=\Y araY b   2
3
b bY b
=Y araY b   4(⌥cY c)Y b   2
3
(   6⌥aY a)Y b
=Y araY b   4(⌥cY c)Y b   2
3
 Y b + 4⌥aY
aY b
=Y araY b   2
3
 Y b
=W b.
Hence W b = Y araY b   23 Y b is projectively invariant. Now consider
↵aW
a =↵b(Y
araY b   2
3
 Y b)
=↵b(Y
araY b)  2
3
 (↵bY
b)
=  5F 4   2 
3
F 2 +
 2
36
+ PcaY
aY c   Y
ara 
6
  2
3
 ( F 2    
6
)
=  5F 4   2 
3
F 2 +
 2
36
+ PcaY
aY c   Y
ara 
6
+
2
3
 F 2 +
 2
9
=  5F 4 + 5 
2
36
+ PcaY
aY c   Y
ara 
6
. (2.9)
Let
` =
5 2
12
+ 3PacY
aY c   Y
ara 
2
.
This quantity has projective weight  12 and projectively transforms as follows:
` 7! b`= `+ 3⌥aW a.
15
We can write (2.9) as
↵aW
a =  5F 4 + `
3
, (2.10)
giving us the second constraint of the pEW system. Together (2.7) and (2.10)
allows us to solve for ↵a, under the assumption that the projective invariant ⇢ :=
YaW a is non-zero. Since both Ya and W a are projectively invariant, the scalar
density ⇢ = YaW a = YbY araY b =  Y bY araYb is also projectively invariant and
has weight  15. The case where ⇢ = 0 will be dealt in Section 2.4.
2.3 Local obstructions to the pEW system for
⇢ 6= 0
We can use the weighted volume form ✏ab to raise indices and its inverse ✏ab to
lower indices so thatW a = ✏abWb andWb = W a✏ab. We shall now assume that the
manifold (M2, [r]) has a projective structure with ⇢ = YaW a 6= 0. This is a local
generic condition. It su ces to assume that ⇢ 6= 0 at a point since by continuity,
⇢ 6= 0 in an open neighbourhood of that point. Under this assumption, the basis
vectors Y a, W a span a 2-dimensional vector space. The case where Y a and W a
are linearly dependent at a point (i.e. ⇢ = 0) will be dealt with in Section 2.4.
Together the two constraint equations (2.7) and (2.10) imply
↵a =
1
3⇢
✓
 
2
+ 3F 2
◆
Wa   1
3⇢
 
15F 4   ` Ya. (2.11)
We shall show that ↵a given by (2.11) rescales correctly under a projective rescal-
ing. We first need the spinor identity lemma
Lemma 2.2. In 2 dimensions, the following identity is valid:
Y[aWb⌥c] =
1
6
YaWb⌥c +
1
6
YcWa⌥b +
1
6
YbWc⌥a
  1
6
YaWc⌥b   1
6
YcWb⌥a   1
6
YbWa⌥c
=0. (2.12)
Contracting (2.12) with ✏ab gives
YaW
a⌥c   Yc⌥aW a + Y a⌥aWc = 0,
or
⌥a =  Y
b⌥b
⇢
Wa +
W b⌥b
⇢
Ya (2.13)
upon rearranging.
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Proposition 2.3. Under a projective change of connection, ↵a given by (2.11)
transforms accordingly as ↵a 7! b↵a = ↵a +⌥a.
Proof. Under a projective change of connection, we have
b↵a = 1
3⇢
 b 
2
+ 3F 2
!
Wa   1
3⇢
⇣
15F 4   b`⌘Ya
=
1
3⇢
✓
(   6⌥aY a)
2
+ 3F 2
◆
Wa   1
3⇢
 
15F 4   `  3⌥aW a
 
Ya
=
1
3⇢
✓
 
2
+ 3F 2
◆
Wa   1
3⇢
 
15F 4   ` Ya   ⌥bY b
⇢
Wa +
⌥bW b
⇢
Ya
=↵a   ⌥bY
b
⇢
Wa +
⌥bW b
⇢
Ya
=↵a +⌥a,
where in the last step we made use of (2.13).
Substituting (2.11) back into the pEW equation (1.4) yields further constraints
on F . The first polynomial constraint P1(F ) = 0 comes from computing F =
ra✏ab↵b = ra↵a for the formula of ↵a in (2.11). A computation gives
P1(F ) =  90F 6 + 15
✓
Y ara⇢
⇢
  5 
2
◆
F 4  
✓
3W ara⇢
⇢
+ 6`  3raW a
◆
F 2
  9⇢F +
✓
W ara 
2
+
 
2
raW a + Y ara`+  `
2
   W
ara⇢
2⇢
  `Y
ara⇢
⇢
◆
=0.
The second and third polynomial constraints in F come from contracting (1.4)
with W aW b and W aY b respectively and again using (2.7) and (2.10) to elimi-
nate ↵aY a and ↵aW a. We note that another possible contraction Y aY bra↵b +
↵aY a↵bY b+PabY aY b is identically zero and yields no new information. Evaluat-
ing W aW bra↵b + ↵a↵bW aW b + PabW aW b = 0 for ↵a in (2.11) gives
P2(F ) =  275F 8 +
✓ 5W eY dreWd
⇢
+
50`
3
◆
F 4 + 20⇢F 3 +
✓
W eW areWa
⇢
◆
F 2
+
 W eW areWa
6⇢
+ PeaW
eW a +
`2
9
+
`W eY dreWd
3⇢
+
W ere`
3
=0,
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while evaluating W aY br(a↵b) + ↵a↵bW aY b + PabW aY b = 0 gives
P3(F ) =  40F 6 +
✓ 5Y a(W ereYa + Y eraWe)
2⇢
  25 
6
◆
F 4
+
✓
2`
3
+
W e(W dreYd + Y drdWe)
2⇢
◆
F 2
+ ⇢F   W
ere 
12
+
 W bW ereYb
12⇢
+
`W eY areYa
6⇢
+ PaeW
eY a +
Y ere`
6
+
 W eY araWe
12⇢
  ` 
18
+
`Y bY araWb
6⇢
=0.
The polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) obtained by replacing F with the indeter-
minate t turn out to have coe cients which are scalar invariants of the projective
structure. For example, under projective rescalings, the coe cient of the degree
4 term in P1(t) transforms as follows:
15
\✓Y ara⇢
⇢
  5 
2
◆
=15
 
Y a bra⇢
⇢
  5
b 
2
!
=15
✓
Y ara⇢  15⌥aY a⇢
⇢
  5(   6⌥aY
a)
2
◆
=15
✓
Y ara⇢
⇢
  15⌥aY a   5 
2
+ 15⌥aY
a
◆
=15
✓
Y ara⇢
⇢
  5 
2
◆
.
It is therefore projectively invariant. We have therefore established the following:
Theorem 2.4. Let (M2, [r]) be a projective surface with ⇢ 6= 0. Suppose M2
admits a solution to (1.4). Then there exists polynomials P1(t), P2(t), P3(t) in
the single variable t with coe cients given by the invariants of the projective
structure such that when t = F ,
P1(F ) = P2(F ) = P3(F ) = 0
must hold.
Let Res(P (t), Q(t)) be the resultant of polynomials P (t) and Q(t) in the single
variable t. Res(P (t), Q(t)) = 0 is a necessary and su cient condition for P (t)
and Q(t) to share a common root. The desired local obstructions for there to
be solutions of (1.4) are therefore given by the resultants of any two of the three
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polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t). The resultants are constructed from the
coe cients of P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) and are therefore invariants of the projective
structure. We have
Corollary 2.5. Let (M2, [r]) be a projective surface with ⇢ 6= 0. Suppose M2
admits a solution to (1.4). Then
Res(P1(t), P2(t)) = Res(P2(t), P3(t)) = Res(P1(t), P3(t)) = 0
must hold.
In principle one can find these resultants explicitly, but that involves more
lengthy computations. In practice, checking that the polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and
P3(t) associated to a given projective structure at a particular point do not share a
common root will su ce to show that the projective surface admits no solution to
(1.4) (since the obstructions do not vanish identically), so explicit computations
of the resultant polynomials are not necessary. We conclude this section with a
couple of remarks. Firstly, it is not clear that the three polynomial equations
P1(F ) = 0, P2(F ) = 0 and P3(F ) = 0 altogether give a su cient condition for
projective structures with ⇢ 6= 0 to admit a solution to (1.4). We have an example
of a projective structure with ⇢ = 0 given in Section 5.3 where the obstructions
vanish but it does not admit a solution to (1.4). We suspect it is possible to
construct a similar example with ⇢ 6= 0. Secondly, more polynomial constraints
can also be found by di↵erentiating P1(F ) = 0, P2(F ) = 0 and P3(F ) = 0
repeatedly, contracting with Y a or W a, and again using the relations in (2.7) and
(2.10) to generate more polynomial constraint equations in F with projectively
invariant coe cients, so we suspect that the resultants given in Corollary 2.5 do
not form a complete set of obstructions.
2.3.1 Concise way of extracting obstructions
We can eliminate the single odd degree terms so that even degree terms remain
in P1(t), P2(t), P3(t). Namely, define
Q1(t
2) =  20t2P3(t) + P2(t),
Q2(t
2) =  9P3(t)  P1(t),
Q3(t
2) =  20
9
t2P1(t)  P2(t).
Then the three polynomials Q1(t2), Q2(t2), Q3(t2) will be quartic, cubic and
quartic polynomials of t2 respectively since only even powers of t remain. This
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allows the obstructions to be extracted easily since now the resultant of any
of these 2 polynomials will at most be the determinant of an 8 by 8 matrix.
Supposing that
P1(t) =  90t6 + a1t4 + a2t2   9⇢t+ a3,
P2(t) =  275t8 + b1t4 + 20⇢t3 + b2t2 + b3,
P3(t) =  40t6 + c1t4 + c2t2 + ⇢t+ c3,
where
a1 =15
✓
Y ara⇢
⇢
  5 
2
◆
a2 = 
✓
3W ara⇢
⇢
+ 6`  3raW a
◆
a3 =
✓
W ara 
2
+
 
2
raW a + Y ara`+  `
2
◆
   W
ara⇢
2⇢
  `Y
ara⇢
⇢
b1 =
 5W eY dreWd
⇢
+
50`
3
b2 =
W eW areWa
⇢
b3 =
 W eW areWa
6⇢
+ PeaW
eW a +
`2
9
+
`W eY dreWd
3⇢
+
W ere`
3
c1 =
 5Y a(W ereYa + Y eraWe)
2⇢
  25 
6
c2 =
2`
3
+
W e(W dreYd + Y drdWe)
2⇢
c3 =  W
ere 
12
+
 W bW ereYb
12⇢
+
`W eY areYa
6⇢
+ PaeW
eY a +
Y ere`
6
+
 W eY araWe
12⇢
  ` 
18
+
`Y bY araWb
6⇢
,
then a computation gives
Q1(X) =525X
4   20c1X3 + (b1   20c2)X2 + (b2   20c3)X + b3,
Q2(X) =450X
3   (9c1 + a1)X2   (9c2 + a2)X   (9c3 + a3),
Q3(X) =475X
4   20
9
a1X
3  
✓
20
9
a2 + b1
◆
X2  
✓
20
9
a3 + b2
◆
X   b3,
20
where X = t2. The local obstructions are therefore
Q12 = Res(Q1(X), Q2(X)) =                 
525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3 0 0
0 525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3 0
0 0 525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3
450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3) 0 0 0
0 450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3) 0 0
0 0 450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3) 0
0 0 0 450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3)
                 
,
Q23 = Res(Q2(X), Q3(X)) =                 
450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3) 0 0 0
0 450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3) 0 0
0 0 450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3) 0
0 0 0 450  (9c1 + a1)  (9c2 + a2)  (9c3 + a3)
475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3 0 0
0 475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3 0
0 0 475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3
                 
,
and
Q13 = Res(Q1(X), Q3(X)) =                   
525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3 0 0 0
0 525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3 0 0
0 0 525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3 0
0 0 0 525  20c1 (b1   20c2) (b2   20c3) b3
475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3 0 0 0
0 475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3 0 0
0 0 475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3 0
0 0 0 475   209 a1  
 
20
9 a2 + b1
      209 a3 + b2   b3
                   
,
and the knowledge of the values of a1, a2, a3, b1, b2, b3, c1, c2, c3 at a point will let
us determine the values of the obstruction at that point.
2.3.2 Solving for X
Now the polynomials
Q1(X) =525X
4   20c1X3 + (b1   20c2)X2 + (b2   20c3)X + b3,
Q2(X) =450X
3   (9c1 + a1)X2   (9c2 + a2)X   (9c3 + a3),
Q3(X) =475X
4   20
9
a1X
3  
✓
20
9
a2 + b1
◆
X2  
✓
20
9
a3 + b2
◆
X   b3,
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all have to satisfy Q1(F 2) = Q2(F 2) = Q3(F 2) = 0 for there to admit a solution
to (1.4). We can rescale these polynomials so that they become monic:
Q˜1(X) =X
4   20c1
525
X3 +
(b1   20c2)
525
X2 +
(b2   20c3)
525
X +
b3
525
,
Q˜2(X) =X
3   (9c1 + a1)
450
X2   (9c2 + a2)
450
X   (9c3 + a3)
450
,
Q˜3(X) =X
4   4a1
855
X3  
✓
4a2
855
+
b1
475
◆
X2  
✓
4a3
855
+
b2
475
◆
X   b3
475
.
Now we find that
Q˜3(X)  Q˜1(X) =
✓
20c1
525
  4a1
855
◆
X3  
✓
4a2
855
+
b1
475
+
(b1   20c2)
525
◆
X2
 
✓
4a3
855
+
b2
475
+
(b2   20c3)
525
◆
X   b3
475
  b3
525
(2.14)
and✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
Q˜2(X) (2.15)
=
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
X3  
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c1 + a1)
450
X2
 
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c2 + a2)
450
X  
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c3 + a3)
450
. (2.16)
Taking the di↵erence between equations (2.14) and (2.15) allows us to eliminate
the cubic term to obtain a polynomial at most quadratic in X:
Q˜3(X)  Q˜1(X) 
✓
4c1
105
  4
855
a1
◆
Q˜2(X)
=
✓
20c1
525
  4a1
855
◆
X3  
✓
4a2
855
+
b1
475
+
(b1   20c2)
525
◆
X2
 
✓
4a3
855
+
b2
475
+
(b2   20c3)
525
◆
X   b3
475
  b3
525
 
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
X3  
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c1 + a1)
450
X2
 
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c2 + a2)
450
X  
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c3 + a3)
450
 
=
✓✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c1 + a1)
450
 
✓
4a2
855
+
b1
475
+
(b1   20c2)
525
◆◆
X2✓✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c2 + a2)
450
 
✓
4a3
855
+
b2
475
+
(b2   20c3)
525
◆◆
X   b3
475
  b3
525
+
✓
4c1
105
  4a1
855
◆
(9c3 + a3)
450
.
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Multiplying throughout by 12 · 15 · 225 · 7 · 57, we clear denominators and obtain
the polynomial 
513c21   120c1a1   7a21   3150a2   2700b1 + 25650c2
 
X2
(513c1c2 + 57a2c1   63a1c2   7a1a2   3150a3   2700b2 + 25650c3)X
+ 513c1c3 + 57c1a3   63a1c3   7a1a3   2700b3.
Let
A =513c21   120c1a1   7a21   3150a2   2700b1 + 25650c2,
B =513c1c2 + 57a2c1   63a1c2   7a1a2   3150a3   2700b2 + 25650c3,
C =513c1c3 + 57c1a3   63a1c3   7a1a3   2700b3.
We find that the polynomial constraint AX2 +BX + C = 0 must hold for there
to admit a solution to (1.4). A criterion for there to be real solutions to X is
then B2  4AC   0. The quadratic formula allows us to solve for X, then F and
finally ↵a using (2.11).
2.3.3 On projective surfaces with ⇢ 6= 0 admitting more
than one solution to pEW
The aim of this section is to investigate whether it is possible for a given projective
structure to admit more than one solution to pEW, and derive constraints if
possible for more than one solution to exist. From the example given by the
second order ODE (5.1) in Section 5.2 in Chapter 5, it is possible for projective
structures with ⇢ = 0 to admit 2 distinct solutions to pEW. We would like to
understand if the same phenomenon exists when ⇢ 6= 0, however we are not able
to proceed quite far with the results. In the case where ⇢ 6= 0, this would imply
that the polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) share more than one distinct common
root. Now suppose there exist (↵a, F ) and ( a, J) that are two solutions to (1.4)
for a fixed projective structure [r], with F 6= J . This means that the integrability
conditions have to be satisfied for (↵a, F ) and ( a, J) separately. Let  a = ↵a  a.
Then
3↵aY
a + 3F 2 = 3 aY
a + 3J2,
so that
 aY
a = J2   F 2.
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Di↵erentiating once more, we obtain
↵aW
a =  5F 4 + `
3
,
 aW
a =  5J4 + `
3
,
which gives
 aW
a = 5J4   5F 4,
so that for ⇢ = YaW a 6= 0, we have
 a =
5(J4   F 4)
⇢
Ya +
F 2   J2
⇢
Wa.
We therefore have the proposition
Proposition 2.6. Let (M2, [r]) be a smooth projective structure with ⇢ 6= 0,
admitting a solution (↵a, F ) to (1.4), with F non-zero. Then there does not exist
another solution ( a, J) such that F =  J .
Proof. Suppose there exists  a such that J =  F . Then  a = ↵a    a = 0, so
that ↵a =  a. But this means that J = F =  J , or that J = F = 0, which is a
contradiction.
Hence using Proposition 2.6, we conclude that for projective structures (M2, [r])
with ⇢ 6= 0 that admit two di↵erent solutions to pEW, that J2   F 2 6= 0 for any
pair of distinct solutions (↵a, F ) and ( a, J) to (1.4). This means that J 6= ±F ,
as J2 = F 2 implies ↵a =  a. Then the two solutions (↵a, F ) and ( a, J) have to
satisfy
AX2 +BX + C = AY 2 +BY + C = 0,
where X = F 2, Y = J2, and hence taking di↵erence,
0 = (X   Y )(A(X + Y ) + B).
Since X 6= Y , we obtain
F 2 + J2 = X + Y =  B
A
> 0.
Hence we have
Proposition 2.7. Let (M2, [r]) be a projective structure with ⇢ 6= 0 that admits
at least one solution (↵a, F ) to (1.4), with F non-zero. If in addition A = 0, then
either 1) B = 0, in which case C = 0 as well, or
2) B 6= 0, in which case X = F 2 =  CB > 0, so that C 6= 0 and (↵a, F ) is the
only solution to (1.4).
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2.4 Local obstructions to the pEW system for
⇢ = 0
In this section we shall further investigate the case where ⇢ = 0. This means
that the vectors W a and Y a are linearly dependent everywhere on M2 and we
can express W a = fY a for some density f of weight  6. Under the assumption
that the projective structure has Ya 6= 0 and ⇢ = 0, the quantity f is projectively
invariant. It is however not invariant in the classical sense since it is rational in
the jets of projective structure. Constraint (2.10) becomes
f↵aY
a =  5F 4 + `
3
,
upon which multiplying (2.7) throughout by f and eliminating ↵aY a gives the
quartic equation
15F 4   3fF 2  
✓
`+
f 
2
◆
= 0. (2.17)
Let h = ` + f 2 , a projective invariant density of weight  12. The term h is
projectively invariant under the assumption that W a = fY a as
bh =\`+ f 
2
=`+ 3⌥aW
a +
f 
2
  3⌥aY af
=`+
f 
2
= h.
Di↵erentiating equation (2.17) gives
60F 3(raF )  6fF (raF )  3(raf)F 2  rah = 0,
which we contract with Y a to get
0 =60F 3(Y araF )  6fF (Y araF )  3(Y araf)F 2   Y arah
=60F 3(
 F
2
+ 3F 3)  6fF ( F
2
+ 3F 3)  3(Y araf)F 2   Y arah
=180F 6 + (30   18f)F 4   3( f + Y araf)F 2   Y arah. (2.18)
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We have used the fact that Y araF =  F2 + 3F 3 to eliminate all derivatives of F .
Equation (2.18) projective transforms like so:
180F 6 + \(30   18f)F 4   \3( f + Y araf)F 2  \Y arah
=180F 6 + (30   18f)F 4   3( f + Y araf)F 2   Y arah
  180⌥aY aF 4 + 18⌥aY afF 2 + 18⌥aY afF 2 + 12⌥aY ah
=180F 6 + (30   18f)F 4   3( f + Y araf)F 2   Y arah
  12⌥aY a(15F 4   3fF 2   h)
=180F 6 + (30   18f)F 4   3( f + Y araf)F 2   Y arah
where in the last step we have used (2.17). Equation (2.18) is therefore projec-
tively invariant. Multiplying (2.17) by 12F 2 gives
180F 6   36fF 4   12hF 2 = 0,
which can be used to eliminate the degree 6 term in (2.18) to obtain
(30 + 18f)F 4   3( f + Y araf   4h)F 2   Y arah = 0. (2.19)
Substituting
F 4 =
3fF 2 + h
15
into (2.19) gives the quadratic equation
0 =(30 + 18f)
✓
3fF 2 + h
15
◆
  3( f + Y araf   4h)F 2   Y arah
=6 fF 2 + 2 h  3( f + Y araf   4h)F 2 + 18
5
f 2F 2 +
6hf
5
  Y arah
=
✓
3 f   3Y araf + 12h+ 18
5
f 2
◆
F 2 +
6hf
5
  Y arah+ 2 h.
Let us call
k =3 f   3Y araf + 12h+ 18
5
f 2,
m =
6hf
5
  Y arah+ 2 h.
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We shall show that k, which has weight  12 and m, which has weight  18 are
projectively invariant. We have
bk =3b f   3Y a braf + 12h+ 18
5
f 2
=3 f   18⌥aY af   3Y araf + 18⌥aY af + 12h+ 18
5
f 2
=3 f   3Y araf + 12h+ 18
5
f 2
=k,
bm =6hf
5
  Y a brah+ 2b h
=
6hf
5
  Y arah+ 12⌥aY ah+ 2 h  12⌥aY ah
=
6hf
5
  Y arah+ 2 h
=m.
Hence we have
kF 2 +m = 0. (2.20)
Substituting F 2 =  mk given by (2.20) into (2.17) gives
15
⇣m
k
⌘2
+ 3f
⇣m
k
⌘
  h = 0, (2.21)
and we clear the denominator k2 to obtain the vanishing of the first obstruction
of weight  36 in Theorem 2.8. To obtain a second obstruction, di↵erentiating
(2.20) gives
(rak)F 2 + 2FkraF +ram = 0,
which contracted into Y a gives
(Y arak)F 2 + 2Fk(Y araF ) + Y aram =(Y arak)F 2 + 2Fk( F
2
+ 3F 3) + Y aram
=(Y arak)F 2 + k F 2 + 6kF 4 + Y aram
=6kF 4 + (k + Y arak)F 2 + Y aram
=0.
Now substituting
6kF 4 =  6mF 2,
which is a consequence of (2.20), we obtain
(k + Y arak)F 2 + Y aram  6mF 2 = 0, (2.22)
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which we multiply by k to get
(k + Y arak)kF 2 + kY aram  6mkF 2 = 0.
Again we make use of (2.20) to get
 m(k + Y arak) + kY aram+ 6m2 =kY aram m(Y arak + k   6m) = 0.
The quantity kY aram m(Y arak+k  6m) is a projective invariant of weight
 36 and is our desired second obstruction. We therefore have the following:
Theorem 2.8. Let (M2, [r]) be a projective structure with ⇢ = 0. Suppose M2
admits a solution to (1.4). Then both
15m2 + 3fmk   hk2 = 0, (2.23)
kY aram m(Y arak + k   6m) = 0 (2.24)
must hold.
We now attempt to solve for ↵a in the case where ⇢ = 0 and (1.4) both hold.
The formula for ↵a is given by
↵a =   k
6m
ra
⇣m
k
⌘
+
k
3m
YaF. (2.25)
To obtain this formula, observe that di↵erentiating F 2 =  mk gives
2FraF = 2F ( 3↵aF   Ya) =  ra
⇣m
k
⌘
,
and so
 6↵a
⇣
 m
k
⌘
  2YaF =  6↵aF 2   2YaF =  ra
⇣m
k
⌘
,
which rearranges to give
↵a =   k
6m
ra
⇣m
k
⌘
+
k
3m
YaF.
Now contracting both sides of (2.25) with W a gives
f
✓
m
k
   
6
◆
= f( F 2    
6
) = f↵aY
a = ↵aW
a =   k
6m
W ara
⇣m
k
⌘
,
which recovers (2.24) upon expanding the terms and equating them.
Remark 2.9. Are there projective structures that admit a solution to pEW and
have ⇢ = 0? The answer is yes, and an example is given in Section 5.2 of Chapter
5.
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Chapter 3
Tractor calculus formalism
In this chapter we shall proceed to derive the same polynomial constraints in
Theorem 2.4 and obstructions in Theorem 2.8 by tractor calculus. This makes
the projective invariance of the coe cients of the polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and
P3(t) explicit, since the objects constructed out of tractors will be projectively
invariant. For readers unfamiliar with the formalism, this section can be skipped
on first reading. Tractor calculus is not used in the other sections of the thesis
except Chapter 7, which deals with the conformal version.
3.1 Preliminaries: the cotractor bundle
In this section we review the tractor bundle construction in projective geometry.
On a smooth projective manifold (M, [r]) we can associate a co-tractor bundle
T ⇤ as defined in [2]. This is the first jet prolongation of E(1). Consider the direct
sum bundle E(1)  Ea(1) and a section given by 
 
ra 
!
for   2  (E(1)). The covariant derivative acting on a density  , denoted ra , is
determined by a projective scale ⌧ and is given by r⌧  = ⌧d(⌧ 1 ). If another
projective scale b⌧ = ⌦ 1⌧ is chosen, this gives another formula for the derivative.
In particular,
r⌧ˆ  = r⌧  +⌥  (3.1)
where ⌥ is a 1-form given by d log⌦. In abstract index notation, let bra  denote
r⌧ˆ  and the equation (3.1) readsbra  = ra  +⌥a .
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A di↵erent choice of projective scale therefore determines a new section of the
direct sum bundle E(1)  Ea(1) given by 
 bra 
!
=
 
 
ra  +⌥a 
!
.
It is natural to identify all sections of E(1) Ea(1) that are related in this way by
a projective change of scale. Note that an arbitrary section µa of Ea(1) may not
be locally exact. Declare two sections of E(1) Ea(1) to be projectively equivalent
i↵  
 bµa
!
=
 
 
µa +⌥a 
!
for some 1-form ⌥a. The projectively equivalent class of sections" 
 
µa
!#
related in this way is called a co-tractor, denoted by TA. It is a section of the
bundle E(1)  Ea(1) modulo the equivalence relation defined above. This bundle
is called the co-tractor bundle and let us denote this bundle by T ⇤. Without a
splitting, T ⇤ is a composition series. An arbitrary projective scale ⌧ determines
a splitting of the tractor bundle into the direct sum bundle E(1)  Ea(1) and we
can write
TA
⌧
=
 
 
µa
!
to denote the choice of projective scale used in this splitting. A projective change
of scale from ⌧ to ⌧ˆ = ⌦ 1⌧ determines a new splitting of the co-tractor into
components related to the splitting by ⌧ by the following:
TA
⌧
=
 
 
µa
!
⇠
 
 
µa +⌥a 
!
⌧ˆ
= TA.
The projective scale also determines a splitting of tensor products of co-tractor
bundles. There is a canonical projectively invariant connection rT ⇤ on the co-
tractor bundle that acts on sections of the co-tractor bundle. By definition, the
tractor connection is a linear map
rT ⇤ :  (T ⇤)!  (⇤1 ⌦ T ⇤)
satisfying Leibniz rule. A choice of projective scale ⌧ determines a splitting of
⇤1 ⌦ T ⇤ into a direct sum of vector bundles ⇤1 ⌦ E(1)   ⇤1 ⌦ Ea(1). This same
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scale ⌧ determines a splitting of T ⇤ into E(1) Ea(1). Hence we obtain two linear
connections on the direct sum bundle: the first is given by
r⌧ : E(1)! ⇤1 ⌦ E(1)
which is the connection on the density bundle determined by ⌧ and the second is
an induced a ne connection
r : Ea(1)! ⇤1 ⌦ Ea(1)
which is given by some choice of r 2 [r]. For any splitting of the co-tractor, the
covariant derivative is given by the following formula:
rT ⇤b TA = rT ⇤b
 
 
µa
!
=
 
rb    µb
rbµa + Pab 
!
(3.2)
for some choice of torsion-free a ne connection r 2 [r]. The above formula
defines a connection since it is linear and Leibniz rule holds: for any function f
and co-tractor TA,
rT ⇤b (fTA) = rT ⇤b
 
f 
fµa
!
=
 
rb(f )  fµb
rb(fµa) + Pabf 
!
=
 
frb  +  rbf   fµb
(rbf)µa + f(rbµa) + Pabf 
!
= f
 
rb    µb
rbµa + Pab 
!
+
 
 rbf
(rbf)µa
!
= f
 
rb    µb
rbµa + Pab 
!
+rbf
 
 
µa
!
= frT ⇤b TA + (rbf)TA.
In fact the definition of the tractor connection is independent of the choice of
torsion free a ne connection.
Proposition 3.1. The formula for the tractor connection rT ⇤ acting on sections
of the co-tractor bundle is independent of any choice of a ne connections in [r].
Proof. Suppose we pick another torsion-free connection br projectively related to
r. Let
TA =
 
 
µa
!
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denote the splitting of a co-tractor by a projective scale ⌧ and
bTA =  b bµa
!
=
 
 
µa +⌥a 
!
denote the splitting of a co-tractor by another projective scale ⌦ 1⌧ . Then
brT ⇤b bTA =
 brbb    bµbbrbbµa + cPabb 
!
=
 
rb  +⌥b    µb  ⌥b 
rb(µa +⌥a ) ⌥a(µb +⌥b ) + Pab    (ra⌥b)  +⌥a⌥b 
!
=
 
rb    µb
rbµa +⌥a(rb ) + Pab   ⌥aµb
!
=
 
rb    µb
rbµa + Pab  +⌥a(rb    µb)
!
=
 
\rb    µb
\rbµa + Pab 
!
=\rT ⇤b TA.
Let T denote the tractor bundle which is dual to the cotractor bundle. Under
a choice of projective scale the tractor bundle splits into the direct sum of vector
bundles T = E( 1)  Ea( 1). Sections of the tractor bundle are called tractors
and are denoted by TA. Sections TA of the tractor bundle change under rescaling
by (b⇢ b⌫a) = (⇢   ⌥a⌫a ⌫a). A splitting of a tractor using some scale allows
us to write TA = (⇢ ⌫a). There is a canonical connection on the tractor bundle
called the tractor connection on T given by
rTb (⇢ ⌫a) = (rb⇢  Pcb⌫c rb⌫a + ⇢ ba). (3.3)
The following can be easily verified:
Proposition 3.2. The tractor connection rT TA is projectively invariant.
The Thomas’ D-operator DA : E(w) ! EA(w   1) acts on a section   2
 (E(w)) by
DA  =
 
w 
ra 
!
. (3.4)
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This is projectively invariant because
bDA  =  w bra 
!
=
 
w 
ra  + w⌥a 
!
=
 cw dra 
!
= DA . (3.5)
When w = 1, we have a canonical map into the co-tractor bundle:
DA : E(1)! EA(0) = T ⇤. (3.6)
Define XA : T ⇤ ! E(1) by XATA =   to be the projecting part of a co-tractor
field into the top slot in E(1). So XADA  =   on E(1). XA satisfies
XBDA  =  AB .
We subsequently use drop T inrT and usera to denote the connection acting on
tractors or co-tractors. We can expand a tractor in terms of tractor basis under
a choice of scale. The tractor bases are obtain from considering the projections
which are invariant:
XA : T ⇤ ! E(1), XbA : T ! Eb( 1),
and the splitting maps of the short exact sequence which are not invariant:
YA : E(1)! T ⇤, YAb : Eb( 1)! T .
In a scale, the elements of the tractor bases that are invariant are given by
XA = (1 0), XbA =
 
0
 ab
!
,
and the elements of the tractor bases that are not invariant are given by:
YA =
 
1
0
!
, YAb = (0  ba).
We can see this as follows:
XATA =  ,
and since TA and   are projectively invariant, XA has to be invariant as well.
Similarly,
XaATA = va,
and since TA and va are both projectively invariant, XaA has to be projectively
invariant as well. Together we have the identities
XAYA = 1, XbAYAa =  ab, XAXbA = YAYAb = 0.
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A cotractor TA can be written as
TA =  YA + µaXaA.
Under a projective transformation,
 bYA + (µa +⌥a )bXaA = bTA = TA =  YA + µaXaA,
but
 bYA + (µa +⌥a )bXaA =  bYA + µaXaA +⌥a XaA
=  YA + µaXaA
and so bYA = YA  ⌥aXaA.
A tractor TA can be written as
TA = ⇢XA + vaYAa .
Under a projective transformation,
(⇢ ⌥ava)bXA + vaYˆAa = bTA = TA = ⇢XA + vaYAa ,
and since
⇢XA + vaYAa = ⇢XA  ⌥avaXA + vabYAa ,
we have
 ⌥avaXA + vabYAa = vaYAabYAa = YAa +⌥aXA.
The tractor connection acts on the tractor bases as follows:
raXB =YBa ,
rcYBa =  PacXB
The tractor connection acts on the cotractor bases as follows:
raXbB =   abYB,
raYB =PabXbB.
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With the cotractor bases, we can write out explicitly how Thomas’ D-operator
acts on co-tractors. For a general co-tractor TBC...D 2  EBC...D(w), the D-
operator is given by
DATBC...D = wYATBC...D + XaAraTBC...D
where ra is the connection on EBC...D(w) obtained by coupling the tractor con-
nection rT ⇤a on EBC...D with the connection on E(w) corresponding to the trivi-
alisation of the density line bundle. We remark that
brabTBC...D = braTBC...D = raTBC...D + w⌥aTBC...D
because of the weight of the co-tractor, so that this definition of the D-operator
is also projectively invariant.
3.2 Tractor formalism for pEW
Consider the weight  1 cotractor ↵A (equivalently, a section of EA( 1)) given in
some scale by
↵A =
 
1
↵a
!
= YA + ↵aXaA,
where ↵a is a 1-form.
Proposition 3.3. Solutions ↵a to (1.4) are in 1-1 correspondences with cotrac-
tors ↵A satisfying the tractor equation D(A↵B) + ↵A↵B = 0.
Proof. A computation using the standard tractor bases gives
D(A↵B) =
1
2
DA↵B +
1
2
DB↵A
=
1
2
[XaAra↵B   YA↵B] +
1
2
[XbBrb↵A   YB↵A]
=
1
2
XaAra(YB + ↵bXbB) +
1
2
XbBrb(YA + ↵aXaA)
  1
2
YA(YB + ↵bXbB) 
1
2
YB(YA + ↵aXaA)
=
1
2
XaA[ ↵aYB + (ra↵b + Pab)XbB]
+
1
2
XbB[ ↵bYA + (rb↵a + Pab)XaA]
  1
2
YAYB   1
2
YBYA   1
2
↵bYAXbB  
1
2
↵aXaAYB
=  YAB   2↵aZaAB + (r(a↵b) + Pab)XabAB
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where YAB = Y(AYB), ZaAB = Y(AXaB) and XabAB = Xa(AXbB). In the matrix repre-
sentation, this is equivalent to
D(A↵B) =
0B@  1 ↵a
r(a↵b) + Pab
1CA (3.7)
in some choice of projective scale (we have normalised the middle component by
1
2). The symmetric cotractor given by (3.7) is a section of E(AB)( 2). Taking the
tensor product of ↵A with itself, we have
↵A↵B = ↵(A↵B) = (YA + ↵aXaA)(YB + ↵bXbB)
= YAB + 2↵aZaAB + ↵a↵bXabAB,
which is a section of E(AB)( 2). In the matrix representation, this is given by
↵A↵B =
0B@ 1↵a
↵a↵b
1CA ,
where we have again normalised the middle component by 12 . It is then evident
that the projective Einstein-Weyl equation is satisfied if and only if
D(A↵B) + ↵A↵B = (r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab)XabAB = 0. (3.8)
3.3 Prolongation of the tractor pEW equation
Again we can apply the theory of prolongation to the tractor pEW equation (3.8).
We can rewrite (3.8) as
DA↵B + ↵A↵B = FAB,
where FAB = D[A↵B]. Di↵erentiating this gives
DCDA↵B + (DC↵A)↵B + ↵A(DC↵B) = DCFAB
and upon skewing, we obtain
⌦AC
D
B↵D + 2FCA↵B + ↵A(DC↵B)  ↵C(DA↵B) = DCFAB  DAFCB = DBFAC ,
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since the identity D[AFBC] = 0 holds. Here ⌦ACDB↵D = (DCDA   DADC)↵B.
We can thus rewrite as
DBFAC = ⌦AC
D
B↵D   2FAC↵B + ↵AFCB   ↵CFAB.
Di↵erentiating once more gives
DADBFCD =(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
B(DA↵E)  2(DAFCD)↵B   2FCD(DA↵B)
+ (DA↵C)FDB + ↵C(DAFDB)  (DA↵D)FCB   ↵D(DAFCB)
=(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
B(FAE   ↵A↵E)  2(DAFCD)↵B
  2FCD(FAB   ↵A↵B) + (FAC   ↵A↵C)FDB + ↵C(DAFDB)
  (FAD   ↵A↵D)FCB   ↵D(DAFCB).
Upon skewing, we obtain the constraint
DADBFCD  DBDAFCD
=⌦BA
E
CFED + ⌦BA
E
DFCE
=(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
B(FAE   ↵A↵E)  2(DAFCD)↵B   2FCD(FAB   ↵A↵B)
+ (FAC   ↵A↵C)FDB + ↵C(DAFDB)  (FAD   ↵A↵D)FCB   ↵D(DAFCB)
  (DB⌦CDEA)↵E   ⌦CDEA(FBE   ↵B↵E) + 2(DBFCD)↵A
+ 2FCD(FBA   ↵B↵A)  (FBC   ↵B↵C)FDA   ↵C(DBFDA)
+ (FBD   ↵B↵D)FCA + ↵D(DBFCA)
=(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
B(FAE   ↵A↵E)  2(DAFCD)↵B   2FCD(FAB   ↵A↵B)
+ (FAC   ↵A↵C)FDB   (FAD   ↵A↵D)FCB
  (DB⌦CDEA)↵E   ⌦CDEA(FBE   ↵B↵E) + 2(DBFCD)↵A
+ 2FCD(FBA   ↵B↵A)  (FBC   ↵B↵C)FDA + ↵C(DDFAB)
+ (FBD   ↵B↵D)FCA + ↵D(DCFBA)
and upon substituting
DDFAB =⌦AB
E
D↵E   2FAB↵D + ↵AFBD   ↵BFAD,
DBFCD =⌦CD
E
B↵E   2FCD↵B + ↵CFDB   ↵DFCB,
DCFBA =⌦BA
E
C↵E   2FBA↵C + ↵BFAC   ↵AFBC ,
DAFCD =⌦CD
E
A↵E   2FCD↵A + ↵CFDA   ↵DFCA,
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we obtain
⌦BA
E
CFED + ⌦BA
E
DFCE
=(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
B(FAE   ↵A↵E)
  2(⌦CDEA↵E   2FCD↵A + ↵CFDA   ↵DFCA)↵B
  2FCD(FAB   ↵A↵B) + (FAC   ↵A↵C)FDB   (FAD   ↵A↵D)FCB
  (DB⌦CDEA)↵E   ⌦CDEA(FBE   ↵B↵E)
+ 2(⌦CD
E
B↵E   2FCD↵B + ↵CFDB   ↵DFCB)↵A
+ 2FCD(FBA   ↵B↵A)  (FBC   ↵B↵C)FDA + (FBD   ↵B↵D)FCA
+ ↵C(⌦AB
E
D↵E   2FAB↵D + ↵AFBD   ↵BFAD)
+ ↵D(⌦BA
E
C↵E   2FBA↵C + ↵BFAC   ↵AFBC)
=(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
BFAE   ⌦CDEB↵A↵E   2⌦CDEA↵E↵B
+ 4FCD↵A↵B   2↵B↵CFDA + 2↵B↵DFCA
  2FCDFAB + 2FCD↵A↵B + FACFDB   ↵A↵CFDB   FADFCB + ↵A↵DFCB
  (DB⌦CDEA)↵E   ⌦CDEAFBE + ⌦CDEA↵B↵E + 2⌦CDEB↵E↵A
  4FCD↵B↵A + 2↵A↵CFDB   2↵A↵DFCB
+ 2FCDFBA   2FCD↵B↵A + FADFBC   FAD↵B↵C
+ ⌦AB
E
D↵E↵C   2FAB↵C↵D + ↵A↵CFBD   ↵B↵CFAD
+ FBDFCA   ↵B↵DFCA + ⌦BAEC↵E↵D   2FBA↵C↵D + ↵BFAC↵D   ↵AFBC↵D
=(DA⌦CD
E
B)↵E + ⌦CD
E
BFAE   ⌦CDEA↵E↵B   4FCDFAB + 2FACFDB
  (DB⌦CDEA)↵E   ⌦CDEAFBE + ⌦CDEB↵E↵A
+ 2FADFBC + ⌦AB
E
D↵E↵C + ⌦BA
E
C↵E↵D.
Expanding this expression out in terms of tractor bases, we get constraint (1.7).
3.4 Tractor pEW equation in 2 dimensions
In this section DA is Thomas’ D-operator which is related to the standard tractor
connection and satisfies Leibniz rule. Consider an invariant of the projective
structure the tractor VA of weight  5 given in some scale by⇣
 
6 Y
a
⌘
where Y a = ✏abYb and   = ✏ab(raYb  rbYa) = 2raY a. The Cotton-York vector
Y a is projectively invariant and its divergence   transforms according to b  =
38
    6⌥aY a as one changes the projective connection. The tractor expression is
given by VA =  6X
A + Y aYAa . Let VA denote the cotractor of weight  4 given in
a projective scale by
VA =
 
0
Ya
!
.
The cotractor VA = YaXaA is clearly projectively invariant and satisfies VAVA = 0.
However it is not dual to VA (there is no canonical way to get VA from VA). We
find that equation (2.3) in the tractor formalism is
↵A =   1
3F
DAF   1
3F
VA. (3.9)
Proposition 3.4. Suppose (M2, [r]) admits a solution to (1.4). Then the fol-
lowing algebraic constraints
↵AVA =  F 2 (3.10)
and
(VADAVB)↵B =  5F 4 (3.11)
must hold.
Proof. Expanding ↵AVA gives 
1
↵a
!⇣
 
6 Y
a
⌘
= ↵aY
a +
 
6
=  F 2
from constraint equation (2.6). We can obtain equation (3.11) from (3.10) by
di↵erentiating with respect to DA, using (3.9) to eliminate DAF and finally con-
tracting with VA. Di↵erentiating equation (3.10) gives
(DA↵B)VB + ↵B(DAVB) =  2FDAF.
Substituting DAF =  3F↵A   VA from (3.9) gives
(DA↵B)VB + ↵B(DAVB) = 6F 2↵A + 2FVA.
Contracting with VA gives
(VADA↵B)VB + ↵B(VADAVB) = 6F 2↵AVA + 2FVAVA = 6F 2( F 2) =  6F 4.
Since pEW holds,
VAVBDA↵B =  VAVB↵A↵B =  ( F 2)2 =  F 4.
Hence we have
 F 4 + ↵B(VADAVB) =  6F 4
which gives (3.11).
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Corollary 3.5. Let (M2, [r]) be a projective surface with VA 6= 0 satisfying
the tractor geodesic equation VADAVB = 0. Then (M2, [r]) cannot admit any
solution to the projective Einstein-Weyl equation.
Proof. Suppose (1.4) holds on M2. Since VADAVB = 0, this forces F = 0 by
(3.11). But F = 0 if and only if M2 is projectively flat, i.e. VA = 0, which is a
contradiction.
Introduce WA = VBDBVA, a tractor of weight  11 and the cotractor WA =
VADAVB of weight  10. In a projective scale,
WA =
✓
Y ara 
6
  PabY aY b   5 
2
36
◆
XA + (Y araY d   2 
3
Y d)YAd
=  `
3
XA +W dYAd ,
while WA is given by WA = (Y crcYd   2 3 Yd)XdA = WdXdA. Equations (3.10) and
(3.11) can be rewritten as
VADAF =3F 3, (3.12)
WADAF =15F 5   VAWA. (3.13)
Since the tractor bundle has rank 3, we need another basis in order to solve for
DAF . The canonical one to use is the projector XA. We have
XADAF =  3F,
where  3 is the weight of F . In matrix form, where we let Y 1 (resp. Y1) denote
the first component of the vector Y a (resp. covector Ya) and Y 2 (resp. Y2) denote
the second component of the vector Y a (resp. covector Ya) and so on, we have0B@ 1 0 0 6 Y 1 Y 2
  `3 W 1 W 2
1CA
0B@ 3Fr1F
r2F
1CA =
0B@  3F3F 3
15F 5   VAWA
1CA .
The matrix on the left has determinant ⇢ = YaW a = VAWA. Inverting it is
particularly di cult, but if we introduce a new set of basis vectors
V0A =VA    
6
XA, W0A =WA + `
3
XA,
we can reexpress constraints (3.12) and (3.13) as
V0ADAF =VADAF    
6
XADAF = 3F 3 +
 
2
F,
W0ADAF =WADAF +
`
3
XADAF = 15F 5   ⇢  `F.
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These are the tractor version of constraints (2.7) and (2.9). The matrix form now
becomes
0B@1 0 00 Y 1 Y 2
0 W 1 W 2
1CA
0B@ 3Fr1F
r2F
1CA =
0B@  3F3F 3 +  F2
15F 5   ⇢  `F
1CA .
This can be easily solved to obtain
DAF =
✓
15F 5   ⇢  `F
⇢
◆
VA  
 
3F 3 +  2F
⇢
!
WA   3FYA.
and ↵A is given by
↵A =   1
3F
DAF   1
3F
VA =  5F
4
⇢
VA +
`
3⇢
VA +
F 2
⇢
WA +
 
6⇢
WA + YA.
We check that under a projective transformation,
b↵A = ↵A + ⌥cW c
⇢
VA   ⌥cY
c
⇢
WA  ⌥cXcA = ↵A,
since
⌥cXcA =
✓
⌥aW aYc
⇢
  ⌥aY
aWc
⇢
◆
XcA =
⌥aW a
⇢
VA   ⌥aY
a
⇢
WA
follows from (2.13). Computing DA↵B gives
DA↵B =
✓
2FDAF
⇢
  F
2DA⇢
⇢2
◆
WB +
F 2
⇢
DAWB  
✓
20F 3DAF
⇢
  5F
4DA⇢
⇢2
◆
VB
  5F
4
⇢
DAVB +
`
3⇢
DAVB +
✓
DA`
3⇢
  `DA⇢
3⇢2
◆
VB +
✓
DA 
6⇢
   DA⇢
6⇢2
◆
WB
+
 
6⇢
DAWB +DAYB.
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Symmetrising the indices gives
D(A↵B)
=
1
2
✓
2FDAF
⇢
  F
2DA⇢
⇢2
◆
WB +
F 2
⇢
D(AWB)   12
✓
20F 3DAF
⇢
  5F
4DA⇢
⇢2
◆
VB
  5F
4
⇢
D(AVB) +
1
2
✓
2FDBF
⇢
  F
2DB⇢
⇢2
◆
WA   1
2
✓
20F 3DBF
⇢
  5F
4DB⇢
⇢2
◆
VA
+
`
3⇢
D(AVB) +
1
2
✓
DA`
3⇢
  `DA⇢
3⇢2
+
◆
VB +
1
2
✓
DA 
6⇢
   DA⇢
6⇢2
◆
WB +
 
6⇢
D(AWB)
+
1
2
✓
DB`
3⇢
  `DB⇢
3⇢2
◆
VA +
1
2
✓
DB 
6⇢
   DB⇢
6⇢2
◆
WA +D(AYB)
=
2FW(ADB)F
⇢
  F
2W(ADB)⇢
⇢2
+
F 2
⇢
D(AWB)   5F
4
⇢
D(AVB)  
20F 3V(ADB)F
⇢
+
5F 4V(ADB)⇢
⇢2
+
`
3⇢
D(AVB) +
 
6⇢
D(AWB) +
V(ADB)`
3⇢
  `V(ADB)⇢
3⇢2
+
W(ADB) 
6⇢
   W(ADB)⇢
6⇢2
+D(AYB),
from which we obtain
D(A↵B) + ↵A↵B
=
2FW(ADB)F
⇢
  F
2W(ADB)⇢
⇢2
+
F 2
⇢
D(AWB)   5F
4
⇢
D(AVB)  
20F 3V(ADB)F
⇢
+
5F 4V(ADB)⇢
⇢2
+
`
3⇢
D(AVB) +
 
6⇢
D(AWB) +
V(ADB)`
3⇢
  `V(ADB)⇢
3⇢2
+
W(ADB) 
6⇢
   W(ADB)⇢
6⇢2
+D(AYB) +
✓
 5F
4
⇢
VA +
`
3⇢
VA +
F 2
⇢
WA +
 
6⇢
WA + YA
◆
⇥
✓
 5F
4
⇢
VB +
`
3⇢
VB +
F 2
⇢
WB +
 
6⇢
WB + YB
◆
=0.
We remark that
DAYB = D(AYB) =  YAYB + XaArAYB = PabXaAXbB   YAYB.
Contracting with VAVB is identically zero, as we shall show. Since VAVA = 0,
we obtain
VAVBD(A↵B) + ↵AVA↵BVB
=
2FVAVBW(ADB)F
⇢
  F
2VAVBW(ADB)⇢
⇢2
+
F 2
⇢
VAVBD(AWB)   5F
4
⇢
VAVBD(AVB)
+
`
3⇢
VAVBD(AVB) +
 
6⇢
VAVBD(AWB) +
VAVBW(ADB) 
6⇢
   V
AVBW(ADB)⇢
6⇢2
+ VAVBD(AYB) +
✓
F 2
⇢
WAVA +
 
6⇢
WAVA + YAVA
◆✓
F 2
⇢
WBVB +
 
6⇢
WBVB + YBVB
◆
.
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Substituting VAWA = ⇢, VAVBDAVB =  VAWA =  ⇢, VADA⇢ =  VAVBDAWB,
YAVA =  6 , V
AVBDAYB = PabY aY b    236 , and VADA  = Y ara    2, we get
VAVBD(A↵B) + ↵AVA↵BVB
=  2FVBDBF + F 2V
BDB⇢
⇢
+
F 2
⇢
VAVBD(AWB)   5F
4
⇢
VAVBD(AVB)
+
`
3⇢
VAVBD(AVB) +
 
6⇢
VAVBD(AWB)   V
BDB 
6
+
 VBDB⇢
6⇢
+ VAVBD(AYB)
+
✓
 F 2    
6
+
 
6
◆✓
 F 2    
6
+
 
6
◆
=  6F 4 + 5F 4   `
3
  V
BDB 
6
+ PabY
aY b    
2
36
+ F 4
=  `
3
  Y
ara 
6
+
 2
6
+ PabY
aY b    
2
36
=
`
3
  `
3
⌘0.
The polynomial constraint P2(F ) = 0 is given by contracting with WAWB:
WAWBD(A↵B) + ↵AWA↵BWB
=
F 2
⇢
WAWBD(AWB)   5F
4
⇢
WAWBDAVB   20F 3WADAF + 5F
4WADA⇢
⇢
+
`
3⇢
WAWBDAVB +
 
6⇢
WAWBDAWB +
WBDB`
3
  `W
BDB⇢
3⇢
+WAWBDAYB +
✓
 5F 4 + `
3
+ YAWA
◆✓
 5F 4 + `
3
+ YBWB
◆
,
but YAWA =   `3 , and using (3.13) we have
WAWBD(A↵B) + ↵AWA↵BWB
=
F 2
⇢
WAWBD(AWB)   5F
4
⇢
WAWBDAVB   300F 8 + 20⇢F 3 + 5F
4WADA⇢
⇢
+
`
3⇢
WAWBDAVB +
 
6⇢
WAWBDAWB +
WBDB`
3
  `W
BDB⇢
3⇢
+WAWBDAYB + 25F 8
=  275F 8 +
✓
5WADA⇢
⇢
  5W
AWBDAVB
⇢
◆
F 4 + 20⇢F 3 +
WAWBD(AWB)
⇢
F 2
+WAWBDAYB +
WBDB`
3
  `W
BDB⇢
3⇢
+
 
6⇢
WAWBDAWB +
`
3⇢
WAWBDAVB
=0,
which gives P2(F ) = 0. The polynomial constraint P3(F ) = 0 is given by
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contracting with VAWB:
VAWBD(A↵B) + ↵AVA↵BWB
=
F 2
⇢
VAWBD(AWB)   12
✓
20F 3VADAF
⇢
  5F
4VADA⇢
⇢2
◆
VBWB
  5F
4
⇢
VAWBD(AVB) +
1
2
✓
2FWBDBF
⇢
  F
2WBDB⇢
⇢2
◆
WAVA
  5F
6
⇢2
VBWBWAVA +
 
6
VAWBD(AWB) +
`
3⇢
VAWBD(AVB)
+
1
2
✓
VADA`
3⇢
  `V
ADA⇢
3⇢2
◆
VBWB +
1
2
✓
WBDB`
6⇢
   W
BDB⇢
6⇢2
◆
WAVA
+ VAWBD(AYB)
=
F 2
⇢
VAWBD(AWB)   10F 3VADAF + 5F
4VADA⇢
2⇢
  5F
4
⇢
VAWBD(AVB)
  FWBDBF + F
2WBDB⇢
2⇢
+ 5F 6 +
 
6
VAWBD(AWB) +
`
3⇢
VAWBD(AVB)
+
VADA`
6
  `V
ADA⇢
6⇢
  W
BDB`
12
+
 WBDB⇢
12⇢
+ VAWBD(AYB)
=
F 2
⇢
VAWBD(AWB)   30F 6 + 5F
4VADA⇢
2⇢
  5F
4
⇢
VAWBD(AVB)   15F 6
+ ⇢F +
F 2WBDB⇢
2⇢
+ 5F 6 +
 
6
VAWBD(AWB) +
`
3⇢
VAWBD(AVB) +
VADA`
6
  `V
ADA⇢
6⇢
  W
BDB`
12
+
 WBDB⇢
12⇢
+ VAWBD(AYB)
=  40F 6 +
 
5VADA⇢
2⇢
  5V
AWBD(AVB)
⇢
!
F 4 +
 
VAWBD(AWB)
⇢
+
WBDB⇢
2⇢
!
F 2
+ ⇢F +
 
6
VAWBD(AWB) +
`
3⇢
VAWBD(AVB) +
VADA`
6
  `V
ADA⇢
6⇢
  W
BDB`
12
+
 WBDB⇢
12⇢
+ VAWBD(AYB)
=0.
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Finally to get P1(F ) = 0, we compute
F =DA↵
A
=
✓
2FWADAF
⇢
  F
2WADA⇢
⇢2
◆
+
F 2
⇢
DAWA  
✓
20F 3VADAF
⇢
  5F
4VADA⇢
⇢2
◆
  5F
4
⇢
DAVA +
✓
VADA`
3⇢
  `V
ADA⇢
3⇢2
◆
+
✓
WADA⇢
6⇢
   W
ADA⇢
6⇢2
◆
+
 
6⇢
DAWA
=
30F 6   2F⇢
⇢
  F
2WADA⇢
⇢2
+
F 2
⇢
DAWA   60F
6
⇢
+
5F 4VADA⇢
⇢2
+
VADA`
3⇢
  `V
ADA⇢
3⇢2
+
WADA⇢
6⇢
   W
ADA⇢
6⇢2
+
 
6⇢
DAWA
=  30F
6
⇢
+
5F 4VADA⇢
⇢2
+
✓
DAWA
⇢
  W
ADA⇢
⇢2
◆
F 2   2F
+
VADA`
3⇢
  `V
ADA⇢
3⇢2
+
WADA⇢
6⇢
   W
ADA⇢
6⇢2
+
 
6⇢
DAWA
making use of the fact that DAVA = 0 and DAYA = 0. We then rearrange and
multiply by ⇢ to get
 30F 6 + 5V
ADA⇢
⇢
F 4 +
✓
DAWA   W
ADA⇢
⇢
◆
F 2   3⇢F
+
✓
VADA`
3
  `V
ADA⇢
3⇢
◆
+
WADA⇢
6
   W
ADA⇢
6⇢
+
 
6
DAWA = 0.
The case where VAWA = 0 can also be worked out in the tractor formalism. We
take note however that the conditionW a = fY a is equivalent to XaAWA = fXaAVA
for a  6 density f and not WA = fVA, which is a stronger invariant condition.
In the case where ⇢ = 0, we have
WA =   `
3
XA +W dYAd =  
`
3
XA + fY dYAd = 
`
3
XA + f(VA    
6
XA)
=fVA  
✓
`
3
+
f 
6
◆
XA
=fVA   h
3
XA.
Hence  5F 4 = ↵AWA = f↵AVA   h3 =  fF 2   h3 , which gives us
5F 4 = fF 2 +
h
3
,
or equation (2.17). Applying the tractor D-operator throughout gives
20F 3(DAF ) =(DAf)F
2 + 2F (DAF )f +
DAh
3
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and contracting with VA gives
20F 3(VADAF ) =(VADAf)F 2 + 2F (VADAF )f +
VADAh
3
20F 3(3F 3) =(VADAf)F 2 + 2F (3F 3)f +
VADAh
3
60F 6 =(VADAf)F 2 + 6F 4f +
VADAh
3
.
Now multiplying (2.17) by 12F 2 throughout gives
60F 6 = 12fF 4 + 4hF 2,
and so we obtain
12fF 4 + 4hF 2 =(VADAf)F 2 + 6F 4f +
VADAh
3
,
or that
6fF 4 + (4h  VADAf)F 2   V
ADAh
3
= 0.
Again using
6F 4f =
6
5
f 2F 2 +
2
5
hf,
obtained from (2.17), we get✓
6
5
f 2 + 4h  VADAf
◆
F 2 +
✓
2
5
hf   V
ADAh
3
◆
= 0.
Multiplying throughout by 3, we obtain✓
18
5
f 2 + 12h  3VADAf
◆
F 2 +
✓
6
5
hf   VADAh
◆
= 0. (3.14)
A computation shows that
VADAf = Y araf    f,
VADAh = Y arah  2 h.
Hence
18
5
f2 + 12h  3VADAf = 18
5
f2 + 12h  3(Y araf    f) = 18
5
f2 + 12h  3Y araf + 3 f
= k,
6
5
hf   VADAh = 6
5
hf   (Y arah  2 h) = 6
5
hf   Y arah+ 2 h
= m,
and (3.14) becomes (2.20). The desired obstructions (2.23) and (2.24) can be
obtained analogously.
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Chapter 4
Projective surfaces admitting
pEW and web geometry
In this chapter we discuss in greater detail the relationship between projective
surfaces with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor and its characterisation in terms of
second order ordinary di↵erential equations (ODEs) using ideas in [8]. We also
discuss the relationship between solutions to (1.4) and 3-webs (and its extension
to Veronese webs) on the surface. Most of the material in this chapter will overlap
with [22] and existing literature on 3-webs such as [17]. Let us first recall the
relationship between 2-dimensional projective structures and second order ODEs.
Details can be found for instance in [4].
4.0.1 Deriving the second order ODE from the geodesic
equation
Given a projective structure [r] on M2, we can associate to it a second order
ODE as follows. Let t be an a ne parameter defining the geodesic curve  (t) on
M2 via
t 7!  (t) = (x(t), y(t)).
We can write the geodesic equations as
x¨+  111x˙x˙+ 2 
1
12x˙y˙ +  
1
22y˙y˙ = 0,
y¨ +  211x˙x˙+ 2 
2
12x˙y˙ +  
2
22y˙y˙ = 0,
from which we can eliminate the parameter t to obtain a second order ODE at
most cubic in its first derivatives associated to a projective structure. It is given
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by
d2y
dx2
=  122
✓
dy
dx
◆3
+ (2 112    222)
✓
dy
dx
◆2
+ ( 111   2 212)
✓
dy
dx
◆
   211.
We can label
A3 =  
1
22, A2 = 2 
1
12    222, A1 =  111   2 212, A0 =   211
to obtain
d2y
dx2
= A3
✓
dy
dx
◆3
+ A2
✓
dy
dx
◆2
+ A1
✓
dy
dx
◆
+ A0. (4.1)
Conversely, let y = y(x). If we further normalise the connection coe cients to
be trace-free in this coordinate system, then a second order ODE of the form
(4.1) where A0 = A0(x, y), A1 = A1(x, y), A2 = A2(x, y), A3 = A3(x, y) defines a
projective structure with the 6 components of the trace-free symmetric connection
coe cients ⇧cab given by
⇧111 =
1
3
A1, ⇧
1
12 =
1
3
A2, ⇧
1
22 = A3, ⇧
2
11 =  A0, ⇧221 =  
1
3
A1, ⇧
2
22 =  
1
3
A2.
(4.2)
The connection coe cients ⇧cab depend on the chosen coordinate system (in this
case (x, y)) but have the property of being independent of the choice of connection
in the projective class. Furthermore we have chosen the normalisation so that
⇧aab = 0 is satisfied.
Remark 4.1. If we choose a volume form ✏bc to be constant in the chosen coor-
dinates and impose the normalisation condition that ra✏bc = 0 for r 2 [r], then
the connection coe cients  cab are obliged to be trace-free, since
0 = ra✏bc = @a✏bc    dab✏dc    dac✏bd =   dab✏dc    dac✏bd
and so the connection coe cients have to satisfy
 111 =   212,  121 =   222.
We use ⇧cab to denote the trace-free part of  
c
ab; we can check that
⇧cab =  
c
ab  
1
3
 dad 
c
b  
1
3
 dbd 
c
a.
The connection coe cients  cab are related to ⇧
c
ab by a projective transformation.
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Remark 4.2. In [21] it was mentioned that given a holomorphic projective struc-
ture in 2 dimensions, we can choose x = c, where c is constant, to be geodesic,
to get rid of A3. Further, one can use geodesic polar coordinates to get rid of
A2. However, we are unable to reproduce this aforementioned normalisation pro-
cedure. Instead, choosing the coordinate functions given by x = c and y = d to
be constant, so that the level sets are geodesics, gives x˙ = y˙ = 0, which forces
 122 = A3 = 0 and  
2
11 =  A0 = 0 in the geodesic equations.
4.1 The pEW equation in 2 dimensions
In this section we shall fix a coordinate system (x, y) and give the pEW equation
(1.4) as a system of 3 equations on 3 unknowns involving quantites from the
projective structure, such as the Ricci tensor, in this coordinate system. The
Ricci tensor, which is identically the projective Schouten tensor, can be explicitly
computed from the connection coe cients using that
Pab =@c⇧
c
ab   @a⇧ccb + ⇧cce⇧eab   ⇧cae⇧ecb = @c⇧cab   ⇧cae⇧ecb.
This gives us
P11 =  @A0
@y
+
1
3
@A1
@x
  2
9
A21 +
2
3
A0A2,
P22 =
@A3
@x
  1
3
@A2
@y
  2
9
A22 +
2
3
A1A3,
P12 = P21 =
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 + A0A3.
To obtain (1.4), let ↵ = Pdx + Qdy where P = P (x, y) and Q = Q(x, y).
Following conventions in [4], we have
r⇧a ↵b = @a↵b   ⇧cab↵c.
The projective Einstein-Weyl equation becomes
r⇧(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab = @(a↵b)   ⇧cab↵c + ↵a↵b + Pab = 0,
which is equivalent to the following system of equations:
@P
@x
  ⇧111P   ⇧211Q+ P 2 + P11 = 0,
@Q
@y
  ⇧122P   ⇧222Q+Q2 + P22 = 0,
1
2
@Q
@x
+
1
2
@P
@y
  ⇧112P   ⇧212Q+QP + P12 = 0.
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Introducing
F =
@Q
@x
  @P
@y
and substituting the quantities from (4.2) we find that (1.4) becomes
@P
@x
  1
3
A1P + A0Q+ P
2   @A0
@y
+
1
3
@A1
@x
  2
9
A21 +
2
3
A0A2 = 0,
@Q
@y
  A3P + 1
3
A2Q+Q
2 +
@A3
@x
  1
3
@A2
@y
  2
9
A22 +
2
3
A1A3 = 0,
@Q
@x
  1
3
A2P +
1
3
A1Q+QP +
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 + A0A3 =
1
2
F.
This system of equations is overdetermined and generically admits no non-trivial
solution.
Proposition 4.3. The second order ODE of the form
d2y
dx2
=  @ 
@y
✓
dy
dx
◆2
  @ 
@x
✓
dy
dx
◆
(4.3)
where   =  (x, y) is smooth and @
2 
@x@y 6= 0 defines a projective structure (M2, [r])
that has skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. In particular, (M2, [r]) admits a solution
↵ to the projective Einstein-Weyl equation with ↵ given locally by
↵ =
1
3
@ 
@x
dx  1
3
@ 
@y
dy.
Proof. For projective structures with A0 = A3 = 0, A1 =  @ @x and A2 =  @ @y , we
have the symmetric connections given by
⇧111 =  
1
3
@ 
@x
, ⇧112 =  
1
3
@ 
@y
, ⇧221 =
1
3
@ 
@x
, ⇧222 =
1
3
@ 
@y
, ⇧122 = ⇧
2
11 = 0,
and the components of the Ricci tensor are given by
P11 =  1
3
@2 
@x2
  2
9
✓
@ 
@x
◆2
,
P22 =
1
3
@2 
@y2
  2
9
✓
@ 
@y
◆2
,
P12 = P21 =  1
3
@2 
@x@y
+
1
3
@2 
@y@x
  1
9
✓
 @ 
@x
◆✓
 @ 
@y
◆
=  1
9
✓
@ 
@x
◆✓
@ 
@y
◆
.
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For P = 13
@ 
@x and Q =  13 @ @y , it can be verified easily that
@P
@x
 ⇧111P  ⇧211Q+ P 2 + P11 =
1
3
@2 
@x2
 
✓
 1
3
@ 
@x
◆✓
1
3
@ 
@x
◆
+
✓
1
3
@ 
@x
◆2
+ P11
=
1
3
@2 
@x2
+
2
9
✓
@ 
@x
◆2
  1
3
@2 
@x2
  2
9
✓
@ 
@x2
◆2
=0,
@Q
@y
 ⇧122P  ⇧222Q+Q2 + P22 = 
1
3
@2 
@y2
 
✓
1
3
@ 
@y
◆✓
 1
3
@ 
@y
◆
+
✓
 1
3
@ 
@y
◆2
+ P22
=  1
3
@2 
@y2
+
2
9
✓
@ 
@y
◆2
+
1
3
@2 
@y2
  2
9
✓
@ 
@y
◆2
=0,
1
2
@Q
@x
+
1
2
@P
@y
 ⇧112P  ⇧212Q+QP + P12 = 
1
6
@2 
@x@y
+
1
6
@2 
@y@x
 
✓
 1
3
@ 
@y
◆✓
1
3
@ 
@x
◆
 
✓
1
3
@ 
@x
◆✓
 1
3
@ 
@y
◆
+
✓
 1
3
@ 
@y
◆✓
1
3
@ 
@x
◆
+ P12
=
1
9
✓
@ 
@y
◆✓
@ 
@x
◆
  1
9
✓
@ 
@x
◆✓
@ 
@y
◆
=0,
or that the projective Einstein-Weyl equations hold.
Proposition 4.4. Let (M2, [r]) be a projective surface that admits a solution to
(1.4), with F nowhere vanishing. Then there exists local coordinates such that
the projective structure is given by a second order ODE of the form
d2y
dx2
=  @ 
@y
✓
dy
dx
◆2
  @ 
@x
✓
dy
dx
◆
where   =  (x, y) is smooth and @
2 
@x@y 6= 0.
Proof. By assumption, since M2 admits a solution to (1.4), there exists an a ne
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connection D 2 [r] such that the curvature of D is given by
RDab
c
d =  2Fab dc   Fad bc + Fbd ac
=  F ✏ab dc + 1
2
F ✏bd a
c   1
2
F ✏ad b
c
=F
✓
1
2
✏bd a
c   1
2
✏ad b
c   ✏ab dc
◆
=  3
2
F ✏ab d
c.
The Ricci tensor of this connection D is given by
RDab = R
D
ca
c
b =  3
2
F ✏ca b
c =  3
2
F ✏ba,
which is skew. By Theorem 6.1 of [8], at any point p 2 M , there exists local
coordinates around p such that the non-vanishing connection symbols of D are
given by  111 =  @ @x and  222 =  @ @y for some   with @
2 
@x@y 6= 0. Using these
coordinates we can write down the ODE
d2y
dx2
=  @ 
@y
✓
dy
dx
◆2
  @ 
@x
✓
dy
dx
◆
which gives rise to a projective structure on M2. Since D 2 [r] is a representa-
tive of the projective structure, this second order ODE has to be the projective
structure of M2, written in special local coordinates.
4.1.1 The Cotton-York tensor in 2 dimensions and con-
straints to pEW
In two dimensions, the Cotton-York tensor in the chosen local coordinate system
is given by
Yabc = raPbc  rbPac = @aPbc   ⇧eabPec   ⇧eacPbe   @bPac + ⇧ebaPec + ⇧ebcPae.
In particular,
Y121 = @1P21   ⇧111P21   ⇧211P22   @2P11 + ⇧121P11 + ⇧221P21
and
Y122 = @1P22   ⇧112P21   ⇧212P22   @2P12 + ⇧122P11 + ⇧222P21.
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We shall relate the Cotton-York tensor to the relative invariant Y = (L1dx +
L2dy)⌦ (dx^dy) found in [4] (due to Liouville and Tresse). A computation gives
Y121
=
@
@x
✓
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 +A0A3
◆
  1
3
A1
✓
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 +A0A3
◆
+A0
✓
@A3
@x
  1
3
@A2
@y
  2
9
A22 +
2
3
A1A3
◆
  @
@y
✓
 @A0
@y
+
1
3
@A1
@x
  2
9
A21 +
2
3
A0A2
◆
+
1
3
A2
✓
 @A0
@y
+
1
3
@A1
@x
  2
9
A21 +
2
3
A0A2
◆
  1
3
A1
✓
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 +A0A3
◆
=  2
3
@2A1
@x@y
+
1
3
@2A2
@x2
+
@2A0
@y2
 A0@A2
@y
 A2@A0
@y
+A3
@A0
@x
+ 2A0
@A3
@x
+
2
3
A1
@A1
@y
  1
3
A1
@A2
@x
=  L1.
Similarly,
Y122
=
@
@x
✓
@A3
@x
  1
3
@A2
@y
  2
9
A22 +
2
3
A1A3
◆
  1
3
A2
✓
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 +A0A3
◆
+A3
✓
 @A0
@y
+
1
3
@A1
@x
  2
9
A21 +
2
3
A0A2
◆
  @
@y
✓
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 +A0A3
◆
  1
3
A2
✓
1
3
@A2
@x
  1
3
@A1
@y
  1
9
A1A2 +A0A3
◆
+
1
3
A1
✓
@A3
@x
  1
3
@A2
@y
  2
9
A22 +
2
3
A1A3
◆
=  2
3
@2A2
@x@y
+
1
3
@2A1
@y2
+
@2A3
@x2
+A3
@A1
@x
+A1
@A3
@x
 A0@A3
@y
  2A3@A0
@y
  2
3
A2
@A2
@x
+
1
3
A2
@A1
@y
=  L2.
Using the convention
Ya = ✏
bcYbca,
we have
Y1 = 2Y121 =  2L1,
Y2 = 2Y122 =  2L2.
The di↵erential consequence (2.3) reads
@F
@x
=  3FP + 2L1, (4.4)
@F
@y
=  3FQ+ 2L2, (4.5)
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and the constraint equation (2.6) is
 2@L2
@x
+ 2
@L1
@y
+ 6L1Q  6L2P + 3F 2 = 0. (4.6)
It can be verified that the solution ↵ to pEW from Proposition 4.3 satisfies (4.4),
(4.5) and (4.6).
4.2 Projective version of Derdzinski’s correspon-
dence
In this section we give an analogue of Derdzinski’s correspondence in Corollary
4.2 from [8] which highlights studying a ne connections on surfaces with skew
symmetric Ricci in the projective setting. We remark that projective flatness is
used in a di↵erent sense in [8] compared to this thesis. Recall Corollary 4.2 from
[8]:
Corollary 4.5. Given a smooth surface ⌃, the assignment (r,↵a) 7! (D,↵a),
where Davb = ravb + 32↵avb defines a 1-1 correspondence between the set of
pairs (r,↵a) consisting of a torsion-free a ne connection r on ⌃ along with
a 1-form ↵a such that r[a↵b] = Fab is the Ricci tensor of r, and the set of
pairs (D,↵a) consisting of any flat connection on ⌃ with torsion tensor given by
Tabc =  3↵[a b]c.
The projective version of Derdzinski’s correspondence can be formulated as
follows:
Lemma 4.6. On projective surfaces (M, [r]), the assignment
↵a 7! DaV b = raV b + 1
2
↵aV
b    ab↵cV c,
for an arbitrary vector field V a 2 Ea( 32) defines a 1-1 correspondence between
solutions of the projective Einstein-Weyl (pEW) equation, and the set of flat
connections on the bundle Ea( 32).
Proof. Fix a connection r 2 [r]. We would like to show(
Solutions of pEW equation
up to projective change of connection
)
1 1 !
⇢
flat connections on Ea
✓
 3
2
◆ 
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). Suppose the surface M admits a solution ↵a to the pEW equation given by
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab = Fab.
This means that the projectively related connection on TM given by
bravb = ravb   ↵avb    ab↵cvc
for vb 2  (TM) has skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. Define a connection Da on the
bundle Ea( 32) = E( 32)⌦ TM by
DaV
b = raV b + 1
2
↵aV
b    ab↵cV c
for V a 2  (Ea( 32)). This is precisely the connection induced by br on Ea( 32).
A computation shows that
DaDbV
c =ra(DbV c) + 3
2
↵a(DbV
c)   ac(DbV d)↵d + ↵b(DaV c)
=ra(rbV c + 1
2
↵bV
c    bc↵dV d) + 3
2
↵a(rbV c + 1
2
↵bV
c    bc↵dV d)
   ac(rbV d + 1
2
↵bV
d    bd↵eV e)↵d + ↵b(raV c + 1
2
↵aV
c    ac↵dV d)
=rarbV c + 1
2
(ra↵b)V c + 1
2
↵b(raV c)   bc(ra↵d)V d    bc↵d(raV d)
+
3
2
↵arbV c + 3
4
↵a↵bV
c   3
2
↵a b
c↵dV
d
   ac↵drbV d    ac1
2
↵b↵dV
d +  a
c↵b↵eV
e
+ ↵braV c + 1
2
↵a↵bV
c    ac↵b↵dV d
=rarbV c + 1
2
(ra↵b)V c + 3
2
↵b(raV c)   bc(ra↵d)V d    bc↵d(raV d)
+
3
2
↵arbV c + 5
4
↵a↵bV
c   3
2
↵a b
c↵dV
d    ac↵drbV d    ac1
2
↵b↵dV
d.
Therefore,
RDab
c
dV
d =(DaDb  DbDa)V c
=rarbV c + 1
2
(ra↵b)V c + 3
2
↵b(raV c)   bc(ra↵d)V d    bc↵d(raV d)
+
3
2
↵arbV c + 5
4
↵a↵bV
c   3
2
↵a b
c↵dV
d    ac↵drbV d    ac1
2
↵b↵dV
d
 rbraV c   1
2
(rb↵a)V c   3
2
↵a(rbV c) +  ac(rb↵d)V d +  ac↵d(rbV d)
  3
2
↵braV c   5
4
↵b↵aV
c +
3
2
↵b a
c↵dV
d +  b
c↵draV d +  bc1
2
↵a↵dV
d
=Rab
c
dV
d +
1
2
(ra↵b)V c    bc(ra↵d)V d    bc↵a↵dV d   1
2
(rb↵a)V c
+  a
c(rb↵d)V d +  ac↵b↵dV d
=FabV
c    bc(ra↵d + ↵a↵d   Pad)V d +  ac(rb↵d + ↵b↵d + Pbd)V d.
Since pEW holds, we have
RDab
c
dV
d =FabV
c    bcFadV d +  acFbdV d ⌘ 0,
so that the connection is flat on the bundle Ea( 32). (. Conversely, given any
torsion-free a ne connection r in the projective class, it induces a connection
D on the bundle Ea( 32). Suppose we have a flat connection Da on the bundle
Ea( 32). Then
0 = RDab
c
dV
d =FabV
c    bc(ra↵d + ↵a↵d   Pad)V d +  ac(rb↵d + ↵b↵d + Pbd)V d
must hold for any section V a of Ea( 32). Tracing the indices a and c gives
(rb↵d + ↵b↵d + Pbd   Fbd)V d = 0.
Since V a is arbitrary, the pEW equation
rb↵d + ↵b↵d + Pbd   Fbd = 0
must hold.
Remark 4.7. The flat connection induced by the projective structure on the
bundle Ea( 32) can be seen as an alternative route to establish Theorem 6.1 in
[8], which we now proceed to show.
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4.2.1 Obtaining Derdzinski’s normal form for solutions to
pEW equation
We now apply Derdzinski’s argument to the projective setting of Lemma 4.6 to
write down his normal form for solutions of the pEW equation. Choose linearly
independent sections of Ea( 32) written locally as Ua = (U1, U2) = (e , 0) and
V a = (V 1, V 2) = (0, e ), where @a = (@1, @2) = (@x, @y) = (
@
@x ,
@
@y ) are local
coordinates for the tangent vector fields adapted to the linearly independent
sections and   =  (x, y) and  =  (x, y) are smooth functions. This gives
Ua@a = e @x and V a@a = e @y. We now impose the condition that they are
covariantly constant with respect to some a ne connection D in the projective
class:
DaV
b = DaU
b = 0.
This means that the system of 4 equations have to be satisfied for V a (and Ua
respectively)
D1V
1 =@1V
1 +  111V
1 +  112V
2 +
1
2
↵1V
1   ↵1V 1   ↵2V 2 = 0,
D1V
2 =@1V
2 +  211V
1 +  212V
2 +
1
2
↵1V
2 = 0,
D2V
1 =@2V
1 +  121V
1 +  122V
2 +
1
2
↵2V
1 = 0,
D2V
2 =@2V
2 +  221V
1 +  222V
2 +
1
2
↵2V
2   ↵1V 1   ↵2V 2 = 0.
For our choice of local coordinates (V 1, V 2) = (0, e @y), this reduces to the equa-
tions
 112   ↵2 = 0,
@x +  
2
12 +
1
2
↵1 = 0,
 122 = 0,
@y +  
2
22  
1
2
↵2 = 0.
Similarly, our choice of local coordinates for (U1, U2) = (e @x, 0) gives
@x +  
1
11  
1
2
↵1 = 0,
 211 = 0,
@y +  
1
21 +
1
2
↵2 = 0,
 221 = ↵1.
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Let   =     . The projective structure then is given by
 211 = 0,
 122 = 0,
@x  = @x   @x = ↵1    111 +  212 = 2 212    111,
@y  = @y   @y =   121   ↵2 +  222 =  222   2 121.
This gives rise to the second order ODE (4.3). In particular, from Proposition
4.3 we have ↵a given by ↵ = ↵1dx + ↵2dy =  221dx +  
1
12dy a solution to pEW
equation.
4.3 Derdzinski’s example from first order ODE
In this section we show that Derdzinski’s example (4.3) arises from the derivative
of a first order ODE. We can use Lemma 3.2 in [22] to show that it is point
equivalent to the derivative of a first order ODE. Consider the following first
order di↵erential equation
dy
dx
= e  (x,y). (4.7)
Di↵erentiating with respect to x gives
d2y
dx2
=e  (x,y)
✓
 @ 
@x
  @ 
@y
✓
dy
dx
◆◆
=  @ 
@x
✓
dy
dx
◆
  @ 
@y
✓
dy
dx
◆2
, (4.8)
where in the last step we made the substitution given by (4.7). This is Derdzinski’s
normal form (4.3) and we can read o↵ the projective structure given by
A0 = 0, A1 =  @x , A2 =  @y , A3 = 0
and this admits a solution to the pEW equation following Proposition 4.3. The
solution is given by
↵ =
1
3
@x dx  1
3
@y dy
and
d↵ =
1
3
@yx dy ^ dx  1
3
@xy dx ^ dy =  2
3
@xy dx ^ dy
= Fdx ^ dy,
where
F =  2
3
@2 
@y@x
.
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Remark 4.8. If we instead substituted
dy
dx
= e  (x,y)
into (4.8), we obtain
d2y
dx2
=  @ 
@x
e     @ 
@y
e 2 .
which we can regard as a projective structure with connection coe cients given
by
A0 =  @ 
@x
e     @ 
@y
e 2 , A1 = 0, A2 = 0, A3 = 0.
This projective structure is not point equivalent to the projective structure given
by (4.8) as they have di↵erent Liouville invariants in general. This observation
shows that the same second order ODE can define di↵erent projective structures.
4.3.1 Di↵erent normal form example
In this section we show that the any second order ODE given by the derivative
of a first order ODE admits a solution to pEW. Consider the following first order
di↵erential equation
dy
dx
= G(x, y).
Di↵erentiating with respect to x gives
d2y
dx2
=
@G
@y
✓
dy
dx
◆
+
@G
@x
. (4.9)
We can read o↵ the projective structure given by
A0 = @xG, A1 = @yG, A2 = 0, A3 = 0
and this admits a solution to the pEW equation. This is quite di↵erent from the
normal form given by (4.3). The solution is given by
↵ =
2
3
@yGdx
and
d↵ =
2
3
@yyGdy ^ dx =  2
3
@yyGdx ^ dy = Fdx ^ dy,
where
F =  2
3
@2G
@y@y
.
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Remark 4.9. If we make the further substitution
dy
dx
= G(x, y)
back into (4.9), we obtain
d2y
dx2
= G@yG+ @xG
which we can regard as a projective structure with connection coe cients given
by
A0 = G@yG+ @xG, A1 = 0, A2 = 0, A3 = 0.
This projective structure is not point equivalent to the projective structure given
by (4.9) and have di↵erent Liouville invariants in general. However, they share a
1-parameter family of solutions, namely the integral curves given by solutions of
dy
dx = G(x, y).
Conjecture A. Suppose we have a projective structure given in local coordinates
as
d2y
dx2
= A1
✓
dy
dx
◆
+ A0.
The condition that there admit a solution to pEW for the given projective structure
is that
@A1
@x
=
@A0
@y
must hold. As a consequence, we have
A1 =
@G
@y
and A0 =
@G
@x
for some G = G(x, y).
For this projective structure the equations we are trying to solve are
@P
@x
  1
3
A1P + A0Q+ P
2   @A0
@y
+
1
3
@A1
@x
  2
9
A21 =0,
@Q
@y
+Q2 =0,
@Q
@x
+
1
3
A1Q+QP   1
3
@A1
@y
=
1
2
F.
The evidence supporting this conjecture comes from taking ↵ = 23A1dx so that
setting P = 23A1 and Q = 0, the pEW equation is satisfied i↵
@A1
@x
  @A0
@y
= 0
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holds. We suspect that we can use the constraints from the pEW system to
eliminate all other possible solutions of ↵.
Remark 4.10. Given a projective structure that admits skew-symmetric Ricci
tensor, we can use Lemma 4.6 to write down locally the connection coe cients
of the projective structure in Derdzinski’s normal form (4.3). The second order
ODE corresponding to the projective structure turns out to be point equivalent
to the derivative of a first order ODE. See also Theorem 3.3 of [22].
4.4 Complex structure on the pEW surface
Fix Ua, V a 2  (Ea( 32)), so that DaU b = DaV b = 0. Introduce ✏ab = 2U [aV b]
and observe that Da✏bc = 0. Its inverse is given by ✏ab and we raise and lower
indices according to V a = ✏abVb, Vb = ✏abV a. Normalise so that
1 = ✏abU
aV b.
We can write ✏ab = 2U[aVb].
Proposition 4.11. The tensor gab = 2U(aVb) defines a Lorentzian metric of
signature (1, 1) on Ea( 32), and is covariantly constant with respect to Da.
Proposition 4.12. The tensor
Ja
b = UaU
b + VaV
b
defines an almost complex structure on M .
We check that
Ja
bJb
c = (UaU
b + VaV
b)(UbU
c + VbV
c) =  UaV c + VaU c =   ac.
Proposition 4.13. A pEW surface admits a compatible complex structure, i.e.
there exists a projective connection Da in its projective class such that
DaJb
c = 0.
4.5 Twistor theory for holomorphic projective
surfaces with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor
In the real-analytic setting, there exists a holomorphic projective structure on
M2 for which the real-analytic projective structure is the real slice. In partic-
ular, 2-dimensional projective structures in the holomorphic category admit a
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twistor theory. Mini-mini-twistor space, denoted Z is a complex surface with a
2-parameter family rational curves having normal bundle O(1). In [21], Hitchin
showed that mini-mini-twistor spaces are in 1-1 correspondence with holomorphic
2-dimensional projective structures. The twistor theory for holomorphic projec-
tive structures with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor have been dealt with in the
appendix of [6] and in [10] separately. We would like to give a brief summary of
known results. Recall the following proposition of Dunajski-West in [10]:
Proposition 4.14. There is a one to one correspondence between holomorphic 2
dimensional projective structures such that the corresponding second order ODE
is point equivalent to the derivative of a first order ODE, and complex surfaces
which contain a holomorphic rational curve with normal bundle O(1) and fiber
holomorphically over CP1.
Together with the observation that any projective surface admitting a skew-
symmetric Ricci tensor has a projective structure whose corresponding second
order ODE is point equivalent to the derivative of a first order ODE, we have the
result, also found in [6]:
Proposition 4.15. There is a one to one correspondence between holomorphic
2 dimensional projective structures admitting skew-symmetric Ricci tensor and
complex surfaces which contain a holomorphic curve with normal bundle O(1)
and fiber holomorphically over CP1.
4.6 3-webs in 2 dimensions
We shall follow [18]. A 3-web W3 on a smooth manifold M2 is 3 distinct pairwise
transverse foliations of smooth curves on M2 in generic position, i.e. such that
the tangent lines to the curves of di↵erent foliations through any point p 2M are
distinct and locally any 2 curves of transverse foliations have at most 1 common
point. It can be encoded by three di↵erential 1-forms !1, !2, !3 such that any 2
of them are linearly independent.
Proposition 4.16. [18] There is a normalisation such that
!1 + !2 + !3 = 0. (4.10)
In view of Lemma 4.6, the correct projective weight for each of the three
1-forms is 32 , so that !1,!2,!3 should be regarded as sections of Ea(32).
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M2
Figure 4.1: Example of a 3-web on surfaces
Proposition 4.17. [18] Two normalisations !1, !2, !3 and b!1, b!2, b!3 determine
the same 3-web if and only if
b!1 = ⌦ 32!1, b!2 = ⌦ 32!2, b!3 = ⌦ 32!3.
For some non-zero smooth function ⌦ 2 E.
We shall now follow [17] to derive the structure equations associated to a 3-
web. Since the 1-forms !1, !2 and !3 are pairwise linearly independent on M2,
we have
d!1 =
3
2
↵1 ^ !1, d!2 = 3
2
↵2 ^ !2, d!3 = 3
2
↵3 ^ !3,
and we deduce from (4.10) that
0 = ↵1 ^ !1 + ↵2 ^ !2 + ↵3 ^ !3 =↵1 ^ !1 + ↵2 ^ !2 + ↵3 ^ ( !1   !2)
=(↵1   ↵3) ^ !1 + (↵2   ↵3) ^ !2.
We can therefore write
↵1   ↵3 =a!1 + b!2,
↵2   ↵3 =b!1 + c!2
for some functions a, b and c. We find that
↵1   (a  b)!1 = ↵2   (c  b)!2 = ↵3 + b(!1 + !2)
and taking
↵ := ↵1   (a  b)!1 = ↵2   (c  b)!2 = ↵3 + b(!1 + !2)
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we obtain
d!1 =
3
2
↵ ^ !1, (4.11a)
d!2 =
3
2
↵ ^ !2, (4.11b)
d!3 =
3
2
↵ ^ !3. (4.11c)
The 1-form ↵ is the connection form for the web structure equations (4.11). Under
a rescaling of the web as given by Proposition 4.17, equations (4.11) transform as
db!1 = d(⌦ 32!1) = 3
2
⌦
1
2 (d⌦)!1 + ⌦
3
2 (d!1) =
3
2
⌦
3
2 (⌦ 1d⌦+ ↵) ^ !1
=
3
2
b↵ ^ b!1,
db!2 = d(⌦ 32!2) = 3
2
⌦
1
2 (d⌦)!2 + ⌦
3
2 (d!2) =
3
2
⌦
3
2 (⌦ 1d⌦+ ↵) ^ !2
=
3
2
b↵ ^ b!2,
where b↵ = ↵ +⌥, where ⌥ = ⌦ 1d⌦. Now
3
2
d↵ = K!1 ^ !2,
where K is the curvature of the web (or Chern) connection and is also known as
the Blaschke curvature. Now
3
2
d↵ =
3
2
db↵ = bKb!1 ^ b!2 = ⌦3 bK!1 ^ !2,
so that bK = ⌦ 3K and K has projective weight  3. Later on we shall relate K
to the projective density F of weight  3, thus justifying our earlier assertion that
the 1-forms !1, !2 and !3 are best viewed as having projective weight
3
2 . Observe
that given a projective structure [r] on M , for the coframe (✓a), and connection
symbols  abc, we have the connection 1-forms  
a
b =  
a
bc✓
c. Let
✓1 ^ ✓2 = 1
2
✏ij✓
i ^ ✓j
denote the web surface element, where ✏ij =
 
0 1
 1 0
!
. The connection 1-forms
( ij) for a particular representative (torsion-free a ne connection) in [r] give the
structure equations
d✓a +  ab ^ ✓b = 0,
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and curvature
⌦ab = d 
a
b +  
a
c ^  cb
which defines the curvature tensor
⌦ab =
1
2
Rcd
a
b✓
c ^ ✓d.
Now take
✓1 = !1, ✓
2 = !2,
and compare it with the web structure equations (4.11). We obtain
 ab =  
3
2
 ab↵,
and
⌦ab =  3
2
 abd↵ =  K✓1 ^ ✓2 ab =  K
2
✏cd✓
c ^ ✓d ab,
so that
1
2
Rcd
a
b =  K
2
✏cd 
a
b,
or K = 32F in our convention. This gives
d↵ = F ✓1 ^ ✓2 = 1
2
F ✏ab✓
a ^ ✓b.
We see that any 3-web W3 on M2 defines a torsion-free a ne (web or Chern)
connection with skew-symmetric Ricci. This is due to Goldberg in [17]. It has
also been shown in [17] and [18] that
Proposition 4.18. The leaves of the foliations of the 3-web structure given by
{!1 = 0}, {!2 = 0} and {!3 =  !1   !2 = 0} are unparameterised curves for
the geodesics on M2.
Hence it is natural to consider the projective structure induced by the web
connection. We have
Proposition 4.19. Let W3 be a smooth 3-Web structure on the surface M , with
the web connection given by r. Then (M, [r]) is a projective surface admitting
a torsion-free a ne connection r with skew-symmetric Ricci.
The projective structure [r] is the class of torsion-free a ne connections pro-
jectively related to the web or Chern connection r. Conversely given an a ne
connection on M2 with skew-symmetric Ricci, one can use Derdzinski’s corre-
spondence in Corollary 4.2 in [8] to obtain linearly independent 1-forms !1 and
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!2 parallel with respect to D satisfying the web structure equations. The foli-
ations given by {!1 = 0}, {!2 = 0} and {!3 =  !1   !2 = 0} then define a
(local) 3-web on M2. This generalises straightforwardly to the projective setting
We have
Proposition 4.20. Let (M, [r]) be a projective surface admitting a torsion-free
a ne connection r with skew-symmetric Ricci. Then there exists a 3-web struc-
ture on the surface, with the web connection given by r.
Proof. Suppose M2 admits a connection with skew-symmetric Ricci. Then by
Lemma 4.6, there is a flat connection on the dual bundle Ea(32) and in particular,
there exist linearly independent non-zero sections µa, ⌫b of Ea(32) satisfyingDaµb =
0 and Da⌫b = 0. In particular this is equivalent to µa, ⌫a satisfying the equations
raµb = 1
2
↵aµb   ↵bµa,
ra⌫b = 1
2
↵a⌫b   ↵b⌫a,
for some 1-form ↵a yet to be determined. Skewing gives
r[aµb] = 32↵[aµb],
r[a⌫b] = 32↵[a⌫b],
which are the web structure equations (4.11) and so taking !1 = µa, !2 = ⌫a,
!3 =  µa   ⌫a gives the desired three 1-forms, and the foliations {!1 = 0},
{!2 = 0}, {!3 = 0} define a 3-web on M2. The web structure equations also give
rise to ↵a which determines the web connection r.
Note that with Propositions 4.19 and 4.20 we are not establishing a 1-1 cor-
respondence between 3-webs in 2 dimensions and projective surfaces with skew-
symmetric Ricci tensor. Certainly the map from 3-webs to projective surfaces
with skew Ricci is surjective, however it is not clear whether two 3-web struc-
tures with the same web curvature are necessarily web di↵eomorphic to each
other. In view of Theorem 2.3 in [22], we may establish a 1-1 correspondence
between Veronese webs in 2 dimensions up to a Mo¨bius transformation with pro-
jective surfaces with skew-symmetric Ricci tensor.
4.7 3-webs and first order ODEs
In this section we start with a 3-web given locally by a web function f and write
out the projective structure in the associated coordinate system. We then give a
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solution ↵a to the pEW equation in this coordinate system. We formulate this
section following Section 2.2 of [18], with !3 chosen so that the normalisation
d!3 = 0 holds. The results in this section can easily be generalised to Veronese
webs, in view of Proposition 2.1 of [22]. In particular, we get the connection
coe cients (4) in [22] associated a 3-web (where we denote f for the web function
instead of w). Assuming thatM2 is a simply connected domain of R2, there exists
a smooth function f such that !3 is proportional to df . i.e. !3 ^ df = 0. The
function f is called a web function, defined up to renormalisation. Choose f such
that
!3 = df,
and similarly we find functions x, y for !1 and !2 respectively such that
!1 = adx, !2 = bdy,
for some functions a, b to be determined. The functions x and y are linearly
independent and can be viewed as local coordinates. In these coordinates, and
with the normalization !1 + !2 + !3 = 0, we have a =  fx and b =  fy, so that
!1 =  fxdx, !2 =  fydy, !3 = df,
where fx =
@f
@x . Because of the linear independence criterion, fxfy is nowhere
vanishing. Foliations given by {!1 = 0}, {!2 = 0}, {!3 = 0} are geodesic with
respect to the web (or Chern) connection, with the integral curves of {!1 = 0}
and {!2 = 0} given locally by x = c, y = d where c, d are constants. Recall that
this choice of coordinates forces A3 = A0 = 0 in (4.1). The leaves of the foliations
of {!3 = 0} are integral curves of the first order ODE
dy
dx
=  fx
fy
.
Now
d!3 = 0,
so that ↵ is proportional to !3. Write ↵ =
2
3H!3 for some function H to be
determined. Let @1 and @2 be the basis of vector fields dual to !1, !2, so that
!i(@j) =  ij. We have
@1 =   1
fx
@
@x
, @2 =   1
fy
@
@y
.
Dually,
!1 =  fxdx, !2 =  fydy.
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Let X1 = @1, X2 = @2, so that the vector fields (Xa) = (X1, X2) = (@1, @2) form a
frame on M , and (✓a) = (✓1, ✓2) = (!1,!2) form a coframe dual to (Xa), so that
✓a(Xb) =  b
a.
The structure equations defining the connection coe cients are given by
rXaXb = cbaXc,
rXa✓b =   bca✓c.
The torsion tensor is given by
T (@1, @2) = r@1@2  r@2@1   [@1, @2].
The web structure equations define a torsion-free a ne connection called a web
connection, so that
[@1, @2] = r@1@2  r@2@1.
We have
✓c([Xa, Xb]) = ✓
c(rXaXb  rXbXa) =✓c(rXaXb)  ✓c(rXbXa)
=✓c( dbaXd)  ✓c( dabXd)
= cba    cab.
Since
✓1([@1, @2]) =!1([@1, @2])
=  d!1(@1, @2) =  3
2
(↵ ^ !1)(@1, @2) = 3
2
↵(@2),
✓2([@1, @2]) =!2([@1, @2])
=  d!2(@1, @2) =  3
2
(↵ ^ !2)(@1, @2) =  3
2
↵(@1),
we therefore obtain
 121    112 =
3
2
↵(@2),
 221    212 = 
3
2
↵(@1).
Now to determine the connection coe cients, we compute
r@1✓1 =   111✓1    121✓2,
r@2✓2 =   212✓1    222✓2,
r@2✓1 =   112✓1    122✓2,
r@1✓2 =   211✓1    221✓2.
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Since the connection forms are given by  ij =  32 j i↵, we have
 211 =  
1
22 =0,
and using ↵ = 23H!3 =  23H!1   23H!2 gives
 jjk✓
k =  ij =  j
i(H!1 +H!2),
and so
 111✓
1 +  112✓
2 =H✓1 +H✓2,
 221✓
1 +  222✓
2 =H✓1 +H✓2.
Moreover, since the connection is torsion free,
 121 = 
1
12 +
3
2
↵(@2) = H  H = 0,  212 = 221 +
3
2
↵(@1) = H  H = 0.
Hence the connection coe cients are given by
 211 =  
1
22 =0,  
1
11 =  
1
12 =  
2
21 =  
2
22 =H,  
1
21 =  
2
12 =0.
from which we obtain
r@1✓1 =   111✓1    112✓2 =  H✓1,
r@2✓2 =   221✓1    222✓2 =  H✓2,
r@2✓1 = H✓1,
r@1✓2 = H✓2.
We would like to find the connection coe cients of the web connection associated
to a 3-web in terms of the chosen coordinate system (x, y) and web function f .
With respect to the coordinate basis @x and @y, since
rXaXb =  cbaXc,
we obtain
r@1@1 = 
1
fx
r@x
✓
  1
fx
@x
◆
=
1
f 2x
r@x@x  
fxx
f 3x
@x,
r@2@2 = 
1
fy
r@y
✓
  1
fy
@y
◆
=
1
f 2y
r@y@y  
fyy
f 3y
@y,
r@1@2 = 
1
fx
r@x
✓
  1
fy
@y
◆
=
1
fxfy
r@x@y  
fyx
f 2y fx
@y,
r@2@1 = 
1
fy
r@y
✓
  1
fx
@x
◆
=
1
fxfy
r@y@x  
fyx
f 2xfy
@x,
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from which we get the structure equations
r@x@x =f 2xr@1@1 +
fxx
fx
@x = f
2
x
✓
 H
fx
@x
◆
+
fxx
fx
@x =
✓
fxx
fx
 Hfx
◆
@x,
r@y@y =f 2yr@2@2 +
fyy
fy
@y = f
2
y
✓
 H
fy
@y
◆
+
fyy
fy
@y =
✓
fyy
fy
 Hfy
◆
@y,
r@y@x =fxfyr@2@1 +
fyx
fx
@x = fxfy
✓
 H
fx
@x
◆
+
fyx
fx
@x =
✓
 Hfy + fyx
fx
◆
@x,
r@x@y =fxfyr@1@2 +
fyx
fy
@y = fxfy
✓
 H
fy
@y
◆
+
fyx
fy
@y =
✓
 Hfx + fxy
fy
◆
@y,
which gives rise to the connection coe cients
 yyx =  
y
xy =
fxy
fy
 Hfx = 0,  xxy =  xyx =
fxy
fx
 Hfy = 0,  yxx =  xyy = 0,
 xxx =
fxx
fx
 Hfy,  yyy =
fyy
fy
 Hfx,
from which we deduce that H = fxyfxfy and the connection coe cients are
 yyx =  
y
xy = 0,  
x
xy =  
x
yx = 0,  
y
xx =  
x
yy = 0,
 xxx =
fxx
fx
  fxy
fy
,  yyy =
fyy
fy
  fxy
fx
.
These are the connection coe cients (4) obtained in [22]. We therefore have
↵ =
2
3
H!3 =
2
3
fxy
fxfy
!3 =
2
3
fxy
fxfy
( !1   !2) =2
3
fxy
fxfy
(fxdx+ fydy)
=
2
3
fxy
fy
dx+
2
3
fxy
fx
dy (4.12)
and it can be verified that ↵ given by (4.12) is a solution to pEW with the
projective structure in this coordinate system given by the connection coe↵cients
above. A computation shows that
K =
1
fxfy
✓
fxyx
fx
  fxyfxx
(fx)2
  fxyy
fy
+
fxyfyy
(fy)2
◆
=
fxyx
fy(fx)2
  fxyfxx
(fx)3fy
  fxyy
(fx)(fy)2
+
fxyfyy
(fy)3fx
.
Remark 4.21. We avoid writing
K =
1
fxfy
✓
log
✓
fx
fy
◆◆
xy
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because of the ambiguity in the domain for which log
⇣
fx
fy
⌘
is defined. Following
[22], because the sign of fxfy is alway fixed, we can take K =
1
fxfy
⇣
log
⇣
fx
fy
⌘⌘
xy
if
fx
fy
> 0 and K = 1fxfy
⇣
log
⇣
 fxfy
⌘⌘
xy
if fxfy < 0. Also the quantity K defined here
is negative of K defined in [18], because of the conventions chosen.
We can verify the accuracy of our computations by computing the connection
coe cients dually. Dually, using the equations
rXa✓b =   bca✓c,
and the fact that H = fxyfxfy , we obtain
r@1✓1 = 
1
fx
r@x( fxdx) = r@xdx+
fxx
fx
dx,
r@2✓2 = 
1
fy
r@y( fydy) = r@ydy +
fyy
fy
dy,
r@1✓2 = 
1
fx
r@x( fydy) =
fy
fx
r@xdy +
fyx
fx
dy,
r@2✓1 = 
1
fy
r@y( fxdx) =
fx
fy
r@ydx+
fyx
fy
dx,
so that
r@xdx =r@1✓1  
fxx
fx
dx =
✓
 fxx
fx
+Hfx
◆
dx =
✓
 fxx
fx
+
fxy
fy
◆
dx,
r@ydy =r@2✓2  
fyy
fy
dy =
✓
 fyy
fy
+Hfy
◆
dy =
✓
 fyy
fy
+
fxy
fx
◆
dy,
r@xdy =
fx
fy
(r@1✓2) 
fyx
fy
dy =
fx
fy
( H✓2)  fyx
fy
dy =
fx
fy
✓
fxy
fx
◆
dy   fyx
fy
dy
=0,
r@ydx =
fy
fx
(r@2✓1) 
fyx
fx
dx =
fy
fx
( H✓1)  fyx
fx
dx =
fy
fx
✓
fxy
fy
◆
dx  fyx
fx
dx
=0.
This gives the connection coe cients in terms of the coordinate functions x and
y as
 yyx =  
y
xy = 0,  
x
xy =  
x
yx = 0,  
y
xx =  
x
yy = 0,
 xxx =
fxx
fx
  fxy
fy
,  yyy =
fyy
fy
  fxy
fx
.
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This gives rise to the second order ODE
d2y
dx2
= xyy
✓
dy
dx
◆3
+ (2 xxy    yyy)
✓
dy
dx
◆2
+ ( xxx   2 yxy)
✓
dy
dx
◆
   yxx
=
✓
fxy
fx
  fyy
fy
◆✓
dy
dx
◆2
+
✓
fxx
fx
  fxy
fy
◆✓
dy
dx
◆
(4.13)
associated to the projective structure, which is precisely equation (8) in Proposi-
tion 3.1 of [22]. Moreover, by Lemma 3.2 of [22], the second order ODE (4.13) is
point equivalent to the derivative of a first order ODE. We can read o↵ solutions
to pEW from (4.13). We obtain
b↵ =  1
3
✓
 fxy
fy
+
fxx
fx
◆
dx+
1
3
✓
 fyy
fy
+
fxy
fx
◆
dy
and a computation shows that
db↵ =  1
3
@y
✓
 fxy
fy
+
fxx
fx
◆
dy ^ dx+ 1
3
@x
✓
 fyy
fy
+
fxy
fx
◆
dx ^ dy
=
2
3
✓
fxyfyy
f 2y
  fxyfxx
f 2x
+
fxxy
fx
  fyyx
fy
◆
dx ^ dy
=
2
3
fxfyKdx ^ dy
=
2
3
K!1 ^ !2
=F!1 ^ !2 (Recall K = 32F .)
=d↵,
where ↵ = 23
fxy
fy
dx+ 23
fxy
fx
dy is given by (4.12). Thus ↵ di↵ers from b↵ by a locally
exact 1-form. We have
⌥ = b↵  ↵ =  1
3
✓
fxx
fx
+
fyx
fy
◆
dx  1
3
✓
fyy
fy
+
fxy
fx
◆
dy,
and a computation shows that
d⌥ = 0.
Hence given a 3-web, we have found ↵ in terms of the web function (and the
chosen coordinate system) that satisfies pEW.
4.8 Global obstructions to pEW
Derdzinski has shown in [8] that the only oriented closed (compact without bound-
ary) surface admitting a globally defined connection with skew-symmetric Ricci
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tensor is di↵eomorphic to the 2-torus T2. To prove this one has to to use a re-
sult of Milnor [24] which says that a surface with genus g   2 does not posses
any flat a ne connection (with or without torsion). We provide an alternative
proof as follows. Suppose (M2, [r]) is a closed oriented smooth surface with a
globally defined projective structure that admits a skew-symmetric Ricci. Now
by Lemma 4.6, there is a globally defined flat connection on the weighted tangent
bundle. In particular, it admits a globally defined parallel section V which is a
vector field tensored with some non-vanishing density. Now V cannot have any
zeroes, or otherwise parallel transport would mean V is identically zero. But by
the theorem of Poincare-Hopf, a nowhere vanishing vector field exists only on
surfaces with vanishing Euler characteristic. Hence M2 has to be di↵eomorphic
to the 2-torus, and the Euler characteristic can be seen as a global obstruction
to closed smooth surfaces admitting skew-symmetric Ricci.
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Chapter 5
Examples
This chapter presents various examples of projective structures that either ad-
mit or do not admit skew-symmetric Ricci tensor. The first two examples in
Section 5.1 are projective surfaces with non-vanishing obstructions, and hence
do not admit any skew-symmetric Ricci tensor in its projective class of connec-
tions. The next 2 examples in Section 5.2 are projective structures that do admit
skew-symmetric tensor, and hence have vanishing obstructions. We also give an
example of a projective surface for which the obstructions vanish, but yet does
not admit a real solution to pEW in Section 5.3. Following this in Section 5.4
we give 2 examples of three-dimensional projective structures that do not ad-
mit skew-symmetric Ricci tensor, namely the projective geometry induced by the
metric structure on ‘sol’, and the Berger sphere geometries. In Section 5.5 we
then give 2 di↵erent examples of a three dimensional projective structure that
do admit a solution to pEW, the first of which can be seen as a generalisation of
Derdzinski’s normal form in [8]. In the final Section 5.6, this normal form again is
generalised to higher dimensions to obtain a ne structures with skew-symmetric
Ricci tensor, thus yielding solutions to pEW in higher dimensions by taking the
projectively related class of connections.
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5.1 Projective surfaces with non-vanishing ob-
structions
5.1.1 An example with ⇢ 6= 0
Ingredients required for computing the polynomial constraints
We shall first specify the objects needed in order to compute the polynomials
P1(t), P2(t), P3(t) for a projective structure with ⇢ = YaW a 6= 0. In practice,
to show an example of a projective structure which does not admit any solution
to pEW, one only needs to evaluate these polynomials at a generically chosen
point and show that there are no common solutions at that point. The curvature
terms Y a, W a, etc. needed to compute the coe cients of the polynomials get
out of hand quickly and we suggest a program like MAPLE or MATLAB to do
general computations. The di culty of performing the computations by hand
is illustrated in the example. The data from the projective structure that is
needed to compute the coe cients of the polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t)
come from the following objects: Y a, W a,  , ⇢, raW a, Y dW ereYd, W eW dreYd,
W eY drdWe,W dW erdWe, Y aY braWb, Y bW araWb,W ara⇢, Y ara⇢, PabW aW b,
PabY aY b, PabW aY b, `, W ara , Y ara , W ara` and Y ara`. Explicitly, working
in local coordinates (x, y) and denoting @1 =
@
@x , @2 =
@
@y , and using Y
1 = Y2,
Y 2 =  Y1, we have
W 1 = Y 1@1Y
1 + Y 2@2Y
1 + ⇧111Y
1Y 1 + 2⇧112Y
1Y 2 + ⇧122Y
2Y 2   2 
3
Y 1,
W 2 = Y 1@1Y
2 + Y 2@2Y
2 + ⇧211Y
1Y 1 + 2⇧212Y
1Y 2 + ⇧222Y
2Y 2   2 
3
Y 2,
  = 2@1Y
1 + 2@2Y
2.
We check that ⇢ = YaW a = Y1W 1 + Y2W 2 6= 0 on an open dense set and proceed
to compute raW a = @1W 1 + @2W 2. We also find
r1Y1 = @1Y1   ⇧111Y1   ⇧211Y2, r1Y2 = @1Y2   ⇧112Y1   ⇧212Y2,
r2Y1 = @2Y1   ⇧121Y1   ⇧221Y2, r2Y2 = @2Y2   ⇧122Y1   ⇧222Y2,
r1W1 = @1W1   ⇧111W1   ⇧211W2, r1W2 = @1W2   ⇧112W1   ⇧212W2,
r2W1 = @2W1   ⇧121W1   ⇧221W2, r2W2 = @2W2   ⇧122W1   ⇧222W2,
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so that
Y aW brbYa = Y 1W 1r1Y1 + Y 1W 2r2Y1 + Y 2W 1r1Y2 + Y 2W 2r2Y2,
W aW brbYa = W 1W 1r1Y1 +W 1W 2r2Y1 +W 2W 1r1Y2 +W 2W 2r2Y2,
W aY brbWa = W 1Y 1r1W1 +W 1Y 2r2W1 +W 2Y 1r1W2 +W 2Y 2r2W2,
W aW brbWa = W 1W 1r1W1 +W 1W 2r2W1 +W 2W 1r1W2 +W 2W 2r2W2,
Y aY brbWa = Y 1Y 1r1W1 + Y 1Y 2r2W1 + Y 2Y 1r1W2 + Y 2Y 2r2W2,
Y aW brbWa = Y 1W 1r1W1 + Y 1W 2r2W1 + Y 2W 1r1W2 + Y 2W 2r2W2.
We have
Y ara⇢ = W bY araYb   Y aY braWb,
W ara⇢ = W aW braYb  W aY braWb,
but a simpler method is to compute
Y ara⇢ = Y 1@1⇢+ Y 2@2⇢,
W ara⇢ = W 1@1⇢+W 2@2⇢.
Also computing
PabY
aY b = P11Y
1Y 1 + 2P12Y
1Y 2 + P22Y
2Y 2,
PabY
aW b = P11Y
1W 1 + P12Y
1W 2 + P12Y
2W 1 + P22Y
2W 2,
PabW
aW b = P11W
1W 1 + 2P12W
1W 2 + P22W
2W 2,
and
Y ara  = Y 1@1 + Y 2@2 ,
W ara  = W 1@1 +W 2@2 ,
allows us to find
` =
5 2
12
+ 3PacY
aY c   Y
ara 
2
,
which gives us
Y ara` = Y 1@1`+ Y 2@2`,
W ara` = W 1@1`+W 2@2`.
We shall now compute the ingredients for the following example with ⇢ 6= 0.
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Computing the ingredients for an example with ⇢ 6= 0
This example is a projective structure with A1 = A2 = 0, A0 = y, A3 = xy on
R2. This gives rise to the connection coe cients
⇧122 = xy, ⇧
2
11 =  y, ⇧111 = ⇧121 = ⇧212 = ⇧222 = 0.
We compute
P11 =  1, P22 = y, P12 = xy2,
for this projective structure, and the relative invariants are
L1 =  2y2, L2 = 3xy,
so that
Y1 =  2L1 = 4y2, Y2 =  2L2 =  6xy.
Alternatively,
Y 1 = Y2 =  6xy, Y 2 =  Y1 =  4y2.
We have
@2Y
1 =  6x, @1Y 1 =  6y, @2Y 2 =  8y, @1Y 2 = 0,
which gives
  = 2@1Y
1 + 2@2Y
2 =  28y.
We get
W 1 =  52xy2 + 16xy5, W 2 = 32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3,
so that
⇢ = Y1W
1 + Y2W
2 = 48xy4 + 216x3y4 + 64xy7 = 8xy4(6 + 27x2 + 8y3).
Observe that ⇢ = 0 on {x = 0} [ {y = 0} [ {6 + 27x2 + 8y3 = 0} but ⇢ 6= 0 on
an open dense set. We have
@2W
1 =  104xy + 80xy4, @1W 1 =  52y2 + 16y5,
@2W
2 =  128y2   108x2y2, @1W 2 =  72xy3,
which gives
raW a = @1W 1 + @2W 2 =  180y2 + 16y5   108x2y2.
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Now we compute
r1W1 = 20xy3 + 16xy6,
r1W2 =  52y2 + 16y5,
r2W1 = 108x2y2 + 128y2,
r2W2 =  104xy   36x3y4 + 112
3
xy4,
and
r1Y1 =  6xy2,
r1Y2 =  6y,
r2Y1 = 8y,
r2Y2 =  6x  4xy3.
Altogether this gives
Y aW brbYa =( 6xy)( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6xy2)
+ ( 4y2)( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6y)
+ ( 6xy)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(8y)
+ ( 4y2)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 6x  4xy3),
W aW brbYa =( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6xy2)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6y)
+ ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(8y)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 6x  4xy3),
W aY brbWa =( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6xy)(20xy3 + 16xy6)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 4y2)( 104xy   36x3y4 + 112
3
xy4)
+ ( 6xy)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 52y2 + 16y5)
+ ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 4y2)(108x2y2 + 128y2),
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W aW brbWa =( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 52xy2 + 16xy5)(20xy3 + 16xy6)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)
⇥ ( 104xy   36x3y4 + 112
3
xy4)
+ ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 52y2 + 16y5)
+ ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(108x2y2 + 128y2),
Y aY brbWa =( 6xy)( 6xy)(20xy3 + 16xy6)
+ ( 4y2)( 4y2)( 104xy   36x3y4 + 112
3
xy4)
+ ( 6xy)( 4y2)( 52y2 + 16y5)
+ ( 6xy)( 4y2)(108x2y2 + 128y2),
W aY braWb =( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6xy)(20xy3 + 16xy6)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 4y2)( 104xy   36x3y4 + 112
3
xy4)
+ ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 4y2)( 52y2 + 16y5)
+ ( 6xy)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(108x2y2 + 128y2).
We also have
Y ara⇢ =( 6xy)(48y4 + 648x2y4 + 64y7) + ( 4y2)(192xy3 + 864x3y3448 + xy6),
W ara⇢ =( 52xy2 + 16xy5)(48y4 + 648x2y4 + 64y7)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(192xy3 + 864x3y3448 + xy6).
We still have to find
PabW
aY b =  ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 6xy) + y(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 4y2)
+ xy2( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 4y2) + xy2(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 6xy),
PabW
aW b =  ( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 52xy2 + 16xy5)
+ y(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)
+ 2xy2(32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 52xy2 + 16xy5),
PabY
aY b =  ( 6xy)( 6xy) + y( 4y2)( 4y2) + 2xy2( 4y2)( 6xy),
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the last of which enables us to compute
` =
980
3
y2   108x2y2 + 144x2y5 + 48y5   56y2,
which gives
@1` =  216xy2 + 288xy5,
@2` =
1960
3
y   216x2y + 720x2y4 + 240y4   112y,
enabling us to find
Y ara` =Y 1@1`+ Y 2@2`
=( 6xy)( 216xy2 + 288xy5)
+ ( 4y2)(1960
3
y   216x2y + 720x2y4 + 240y4   112y)
and
W ara` =W 1@1`+W 2@2`
=( 52xy2 + 16xy5)( 216xy2 + 288xy5)
+ (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)(
1960
3
y   216x2y + 720x2y4 + 240y4   112y).
Finally,
W ara  = (32y3   36x2y3   224
3
y3)( 28).
Having all the ingredients, we are ready to cook up the polynomials P1(t), P2(t)
and P3(t) at any point p 2M where ⇢(p) 6= 0. We shall do this at an arbitrarily
chosen point (x, y) = (1, 1).
The polynomials for this example at the point (1, 1)
At the point (1, 1), the ingredients for the example from the previous section take
the following values:
Y 1 =  6, Y 2 =  4,
W 1 =  36, W 2 =  236
3
,
  =  28, ⇢ = 328, raW a =  272,
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Y aW brbYa =  4592
3
, W aW braYb =  575968
9
,
W aY brbWa =  67840
9
, W aW braWb =  601856
27
,
Y aY braWb = 13360
3
, Y bW araWb = 735104
9
,
Y ara⇢ =  10576, W ara⇢ =  437024
3
,
PabY
aY b = 28, PabW
aY b =
2144
3
, PabW
aW b =
95008
9
,
W ara  = 6608
3
, ` =
1064
3
,
Y ara` =  16720
3
, W ara` =  933344
9
.
We can now substitute the data into P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t). At the point (1, 1),
for the pEW to hold on this example, the following polynomial equations must
hold:
P1(F ) =  90F 6 + 185760
328
F 4   528608
328
F 2   2952F   134912
328
= 0,
P2(F ) =  275F 8 + 13774080
2952
F 4 + 6560F 3   601856
8856
F 2 +
523957248
26568
= 0
P3(F ) =  40F 6 + 30960
328
F 4 +
125360
984
F 2 + 328F +
31603200
26568
= 0.
If we run a program through MATLAB to solve these polynomials, we find that
they do not share a common root, i.e. there exists no F (real or complex) such
that P1(F ) = P2(F ) = P3(F ) = 0. We can also compute the resultants of the
polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t), and even Q12, Q13 and Q23. A computation
using MAPLE shows that the obstructions at the point p = (1, 1) take on the
values
Q12(p) =  1457890459574161592339200000
1681
⇡  8.6728⇥ 1023,
Q13(p) =  188610437798501965389961756672000000000
452190681
⇡  4.1710⇥ 1029,
Q23(p) =
1457890459574161592339200000
1681
⇡ 8.6728⇥ 1023.
The three polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) therefore do not share a common
root, since the obstructions Q12(p), Q13(p) and Q23(p) are non-zero. In particular
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the obstructions do not vanish at p and on an open set near p. Moreover, since
Q12(p), Q13(p) and Q23(p) are polynomials in p we can conclude that there is no
solution to pEW anywhere on R2, as the set where these polynomials Q12, Q13
and Q23 are non-zero is Zariski open and hence dense in R2.
5.1.2 An example with ⇢ = 0
Using the obstructions obtained in the case where ⇢ = 0, we shall now show that
the projective structure on R2 with connection coe cients given by
⇧111 =  
x2
6
, ⇧122 =  
x2
2
, ⇧221 =
x2
6
, ⇧211 = ⇧
1
21 = ⇧
2
22 = 0
does not admit a solution to pEW. We shall show that equations (2.23) and
(2.24) do not hold (for any y on the y-axis). This projective structure in fact has
a metric connection in its projective class. We find that
P11 =  x
3
  x
4
18
, P12 = 0, P22 =
x4
6
  x,
and the projective invariants are
Y a =
 
Y 1
Y 2
!
=
 
2x3   2
0
!
, W a =
 
W 1
W 2
!
=
 
 23x2(x3   1)(x3 + 5)
0
!
.
We therefore find that
  =12x2, ⇢ = YaW
a = 0, f =  x
2
3
(x3 + 5) =  x
5
3
  5x
2
3
.
We also have
` =
5 2
12
+ 3PabY
aY b   Y
ara 
2
=
5(12x2)2
12
+ 3P11Y
1Y 1   Y
1@1 
2
=60x4 + 3
✓
 x
3
  x
4
18
◆
(2x3   2)2   (2x
3   2)(24x)
2
=  2
3
x10   8
3
x7 +
130
3
x4 + 20x,
which gives
h = `+
 f
2
=  2
3
x10   8
3
x7 +
130
3
x4 + 20x+ 6x2
✓
 x
5
3
  5x
2
3
◆
=  2
3
x10   14
3
x7 +
100
3
x4 + 20x.
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We now compute
k =
18
5
f 2 + 3 f + 12h  3Y eref
=
18
5
✓
 x
5
3
  5x
2
3
◆2
+ 3(12x2)
✓
 x
5
3
  5x
2
3
◆
+ 12
✓
 2
3
x10   8
3
x7 +
130
3
x4 + 20x+ 6x2
✓
 x
5
3
  5x
2
3
◆◆
  3(2x3   2)
✓
 5x
4
3
  10x
3
◆
=  38
5
x10   54x7 + 360x4 + 220x
and
m =
6hf
5
  Y arah+ 2 h
=
4
15
x15 +
8
15
x12   64x9 + 1180
3
x6 +
2000
3
x3 + 40.
Using MATLAB, we obtain that the obstructions are
15m2 + 3fmk   hk2
=15(
4
15
x15 +
8
15
x12   64x9 + 1180
3
x6 +
2000
3
x3 + 40)2
+ 3
✓
 x
5
3
  5x
2
3
◆
(
4
15
x15 +
8
15
x12   64x9 + 1180
3
x6 +
2000
3
x3 + 40)
( 38
5
x10   54x7 + 360x4 + 220x)
  ( 2
3
x10   14
3
x7 +
100
3
x4 + 20x)( 38
5
x10   54x7 + 360x4 + 220x)2
=
8
5
(x3   1)2(26x24 + 583x21 + 660x18   42985x15
  48500x12 + 864000x9 + 744500x6   102500x3 + 15000)
=
208
5
x30 +
4248
5
x27   768x24   349776
5
x21 + 61008x18 + 1468824x15
  1651200x12   1164000x9 + 1543200x6   212000x3 + 24000,
k(Y aram) m(Y arak + k   6m)
=
32
75
x30 +
144
25
x27   208x24   117408
25
x21 +
311104
5
x18
+ 136208x15 + 71536x12   996160x9 + 978560x6   824000
3
x3 + 27200
and we can conclude that this projective structure does not admit any solution
to pEW locally.
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5.2 Projective surfaces admitting skew-symmetric
Ricci tensor (and hence with vanishing ob-
structions)
5.2.1 An example with ⇢ 6= 0
A second order ODE that is the derivative of a first order ODE will define a
smooth projective structure that has a solution to (1.4) and generically has ⇢ 6= 0.
We refer to example (4.9) in Section 4.3.1 for more details.
5.2.2 An example with ⇢ = 0
Consider the second order ODE given by
d2y
dx2
=   1
4y3
. (5.1)
The solutions are y = ±pax2 + bx+ c where a, b, c are constants such that
4ac   b2 =  1. This is well-defined away from y = 0. We can regard (5.1) as
giving rise to a projective structure with connection coe cients given by
A0 =   1
4y3
, A1 = 0, A2 = 0, A3 = 0.
Using MATLAB, this projective structure have the invariants Y a and W a given
by
Y a =
 
Y 1
Y 2
!
=
 
0
6
y5
!
, W a =
 
W 1
W 2
!
=
 
0
60
y11
!
.
We find that ⇢ = W 1Y 2  W 2Y 1 = 0 and
f =
10
y6
, ` =
420
y12
, h =
120
y12
, k =
1080
y12
, m =  4320
y18
.
A computation shows that
15m2 + 3fmk   hk2 = 0,
kY aram m(Y arak + k   6m) = 0,
and so the obstructions for this example vanish. This projective structure in fact
admits two distinct real solutions to pEW. We find that
F = ± 2
y3
,
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and
↵ =± 1
y2
dx+
1
y
dy.
5.3 Projective surface with vanishing obstruc-
tions but not admitting a solution to pEW
The example of Hitchin [21] is a second order ODE given by
d2y
dx2
=
1
4y3
. (5.2)
The solutions are y = ±pax2 + bx+ c where a, b, c are constants such that
4ac   b2 = 1 (together with y = 1 according to [21]). Since b2   4ac < 0,
y 6= 0 and (5.2) is well-defined. We can regard (5.2) as giving rise to a projective
structure with connection coe cients given by
A0 =
1
4y3
, A1 = 0, A2 = 0, A3 = 0.
Using MATLAB, this projective structure have the invariants Y a and W a given
by
Y a =
 
Y 1
Y 2
!
=
 
0
  6y5
!
, W a =
 
W 1
W 2
!
=
 
0
60
y11
!
.
We find that ⇢ = W 1Y 2  W 2Y 1 = 0 and
f =  10
y6
, ` =
420
y12
, h =
120
y12
, k =
1080
y12
, m =
4320
y18
.
A computation shows that
15m2 + 3fmk   hk2 =15
✓
4320
y18
◆2
+ 3
✓
 10
y6
◆✓
4320
y18
◆✓
1080
y12
◆
 
✓
120
y12
◆✓
1080
y12
◆2
=0,
and
kY aram m(Y arak + k   6m) = 0,
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and so the obstructions for this example vanish. We claim that this projective
structure does not admit any real solution to pEW. The obstructions hence do not
distinguish real solutions from complex ones. Equation (2.20) for this example is
given by ✓
1080
y12
◆
F 2 +
4320
y18
= 0,
or that
F 2 +
4
y6
= 0, (5.3)
and this equation has no real solutions. However, this projective structure admits
a complex solution which we can determine as follows. From (5.3), F is necessarily
given by
F = ±2i
y3
.
Using the formula for ↵a given by (2.25), we find that
↵a =  y
6
6
ra
✓
1
y6
◆
± iy
3
6
Ya,
so that in local coordinates
↵ =Pdx+Qdy = ± iy
3
6
✓
6
y5
◆
dx+
1
y
dy = ± i
y2
dx+
1
y
dy. (5.4)
We conclude that this example admits no real solutions to pEW.
Remark 5.1. We can try to solve the pEW equation directly for this projective
structure, however in this approach it is not clear whether we are finding all
possible solutions. The pEW equation for this projective structure is given by
the following system of equations:
@P
@x
+
Q
4y3
+ P 2 +
3
4y4
= 0,
@Q
@y
+Q2 = 0,
1
2
@Q
@x
+
1
2
@P
@y
+QP = 0,
and completing to form the closed system gives two extra equations
@F
@x
=  3PF   6
y5
,
@F
@y
=  3QF,
where F = @Q@x   @P@y . Hence Q = 1y+s(x) where s is a function of x or Q = 0 is the
most general solution. If Q = 0, then @P@y = 0 so that F = 0, which we eliminate.
Substituting Q = 1y+s(x) into the last equation gives
1
2
@P
@y
=   P
y + s(x)
+
s0(x)
2(y + s(x))2
,
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which solves to
P =
a(x) + s0(x)y
(y + s(x))2
This gives
F =
a(x)  s0(x)s(x)
(y + s(x))3
.
Now set s(x) = 0, although we still have to check whether there other possible
solutions where s(x) 6= 0. Then
P =
a(x)
y2
, Q =
1
y
,
and the first equation now becomes
a0(x)
y2
+
1
4y4
+
a(x)2
y4
+
3
4y4
=
a0(x)y2 + a(x)2 + 1
y4
= 0.
Setting a(x) = d, where d is constant, (and again there might be other possible
solutions, such as a(x) =   tan(x+cy2 ), where c is constant) gives
1 + d2
y4
= 0,
so that there are no real solutions. Over the complex field this recovers ↵ =
± iy2dx+ 1ydy. The method of computing ↵ using the constraint equations (2.25)
tell us definiteively that ↵ has to be of the form (5.4) so that there are no possible
real solutions.
5.4 Three dimensional non-projectively Ricci-
skew examples
In this section we show that sol and Berger sphere geometries do not locally admit
a solution to pEW. In the higher dimensional setting no local obstructions to pEW
are known to the author. To set up the projective Einstein-Weyl equation on sol
and the Berger sphere geometries (the conformal case is done in [13]), we consider
the class of connections projectively related to the Levi-Civita connection rg on
M3. The curvature tensor associated to rg is given by
Rab
c
d = P˜a
cgbd   P˜bcgad + P˜bd ac   P˜ad bc
where P˜ab is the conformal Schouten tensor onM . The projective Schouten tensor
is given by
Pab =
1
2
Rca
c
b =
1
2
(Jgab + P˜ab).
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Taking the trace free part of Rabcd gives
Wab
c
d =Rab
c
d   1
2
 a
cRbd +
1
2
 b
cRad
=Rab
c
d   1
2
 a
c(Jgbd + P˜bd) +
1
2
 b
c(Jgbd + P˜bd)
=
✓
P˜a
c   1
2
 a
cJ
◆
gbd  
✓
P˜b
c   1
2
 b
cJ
◆
gad +
✓
1
2
 b
c    bc
◆
P˜ad
+
✓
 a
c   1
2
 a
c
◆
P˜bd
=
✓
P˜a
c   1
2
 a
cJ
◆
gbd  
✓
P˜b
c   1
2
 b
cJ
◆
gad   1
2
 b
cP˜ad +
1
2
 a
cP˜bd.
The two examples fall under the Class A classification of homogeneous 3-geometries
(see [13]). For background on the geometries of 3 dimensional Lie groups see [29].
The structural constants are given by
[e1, e2] =  (A+B)e3 [e3, e1] =  (C + A)e2 [e2, e3] =  (B + C)e1
where A, B and C are constants. With respect to the chosen orthonormal frame
(e1, e2, e3), the projective Schouten tensor is diagonal and given by
P11 = BC, P22 = AC, P33 = AB
and all remaining terms equal 0. Let the smooth 1-form ↵ have components
X, Y, Z. That is
↵ = X✓1 + Y ✓2 + Z✓3
where the basis of 1-forms ✓1, ✓2, ✓3 is dual to e1, e2, e3. The projective Einstein-
Weyl equation can now be expressed in terms of the variables X, Y , Z. They are
given by the following system of 6 equations
e1X +X
2 +BC = 0, e2X + e1Y + 2XY + (A  B)Z = 0,
e2Y + Y
2 + AC = 0, e3X + e1Z + 2XZ + (C   A)Y = 0,
e3Z + Z
2 + AB = 0, e3Y + e2Z + 2Y Z + (B   C)X = 0.
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We introduce Fab = r[a↵b]. Using the connection coe cients specified by tableau
(2.9) in [13], this has components
F12 =
1
2
(re1↵)(e2) 
1
2
(re2↵)(e1) =
1
2
[e1↵(e2)  ↵(re1e2)] 
1
2
[e2↵(e1)  ↵(re2e1)]
=
1
2
e1Y   1
2
e2X +
✓
A+B
2
◆
Z,
F13 =
1
2
(re1↵)(e3) 
1
2
(re3↵)(e1) =
1
2
[e1Z   ↵(re1e3)] 
1
2
[e3X   ↵(re3e1)]
=
1
2
e1Z   1
2
e3X  
✓
A+ C
2
◆
Y,
F23 =
1
2
(re2↵)(e3) 
1
2
(re3↵)(e2) =
1
2
[e2Z   ↵(re2e3)] 
1
2
[e3Y   ↵(re3e2)]
=
1
2
e2Z   1
2
e3Y +
✓
B + C
2
◆
X.
Let us call P = F23, Q = F31 =  F13, R = F12. We can introduce these auxiliary
variables to rewrite the pEW system as the following set of equations:
e1X =  BC  X2 e2X =  R XY +BZ e3X =  CY +Q XZ
e1Y = R XY   AZ e2Y =  AC   Y 2 e3Y = CX   P   Y Z
e1Z = AY  Q XZ e2Z =  BX + P   Y Z e3Z =  AB   Z2.
(5.5)
We can in turn determine the derivatives of P , Q and R by applying the com-
mutation relations. This gives
e1P =(A  B)C2 +B2(A  C)  2PX +QY +RZ
e2P =BR +B(C   A)Z   3PY
e3P =  CQ+ C(A  B)Y   3PZ
e1Q =  AR + A(B   C)Z   3QX
e2Q =(B   C)A2 + C2(B   A)  2QY +RZ + PX
e3Q =CP + C(A  B)X   3QZ
e1R =AQ+ A(B   C)Y   3RX
e2R =  BP +B(C   A)X   3RY
e3R =(C   A)B2 + A2(C   B)  2RZ + PX +QY.
Together we have 6 constraints obtained from computing the commutation rela-
tions on P , Q and R. Three of them are given by
 3RQ+ A(C   B)P +X(AB2 + A2B +BC2   AC2   B2C   A2C) = 0,
 3QP + C(B   A)R + Z(CA2 + C2A+ AB2   CB2   A2B   C2B) = 0,
 3PR +B(A  C)Q+ Y (BC2 +B2C + CA2   BA2   C2A  B2A) = 0,
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while the other three are given by
2Y 2C(A  B)  2B(C   A)Z2   6P 2
+ 2(ABC2   B2C2 + AC3   A2BC   BC3 + AB2C + AB3   B3C) = 0,
2X2B(C   A)  2A(B   C)Y 2   6R2
+ 2(CAB2   A2B2 + CB3   C2AB   AB3 + CA2B + CA3   A3B) = 0,
2Z2A(B   C)  2C(A  B)X2   6Q2
+ 2(BCA2   C2A2 +BA3   B2CA  CA3 +BC2A+BC3   C3A) = 0.
These are precisely the integrability conditions (1.7) for pEW to hold.
5.4.1 sol
Following [13], the structure constants for ‘sol’ are given by taking A = 0, B = 1,
C =  1, so that the orthonormal basis e1, e2, e3 commute according to
[e1, e2] =  e3, [e3, e1] = e2, [e2, e3] = 0.
With respect to this orthonormal frame, the Ricci tensor on sol is diagonal with
components
R11 =  2, R22 = 0, R33 = 0,
and the conformal Schouten tensor is diagonal with components
P˜11 =  3
2
, P˜22 =
1
2
, P˜33 =
1
2
.
The metric trace of the conformal Schouten tensor is
J = gabP˜ab = P11 + P22 + P33 =  3
2
+
1
2
+
1
2
=  1
2
.
The projective Schouten tensor is easily computed and is also diagonal with
components
P11 =  1, P22 = 0, P33 = 0.
The projective Weyl tensor has components given by
W12
1
2 = We1e2
e1
e2 =  1, W3232 = We3e2e3e2 = 1,
W23
2
3 = We2e3
e2
e3 = 1, W13
1
3 = We1e3
e1
e3 =  1,
and all other components vanish. The projective Cotton-York tensor is non-zero
and has components
Y123 = 1, Y231 = 0, Y312 =  1,
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and all other components vanish. To see this, we can compute explicitly. For
instance,
Y (e1, e2, e3) =(re1P)(e2, e3)  (re2P)(e1, e3)
=e1P(e2, e3)  P(re1e2, e3)  P(e1,re2e3)  e2P(e1, e3)
+ P(re2e1, e3) + P(e1,re2e3)
=0  0  0  0 + 0 + P(e1, e1)
=  P(e1, e1)
=1.
The pEW equation for sol is given by
e1X +X
2   1 = 0, e2X + e1Y   Z + 2XY = 0,
e2Y + Y
2 = 0, e3X + e1Z   Y + 2XZ = 0,
e3Z + Z
2 = 0, e3Y + e2Z + 2Y Z + 2X = 0,
and the associated closed system is given by
e1X =  X2 + 1 e2X = Z  R XY e3X = Y +Q XZ
e1Y = R XY e2Y =  Y 2 e3Y =  X   P   Y Z
e1Z =  Q XZ e2Z =  X + P   Y Z e3Z =  Z2.
(5.6)
We can in turn determine the derivatives of P , Q, R by applying the commutation
relations. This gives
e1P =  2PX +QY +RZ e2P = R  Z   3PY e3P = Q+ Y   3PZ
e2Q =  2QY +RZ + PX + 1 e3Q = X   P   3QZ e1Q =  3QX
e3R =  2RZ + PX +QY   1 e1R =  3RX e2R =  X   3RY   P.
(5.7)
A computation shows that the commutation relations are satisfied on X,Y and
Z, but give immediate constraints when applied to P , Q, R. For example, one
expects
[e2, e3]P = 0.
Expanding e2e3P gives
 Y 2   2RZ + 3Z2 + 12PY Z + 4PX   3P 2   2QY + 1
while expanding e3e2P gives
4PX + 12PZY   2QY   1 + Z2   3Y 2 + 3P 2   2RZ.
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Taking the di↵erence, we obtain the first constraint that
[e2, e3]P = e2e3P   e3e2P = 2Z2   6P 2 + 2 + 2Y 2 = 0,
or
3P 2 = Z2 + Y 2 + 1.
Together we have 6 constraints obtained from computing the commutation rela-
tions on P ,Q,R. The other five are
Q = 3PR, R =  3QP, 2X = 3QR,
 3Q2 = 1 +X2,  3R2 = 1 +X2.
These constraints can be computed from the equation (1.8) and they form an
inconsistent system. Squaring 2X = 3QR gives
4X2 = 9Q2R2 = ( 3Q2)( 3R2) = (1 +X2)(1 +X2) = 1 + 2X2 +X4,
which gives
X4   2X2 + 1 = (X2   1)2 = 0.
Solving for X, we have X2 = 1, or X = ±1. This implies that
Q2 = R2 =
 1 X2
3
=  2
3
,
and so Q, R have no real solutions. If complex solutions are allowed, with Q =
±
q
2
3i, R = ±
q
2
3i, we can compute
Q2 = (3PR)2 = 9P 2R2.
Since Q2 = R2, cancellation on both sides gives
1 = 9P 2,
or P = ±13 . Now multiplying Q = 3PR on both sides by  3P gives
R =  3QP =  9P 2R =  R,
or R = 0, which is an inconsistency.
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5.4.2 Berger sphere
Substituting A = 1, B = 1, C = t into the 6 constraint equations give
0 =  3RQ+ (t  1)P +X(2  2t)
0 =  3QP
0 =  3PR + (1  t)Q+ Y (2t  2)
0 =  2(t  1)Z2   6P 2 + 2(1  t)
0 =2X2(t  1)  2(1  t)Y 2   6R2 + 2(4t  3  t2)
0 =2Z2(1  t)  6Q2 + 2(1  t).
For t = 1, we recover the standard sphere and this forces P = Q = R = 0,
i.e. Fab = 0, so that solutions are projective rescalings of Ricci-flat connections.
For t 6= 1, 3PQ = 0 forces either P or Q = 0. Assume P = 0. Then from
0 =  2(t  1)Z2   6P 2 + 2(1  t) we get
Z2 =  1,
so that Z = ±i. Substituting this into the equation 0 = 2Z2(1 t) 6Q2+2(1 t)
we obtain
Q = 0,
but from the equation 0 =  3PR + (1  t)Q+ Y (2t  2) we get
Q = 2Y,
so Y = 0, and consequently X = 0. Also, 3R2 =  (t   1)(t   3). Similarly for
Q = 0, we have ↵ = ±i✓3. We conclude that over the reals, the Berger sphere
does not admit a solution to (1.4).
5.5 Three dimensional examples
Here we give examples of projective structures in 3 dimensions that admit a
solution to pEW.
5.5.1 3 functions of 2 variables
In (x, y, t) space consider 3 functions of 2 variables P = P (x, y), Q = Q(y, t),
R = R(x, t), i.e. P is independent of t, Q is independent of x, R is independent
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of y. We claim that the a ne connection r with connection symbols given by
 111 =  
x
xx = @xP   @xR,
 222 =  
y
yy =  @yP + @yQ,
 000 =  
t
tt = @tR  @tQ,
and all remaining connection symbols equaling zero has skew-symmetric Ricci. A
computation using
Rca
c
b = @c 
c
ab   @a ccb +  ccd dab    cad dcb (5.8)
gives
R11 = R22 = R00 = 0,
R12 =  @x yyy = @x@yP, R21 =  @y xxx =  @y@xP,
R10 =  @x ttt =  @x@tR, R01 =  @t xxx = @t@xR,
R20 =  @y ttt = @y@tQ, R02 =  @t yyy =  @y@tQ,
thus verifying the skew-symmetry of the Ricci tensor. Now take the projective
class related to this a ne connection. Using that ↵a =   1n+1 cac, we compute
that in a local coordinate system {dx, dy, dt}, ↵ is given by ↵1dx+↵2dy+↵0dt =
 14(@xP   @xR)dx   14( @yP + @yQ)dy   14(@tR   @tQ)dt. We have under a
projective change of connections of the form  cab !  ˆcab =  cab +  ca↵b +  cb↵a, that
the connections symbols get modified as follows:
 ˆ112 =  
1
12 + ↵2 =
1
4
Py   1
4
Qy,  ˆ
0
02 =  
0
02 + ↵2 =
1
4
Py   1
4
Qy,
 ˆ001 =  
0
01 + ↵1 =
1
4
Rx   1
4
Px,  ˆ
2
21 =  
2
21 + ↵1 =
1
4
Rx   1
4
Px,
 ˆ110 =  
1
10 + ↵0 =
1
4
Qt   1
4
Rt,  ˆ
2
20 =  
2
20 + ↵0 =
1
4
Qt   1
4
Rt,
 ˆ000 =  
0
00 + 2↵0 =
1
2
Rt   1
2
Qt,  ˆ
1
11 =  
1
11 + 2↵1 =
1
2
Px   1
2
Rx,
 ˆ222 =  
2
22 + 2↵2 =
1
2
Qy   1
2
Py.
The Ricci tensor is now symmetric, and we check that ↵a satisfies the pEW
equation r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + 12Rab = 0.
5.5.2 2 functions of 3 variables
This example is found by experimenting with MAPLE. In (x, y, t) space consider
2 functions of 3 variables   =  (x, y, t),  =  (x, y, t). We claim that the torsion-
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free a ne connection r with connection symbols given by
 110 = @x ,  
1
20 = @y ,  
2
10 = @x ,  
2
20 = @y ,
 100 = (2 + c) @y + c @y + @t ,  
2
00 =  (2 + c) @x   c @x + @t ,
 000 = @x + @y ,
where c is an arbitrary constant, and all remaining connection symbols equal 0
has skew-symmetric Ricci. Again using (5.8), we obtain
R11 = R22 = R00 = R12 = R21 = 0,
R10 =  xx +  xy, R01 =   xx    xy,
R20 =  xy +  yy, R02 =   xy    yy.
Now take the projective class related to this a ne connection. Using that ↵a =
  1n+1 cac, we compute that the only non-vanishing component of ↵a is given by
↵0 =  12(@x  + @y ). We have under a projective change of connections of the
form  cab !  ˆcab =  cab +  ca↵b +  cb↵a, that the connections symbols get modified
as follows:
 ˆ110 =  
1
10 + ↵0 =
1
2
@x   1
2
@y ,  ˆ
1
00 =  
1
00 = (2 + c) @y + c @y + @t ,
 ˆ220 =  
2
20 + ↵0 =
1
2
@x   1
2
@y ,  ˆ
2
00 =  
2
00 =  (2 + c) @x   c @x + @t ,
 ˆ120 =  
1
20 = @y ,  ˆ
2
10 =  
2
10 = @x ,
 ˆ000 =  
0
00 + 2↵0 = 0.
The Ricci tensor is now symmetric, with components
R11 = R22 = R12 = R21 = 0, R00 =  zx +  zy   1
2
( x +  y)
2,
R10 = R01 =
1
2
 xy +
1
2
 xx, R20 = R02 =
1
2
 yy +
1
2
 xy,
and we check that ↵a satisfies the pEW equation r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + 12Rab = 0.
5.6 Higher dimensional examples
We generalise the 3 functions of 2 variables case in 3-dimensions to
 
n
2
 
func-
tions of 2 variables in n dimensions. This is also an appropriate generalization
of Derdzinski’s normal form [8] to higher dimensions. In (x1, x2, . . . xn) space
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consider
 
n
2
 
functions of 2 variables denoted by Pij =  Pji, i 6= j, where Pij de-
pend only on xi and xj. We claim that the a ne connection r with connection
symbols given by
 iii =
X
j
@iPij
for 1  i  n and all remaining connection symbols equal 0 gives rise to an a ne
structure with skew-symmetric Ricci. A computation using (5.8) gives
Rci
c
i = @i 
i
ii   @i iii +  iii iii    iii iii = 0,
and
Rci
c
j = @c 
c
ij   @i ccj +  ccd dij    cid dcj =  @i jjj =  @i@jPji,
since all other terms in  jjj =
P
k @jPjk that do not depend on xi will be annihi-
lated by @i. But now
Rci
c
j =  @i@jPji = @i@jPij = @j@iPij =  Rcjci,
thus verifying the skew-symmetry of the Ricci tensor for this given a ne struc-
ture.
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Chapter 6
Local obstructions to a
conformally invariant equation on
Mo¨bius surfaces
6.1 Introduction
In this chapter and the next we discuss conformal geometry, and it will be clear
from context that tensor quantities in conformal geometry are di↵erent from
the ones derived in projective geometry even though the script used to denote
them are similar. Let (M2, [g]) be a Riemann surface. This is a smooth 2-
dimensional oriented manifold equipped with a conformal structure [g], which
is an equivalence class of smooth Riemannian metrics under the equivalence re-
lation gab 7! bgab = ⌦2gab for any smooth positive nowhere vanishing function
⌦. Since every metric gab in dimension 2 is locally a conformal rescaling of the
flat metric  ab, conformal geometry in dimension 2 carries no local information.
To remedy this, one can impose on Riemann surfaces additional local structure
present in conformal manifolds of dimension n > 2. This is the motivation behind
Mo¨bius structures [5]. A Riemann surface with a Mo¨bius structure will hence-
forth be called a Mo¨bius surface. We can study on Mo¨bius surfaces a well-defined
conformally invariant equation, which we call the scalar-flat Mo¨bius Einstein-
Weyl (sf-MEW) equation. This equation specialises the Einstein-Weyl equation
in conformal geometry in higher dimensions to the 2-dimensional setting. We
derive algebraic constraints for a given Mo¨bius surface to admit a solution to
sf-MEW, and from there derive obstructions to existence of solutions to the equa-
tion. Checking that the obstructions do not vanish tells us definitively that the
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Mo¨bius surface cannot admit any solution to the sf-MEW equation locally. Most
of the material in this chapter appears in [27]. Again abstract indices [26] will be
used throughout Chapters 6 and 7 to describe tensors on the conformal manifold.
We have already used gab to denote the metric tensor. For another instance, if
we write !a to denote a smooth 1-form !, then the 2-form d! can be written as
r[a!b] = 12(ra!b  rb!a).
6.2 Conformal geometry and Mo¨bius structures
A Mo¨bius surface is a Riemann surface (M2, [g]) equipped with a smooth Mo¨bius
structure as defined in 2.1 of [5]. Taking the Weyl derivative Da in the definition
to be the Levi-Civita connection ra for a particular representative metric gab in
the conformal class [g], a Mo¨bius structure on (M2, [g]) is a smooth second order
linear di↵erential operator D(ab)  : E [1] ! E(ab)  [1] such that D(ab)    r(arb)  is
a zero order operator acting on sections of the density line bundle of weight 1,
denoted by E [1]. The definition of a density line bundle in the conformal setting
can be found in [2] for instance. Let P(ab)  be the symmetric trace-free tensor
denoting the di↵erence, i.e.
P(ab)   := (D(ab)   r(arb) ) ,
where   is a section of E [1]. Since the operator D(ab)  is invariantly defined, under
a conformal rescaling of the metric bgab = ⌦2gab we find thatbP(ab)  = P(ab)   ra⌥b +⌥a⌥b   12gab⌥c⌥c + 12gabrc⌥c
where ⌥a = ra log⌦. LetK denote the Gauss curvature of gab, i.e.K = R2 , where
R is the scalar curvature of gab. Define the Rho tensor by Pab := P(ab)  +
K
2 gab.
Under a conformal rescaling, K transforms as bK = K  ra⌥a and thereforebPab = Pab  ra⌥b +⌥a⌥b   1
2
gab⌥c⌥
c.
Hence for any representative metric gab in the conformal class [g] with its associ-
ated Levi-Civita connection ra, a Mo¨bius structure in the sense of [5] determines
a symmetric tensor Pab satisfying the following two properties:
1) The metric trace of Pab is the Gauss curvature K of gab;
2) Under a conformal rescaling of the metric gˆab = ⌦2gab, the tensor Pab trans-
forms accordingly as
bPab = Pab  ra⌥b +⌥a⌥b   1
2
gab⌥c⌥
c, (6.1)
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where ⌥a = ra log⌦. This is the definition of a Mo¨bius structure given in [11]
which we shall subsequently use. A Mo¨bius surface will be given by (M2, [g], [P]),
where [P] denotes the Mo¨bius structure on (M2, [g]), which is the equivalence
class of smooth symmetric tensors related to a representative Rho tensor Pab
by formula (6.1) under conformal rescalings of the metric. In 2 dimensions, the
Schouten tensor Pab is not well-defined and a Mo¨bius structure remedies that by
equipping the manifold with a Rho tensor that behaves like the Schouten tensor
under conformal rescalings. In 2 dimensions, a Rho tensor Pab allows us to write
Rabcd = K(gacgbd   gbcgad) ⌘ Pacgbd   Pbcgad + Pbdgac   Padgbc, (6.2)
even though the tensor Pab cannot be recovered from the Riemannian curvature
tensor alone, in contrast to the higher dimensional setting. A fixed representative
metric gab from the conformal class [g] can be viewed as having conformal weight
2 and induces a volume form ✏ab = ✏[ab] of conformal weight 2. We set our
convention so that ✏ab✏cb =  ca and we raise and lower indices using the metric.
The Cotton-York tensor given by
Yabc = raPbc  rbPac
is a conformal invariant of the Mo¨bius structure. This means that it is a universal
polynomial in the jets of the Mo¨bius structure that is invariantly defined as
a conformally weighted tensor. Under conformal rescalings of the metric, the
quantity Yabc remains unchanged. We can use the volume form ✏ab to dualise, so
that
Yabc =
1
2
✏abYc,
where Yc = ✏abYabc is now a 1-form of conformal weight  2. Observe that
1
2
✏abY
b = Yab
b = raK  rbPab.
The vanishing of Ya characterises flat Mo¨bius surfaces. In [5] it is shown that flat
Mo¨bius surfaces are precisely those which are integrable.
6.3 The MEW equation on Mo¨bius surfaces
A Weyl connection Da on a Riemann surface (M2, [g]) is a torsion-free connection
that preserves the conformal class [g], or equivalently Dagbc = 2↵agbc for some 1-
form ↵a. The 1-form ↵a is determined up to a gauge freedom; under a conformal
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rescaling of the metric gab 7! bgab = ⌦2gab, we have ↵a 7! b↵a = ↵a + ⌥a, where
again ⌥a = ra log⌦. The Mo¨bius Einstein-Weyl (MEW) equation asks for a fixed
Mo¨bius surface (M2, [g], [P]) whether there is a compatible Weyl connection Da
such that the second order linear di↵erential operator D(ab)  is given by the trace-
free symmetric Hessian of the Weyl derivative, i.e. D(ab)  = D(aDb)  . On Mo¨bius
surfaces (M2, [g], [P]), the MEW equation for a representative metric gab 2 [g]
and its associated Levi-Civita connection ra is given by
Trace-free part of (r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab) = 0.
Let ⇤ denote the trace term, so that we have
r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab = ⇤gab. (6.3)
The nomenclature MEW is chosen because (6.3) is the Einstein-Weyl equation
in conformal geometry in higher dimensions. In higher dimensions, the Einstein-
Weyl equation asks for the symmetric part of the Ricci tensor of the Weyl con-
nection Da to be pure trace, see for instance [12] and [13]. This is a conformally
invariant system of PDEs. Analogous to the pEW equation, a common proce-
dure to treat equations such as (6.3) is through prolongation [3]. This involves
expressing first derivatives of the dependent variables in terms of the variables
themselves. We get a closed system if the overdetermined system is finite type.
However, in 2 dimensions (6.3) is not finite type in the sense of [30] because of
its symbol. (We can compare this to the conformal Killing equation also has the
same symbol and is also not finite type in 2 dimensions). To see this explicitly,
we can attempt to prolong equation (6.3) and see where it leads to. Introducing
s = ↵a↵a   2⇤, we can rewrite (6.3) as
r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵c↵
c
2
gab =  s
2
gab. (6.4)
The reason for doing so is that s is the scalar curvature of the Weyl connection
Da and is conformally invariant of weight  2. It makes the conformal invariance
of the left-hand side term also more apparent. Introducing Fab =
1
2✏abF = r[a↵b]
as the extra dependent variable where F = ✏abFab, we can rewrite (6.4) as
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵
c↵c
2
gab =
1
2
✏abF   s
2
gab. (6.5)
We now attempt to write a closed system for this equation. Di↵erentiating and
skewing (6.4), we find
raF =  2↵aF + 2✏abM b, (6.6)
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where tautologically
Ma = rbFba + 2↵bFba = 1
2
✏barbF + ✏ba↵aF.
Also, we have
ras = 2Ma   2↵as  ✏acY c (6.7)
as a consequence of (6.4). However, we cannot express raMb in terms of the
other known quantities to close up the system. We have the following
Proposition 6.1. Prolongation of (6.4) does not form a closed system in 2 di-
mensions.
In dimensions n > 2, the EW equation (6.3) is finite type. Prolongation of
(6.3) in general gives us n 2n 1raMb in terms of the other known variables of the
system and (6.3) can be prolonged to form a closed system. In 2 dimensions the
expression n 2n 1raMb vanishes and the only piece of information that remains is
the divergence of Ma:
raMa =  2↵aMa   F 2.
Since the equation cannot be prolonged to form a closed system, it makes no sense
to derive local obstructions as we cannot derive integrability constraints on the
solutions. Equation (6.7) is precisely Calderbank’s definition of Einstein-Weyl
when Ya = 0 (see the first equation of [5]). When the Mo¨bius structure is flat
and (6.4) holds, we have
Das  2DbFba = ras+ 2↵as  2rbFba   4↵bFba = 2Ma   2Ma = 0.
Note however that [5] does not mention (6.7) is a di↵erential consequence of (6.4).
While Calderbank’s EW equation is defined on flat Mo¨bius surfaces, our MEW
equation is defined on general non-flat Mo¨bius surfaces. The MEW equation
becomes finite type if we consider further restrictions on the Weyl structure. By
taking s = 0 in (6.4), we obtain the sf-MEW equation. This will be discussed in
the next section. By taking F = 0 instead, we obtain the conformally Einstein
equation. This will be discussed in Chapter 7.
6.4 The sf-MEW equation on Mo¨bius surfaces
If we impose the additional condition that the scalar curvature s of the Weyl
connection Da is 0, the equation becomes finite type and forms a closed system.
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This is the sf-MEW equation and is given by
r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵c↵
c
2
gab = 0. (6.8)
The ‘scalar-flat’ in the terminology of sf-MEW hence refers to the vanishing of the
scalar curvature of Da. The sf-MEW equation is a conformally invariant, finite
type, overdetermined system of semi-linear partial di↵erential equations. Taking
s = 0 in (6.5) gives
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵
c↵c
2
gab =
1
2
✏abF. (6.9)
Observe that tracing the equation gives ra↵a +K = 0 as a necessary constraint
of the system. Di↵erentiating (6.9), we find that
raF =  2↵aF   Ya
is a consequence of the original equation. The derivative of the extra dependent
variable F is now given by known quantities ↵a, F and Ya of the system. The
prolonged system is therefore given by
ra↵b =1
2
✏abF +
↵c↵c
2
gab   ↵a↵b   Pab, (6.10)
raF =  2↵aF   Ya. (6.11)
Equation (6.11) can similarly be obtained by taking s = 0 in (6.7) and substi-
tuting the formula for Ma =
1
2✏abY
b into (6.6). We can use the prolonged system
to derive algebraic constraints for there to be a solution to (6.8). We obtain as a
necessary condition for there to be solutions of (6.8) three polynomial equations
in a single variable t with coe cients given by conformal invariants of the Mo¨bius
structure, under the assumption that a certain conformal invariant Mab defined
in (6.22) is non-zero. This is the result of Theorem 6.4. The resultants of any
two of these 3 polynomials will then have to vanish for there to be a common
root t, and since the resultants are given only by the invariants of the Mo¨bius
structure, we obtain obstructions for there to be solutions of (6.8) in Corollary
6.5. We also discuss the case where Mab = 0 in Theorem 6.6. We conclude the
chapter in Section 6.8 by giving three examples of Mo¨bius structures on R2 with
the flat metric  ab for which one admits a solution to (6.8), one does not because
of non-vanishing obstructions and one with vanishing obstructions but does not
admit any real solution to (6.8).
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Remark 6.2. We remark on the case of global solutions to (6.8) on closed Mo¨bius
surfaces (M2, [g], [P]). Since ra↵a +K = 0 is a consequence, we find that inte-
grating this equation over M2, the integral of the divergence term vanishes, so
that 0 =   RM2 K =  2⇡ (M2) by the Gauss-Bonnet formula and this implies
that M2 has to be di↵eomorphic to the torus.
6.5 Deriving algebraic constraints for sf-MEW
to hold
In this section we derive the algebraic constraints that have to be satisfied for
equation (6.9) to hold. In the flat case when Ya = 0, we necessarily have F = 0 by
di↵erentiating (6.11) and skewing. The 1-form ↵a is therefore exact, and equation
(6.9) specialises to the conformally Einstein equation for flat Mo¨bius surfaces. We
therefore restrict our attention to non-flat Mo¨bius structures, that is one with Ya
non-zero. By (6.11) this ensures that F 6= 0. Introduce the vector Ua = ✏abYb.
Locally this is obtained by rotating the vector Y a 90  clockwise on the plane. We
have Yb = Ua✏ab. The 1-form Ua has conformal weight  2. Di↵erentiating (6.11)
and skewing with ✏ac gives the first constraint of the system, namely that
 2F 2 = ✏acraYc + 2✏acYc↵a = raUa + 2↵aUa. (6.12)
Define the quantities
µ :=
rcY c
2
,   :=
rcU c
2
.
The scalar µ has weight  4 and transforms as bµ = µ   ⌥aY a under conformal
rescaling. The scalar   also has weight  4 and transforms as b  =   ⌥aUa under
conformal rescaling. We can rewrite equation (6.12) as
↵aU
a =  F 2    . (6.13)
SetWa = Y crcUa+ Ya 3µUa. The 1-formWa can be verified to be conformally
invariant of weight  6. To see this, we have
cWa =Y c brcUa + b Ya   3bµUa
=Y c(rcUa   3⌥cUa  ⌥aUc + gca⌥eUe) + (  ⌥cU c)Ya   3(µ ⌥cY c)Ua
=Y crcUa   3⌥cY cUa + Ya⌥eUe +  Ya  ⌥cU cYa   3µUa + 3⌥cY cUa
=Wa.
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Di↵erentiating (6.13) and using (6.10), we find that
↵aW
a =3(↵bY
b)F 2 +
5
2
⇢F   Y brb + PbaUaY b + 3µF 2 + 3µ ,
where ⇢ := UaUa = YaY a and has weight  6. To simplify notation, set
` =3µ + PabU
aY b   Y crc .
The scalar ` has conformal weight  8. We have
Proposition 6.3. Under a conformal rescaling, b`= `+⌥aW a.
Proof. We have
\PabUaY b =PabUaY b   (ra⌥b)UaY b +⌥a⌥bUaY b,
3cµ  =3µ   3 (⌥bY b)  3µ(⌥aUa) + 3(⌥aUa)(⌥bY b),
 \Y crc  =  Y crc + Y cU e(rc⌥e) +⌥e(Y crcU e) + 2⌥cY c(rbU b)  4(⌥cY c)(⌥bU b).
A computation shows
b`= `+⌥a(Y crcUa +  Y a   3µUa) = `+⌥aW a.
We find that
↵aW
a = `+
5
2
⇢F + (3µ+ 3↵aY
a)F 2. (6.14)
We can now solve for ↵a assuming the scalar density   of conformal weight  10
given by   := YaW a 6= 0. It is given by
↵a =
Ya
 
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + (3µ+ 3↵cY
c)F 2
◆
  ✏abW
b
 
 
F 2 +  
 
. (6.15)
Contracting with Y a on both sides gives
↵aY
a =
⇢
 
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + (3µ+ 3↵cY
c)F 2
◆
+
⌧
 
 
F 2 +  
 
,
where ⌧ := UaW a has conformal weight  10. Hence✓
1  3⇢F
2
 
◆
↵aY
a =
⇢
 
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + 3µF 2
◆
+
⌧
 
 
F 2 +  
 
, (6.16)
and for P0(F ) :=     3⇢F 2 6= 0, we obtain
↵aY
a =
⇢
    3⇢F 2
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + 3µF 2
◆
+
⌧
    3⇢F 2
 
F 2 +  
 
.
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Substituting this expression into (6.15) gives
↵a =
Ya
 
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + 3µF 2
◆
  ✏abW
b
 
 
F 2 +  
 
+
3Ya⇢F 2
 (    3⇢F 2)
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + 3µF 2
◆
+
3Ya⌧F 2
 (    3⇢F 2)
 
F 2 +  
 
,
which simplifies to
↵a =
Ya
    3⇢F 2
✓
`+
5
2
⇢F + 3µF 2
◆
  ✏abW
b   3F 2Ua
    3⇢F 2
 
F 2 +  
 
.
We can rewrite this expression to obtain
(    3⇢F 2)↵a =
 
Ya`  ✏abW b 
 
+
5
2
Ya⇢F +
✓ra⇢
2
◆
F 2 + 3F 4Ua.
The case where P0(F ) =     3⇢F 2 = 0 will be discussed in Section 6.6. Call
La = Ya`  ✏abW b . The 1-form La has conformal weight  10, and we have
(    3⇢F 2)↵a = La + 5
2
Ya⇢F +
ra⇢
2
F 2 + 3F 4Ua. (6.17)
The derivation of (6.17) still holds when   = 0. We shall now derive polynomial
constraints for there to admit a solution of (6.9). This involves di↵erentiating
equation (6.17) and using the equations (6.10) and (6.11) in the prolonged system
to substitute. We then contract by the quantities UaU b, Y aY b and ✏ab to produce
three polynomial constraint equations
P1(F ) = 0, P2(F ) = 0, P3(F ) = 0,
in the variable F with coe cients given by conformal invariants of the Mo¨bius
structure. The three polynomial constraint equations have to be satisfied for
there to be solutions to (6.9). After a routine computation we find that the first
polynomial constraint is given by
P1(F ) =
63
2
⇢2F 8   12⇢ F 6 +
 
12⇢    63⇢2 2 + 3⇢Uara  + 12(⌧ + 3µ⇢)2
+12(3⇢    )2 + 32⇢UaU brarb⇢  9⇢2PabUaU b
!
F 4
+
✓
15
2
⇢3µ+
5
2
⌧⇢2 +
15
2
⇢2(UaU brbYa)
◆
F 3
+
 
(3⇢    )(Uara ) + 21⇢ 2    3  2 + (⇢`+  ⌧)(3µ⇢+ ⌧)
+258 ⇢
4 + 3⇢UaU brbLa + 6⇢ PabUaU b    UaUbrarb⇢2
!
F 2
+
✓
5
2
⇢2(⇢`+  ⌧)  5
2
(UaU brbYa) ⇢
◆
F
    (Uara ) + 1
2
(⇢`+  ⌧)2   1
2
 2 2    (UaU brbLa +  PabUaU b)
=0.
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The second constraint is given by
P˜2(F ) =
✓
    15⇢F 2
    3⇢F 2
◆✓
(⇢`+ ⌧ ) +
5
2
⇢2F + (⌧ + 3µ⇢)F 2
◆2
  9
2
⇢2F 8
  (9(Y bY arbUa)⇢+ 3⇢(3 ⇢   ))F 6   25⇢2(⌧ + 3µ⇢)F 3
+
 
3(Y aY brbUa)    32⇢Y aY brarb⇢+ 32(⌧ + 3µ⇢)2
+9⇢2PabY aY b + 3  ⇢  12(3 ⇢   )2
!
F 4
+
 
1
2Y
aY brarb⇢    1858 ⇢4   3(Y aY brbLa)⇢  6⇢ PabY aY b
+  (3 ⇢   ) + (3µ⇢+ ⌧)(⇢`+  ⌧)  (3µ⇢+ ⌧)(Y ara )
!
F 2
+
✓
11
2
⇢ (⌧ + 3⇢µ)  27
2
⇢2(⇢`+  ⌧)  5
2
⇢2(Y ara )
◆
F
+ (Y aY brbLa)    5
2
 ⇢3 + PabY
aY b 2   1
2
(⇢`+  ⌧)2
  1
2
 2 2   (⇢`+ ⌧ )(Y ara )
=0,
and we clear denominators to obtain P2(F ) := P0(F )P˜2(F ) = 0. Finally the third
constraint is given by
P3(F ) =  6⌧F 6 + 18⇢2F 5 + (3Y brb  + 24(⇢`+ ⌧ )  6 µ)F 4 + 13 ⇢F 3
+
 
(3    ⇢ )Y brb  + 30µ   + 30 ⇢`+ 30 2⌧
 (3µ+ ⌧⇢ )(U brb )  10 `+ 3⇢✏abrbLa
!
F 2
+
✓
25  ⇢  5⇢
2
(U brb )  8 2
◆
F
    
⇢
Y brb    (U brb )(`+  ⌧
⇢
)  (✏abrbLa) 
=0.
We have derived the polynomial constraints P1(F ) = P2(F ) = P3(F ) = 0 for (6.9)
to hold under the assumption that the generic condition P0(F ) 6= 0 holds on M2.
The polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) in Theorem 6.4 are obtained by replacing
F with the indeterminate t (the polynomial P2(t) is given by P0(t)P˜2(t)).
6.6 The case where P0(F ) = 0
In this section, we examine the case where P0(F ) =    3⇢F 2 = 0 and (6.9) both
hold on the Mo¨bius surface (M2, [g], [P]) and show that they imply the vanishing
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of a conformally invariant symmetric tensor Mab of weight 0 constructed out of
invariants of the Mo¨bius structure. Under the assumption P0(F ) = 0, we obtain
from (6.16) that
0 = ⇢`+
5
2
⇢2F + 3⇢µF 2 + ⌧F 2 + ⌧ .
Substituting F 2 =  3⇢ gives
0 = ⇢`+
5
2
⇢2F + µ  +
⌧ 
3⇢
+ ⌧ ,
which upon rearranging gives
F =  2
5
✓
⇢`+ µ  + ⌧ 3⇢ + ⌧ 
⇢2
◆
. (6.18)
Also, the first constraint (6.13) becomes
↵aU
a =  (F 2 +  ) =  
✓
 
3⇢
+  
◆
=  m,
where
m :=
 
3⇢
+  .
Di↵erentiating once more and using (6.10) we obtain
↵aW
a =↵a(Y
crcUa +  Y a   3µUa)
=  Y crcm+ 1
2
⇢F + PcaU
cY a + (  m)(↵cY c) + 3µm.
Let
 = 3µm+ PcaU
cY a   Y crcm.
We obtain the following expression for ↵a:
↵a =
Ya
 
✓
1
2
⇢F +  + (  m)↵cY c
◆
  ✏abW
b
 
m. (6.19)
Contracting with Y a on both sides, we obtain
↵aY
a =
⇢
 
✓
1
2
⇢F +  + (  m)↵cY c
◆
+
⌧m
 
=
⇢2
2 
F +
 ⇢
 
  1
3
↵cY
c +
⌧m
 
,
from which we obtain
↵aY
a =
3⇢2
8 
F +
3( ⇢+ ⌧m)
4 
. (6.20)
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Substituting (6.20) into (6.19) now gives
↵a =
✓
3⇢
8 
F +
3( ⇢+ ⌧m)
4 ⇢
◆
Ya   mUa
⇢
and a further substitution of (6.18) gives
↵a =
✓
  3
20
✓
`
 
+
µ
⇢
+
⌧
3⇢2
+
⌧ 
⇢ 
◆
+
3( ⇢+ ⌧m)
4 ⇢
◆
Ya   mUa
⇢
.
Defining the quantity k by
k :=  3⇢
20
✓
`
 
+
µ
⇢
+
⌧
3⇢2
+
⌧ 
⇢ 
◆
+
3( ⇢+ ⌧m)
4 
then gives
↵a =
kYa
⇢
  mUa
⇢
. (6.21)
Let
Mab := r(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵c↵
c
2
gab (6.22)
for ↵a given by (6.21). Hence for Mo¨bius structures with P0(F ) = 0 and (6.9)
both holding, we necessarily must have ↵a given by (6.21), and the tensor Mab
given by (6.22) automatically vanishes. Conversely for Mo¨bius structures with
Mab = 0, taking ↵a to be as given in (6.21), we obtain a solution to (6.9). This
is the result of Theorem 6.6.
6.7 Statement of results
The symmetric tensorMab is an invariant of the Mo¨bius structure that can be used
to distinguish sf-MEW Mo¨bius surfaces with P0(F ) = 0 from those with P0(F ) 6=
0. For the formulation of Theorem 6.4, we therefore assume that Mab 6= 0, which
allows us to work locally in an open set U ⇢M2 where P0(F ) =     3⇢F 2 6= 0.
Theorem 6.4. Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Mo¨bius surface, with Mab 6= 0. Suppose
the surface locally admits a solution to (6.8). Then there exist polynomials P1(t),
P2(t), P3(t) in a single variable t with coe cients given by conformal invariants
of the Mo¨bius structure such that when t = F , where F = ✏abFab,
P1(F ) = P2(F ) = P3(F ) = 0
must hold.
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We have explicitly computed the polynomial constraints P1(F ) = P2(F ) =
P3(F ) = 0 in Section 6.5. For any polynomials P (t), Q(t) in a single variable t,
let Res(P (t), Q(t)) denote the resultant of P (t) and Q(t). Res(P (t), Q(t)) = 0 is
necessary and su cient for P (t) and Q(t) to share a common root. As a corollary,
we obtain local obstructions for there to be solutions of (6.8).
Corollary 6.5. Suppose the Mo¨bius surface (M2, [g], [P]) has Mab 6= 0 and locally
admits a solution to (6.8). Then the following conformal invariants of the Mo¨bius
structure have to vanish:
Res(P1(t), P2(t)) = Res(P1(t), P3(t)) = Res(P2(t), P3(t)) = 0.
For the case when Mab = 0, we have
Theorem 6.6. Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Mo¨bius surface with Mab = 0. Then the
surface locally admits a solution to (6.8), with ↵a given by (6.21).
However, the author does not know of any examples of non-flat Mo¨bius sur-
faces for which Mab = 0.
6.8 Examples
In this section we give examples of three di↵erent Mo¨bius structures on the Eu-
clidean plane R2. The first example has non-vanishing obstruction, while the
second and third have vanishing obstructions. In the third example we show that
the Mo¨bius structure does not admit a real solution to (6.8) despite having van-
ishing obstructions. Since ⇢ = YaY a > 0 for non-flat Mo¨bius surfaces, computing
the discriminant of P0(F ) gives 12⇢  > 0, or   > 0 for there to be solutions of
P0(F ) = 0. (For   = 0, it would mean  3⇢F 2 = 0 which cannot happen if ⇢ > 0
and F 6= 0.) In the first 2 examples we have    0, so that P0(F ) =   3⇢F 2 6= 0
and we do not need to compute the Mo¨bius invariant Mab. The last example has
  > 0, but a simple argument eliminates the possibility that P0(F ) = 0 can hold.
6.8.1 Example with non-vanishing obstruction
The first example will be the Mo¨bius structure given by Pab = x(a✏b)cxc on R2
with the flat metric  ab. On R2 we have K = 0. Here xa are standard local
coordinates in R2 so that @axb =  ab. Let r = xaxa. A computation shows that
for this example,
@aPbc =  a(b✏c)dx
d + x(b✏c)a.
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This gives
Yc = 2✏
ab@aPbc =  4xc, Uc =  4✏caxa,
from which we obtain
@aUc =  4✏ca,   = @aU
a
2
= 0,
@aYc =  4 ac, µ = @aY
a
2
=  4.
We therefore have
Wa = Y
c@cUa +  Ya   3µUa =Y c( 4✏ac)  3( 4)Ua
=16✏acx
c + 12( 4)✏acxc
=  32✏acxc
=8Ua,
and so deduce that the Mo¨bius structure has   = 0. For this Mo¨bius structure,
we have
P1(t) =256r
2
✓
63
2
t8 + 56t4   640rt3 + 672r2t2 + 320r3t+ 32r4
◆
,
P2(t) =256r
2
✓
 9
2
t8 + 56t4   7392r2t2 + 1472r3t+ 288r4
◆
,
P3(t) =  768rt4(t2   6rt  4r2).
Using MAPLE, we find
Res(P1(t), P3(t)) = 2
142 · 310r44(24 · 32 · 72r8 + 22 · 72 · 59 · 251r4   32 · 131)
which is non-zero for general r. A similar computation shows that the local
obstructions given by Res(P2(t), P3(t)) and Res(P1(t), P2(t)) do not vanish on
any open set. We conclude that the Mo¨bius structure for this example admits no
local solution to (6.9).
6.8.2 Example with vanishing obstruction (and solution
to sf-MEW)
Consider the Mo¨bius structure given by Pab = xaxb   12 abxcxc on R2 with the
flat metric  ab. Again we have K = 0. It can be verified that ↵a = ±✏abxb is a
solution to (6.9), since
@a↵b = @a(±✏bcxc) = ±✏ba = ⌥✏ab,
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and therefore, using ✏ac✏bd =  ab cd    ad cb, we find
@(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵c↵
c
2
 ab =0 + ✏acx
c✏bdx
d + (xaxb   1
2
 abxcx
c)  xcx
c
2
 ab
= abxcx
c   xaxb + xaxb   1
2
 abxcx
c   xcx
c
2
 ab
=0.
We have
Fab = @[a↵b] = ±✏[ba] = ⌥✏ab,
so that F = ⌥2 depending on the sign of ↵a chosen. For this example, we have
@aPbc =  abxc +  acxb    bcxa,
and so
Yc = 2✏
ab@aPbc = 4✏cbx
b, Uc =  4xc,
from which we obtain
@aUc =  4 ca,   = @aU
a
2
=  4,
@aYc = 4✏ca, µ =
@aY a
2
= 0.
We therefore have
Wa = Y
c@cUa +  Ya   3µUa =Y c( 4 ac) + ( 4)Ya
=  32✏abxb
=  8Ya,
so that the Mo¨bius structure has ⌧ = 0. We also find that ` = 0. Computing
P1(t) gives
P1(t) =⇢
2(t2   4)
✓
63
2
t6 + 222t4 + (512  9⇢
2
32
)t2 + (384 +
⇢2
2
)
◆
,
where ⇢ = 16xaxa. Computing P˜2(t) gives
P˜2(t) =
✓
8 + 15t2
8 + 3t2
◆✓
25
4
⇢4t2
◆
  9
2
⇢2t8 + 48⇢2t6 + (136⇢2   9⇢
4
32
)t4
+ ( 640⇢2   197
8
⇢4)t2   1536⇢2 + 18⇢4.
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Multiplying throughout by P0(t) =  ⇢(8 + 3t2) and expanding the terms on the
right, we obtain
P2(t) =  ⇢(8 + 3t2)P˜2(t)
=
27
2
⇢3(t2   4)
✓
t8   4t6 + (⇢
2
16
  224
3
)t4   (6400
27
+
19
18
⇢2)t2 + (
8
3
⇢2   2048
9
)
◆
.
The third polynomial P3(t) for this example is
P3(t) =2⇢
2t(9t2   16)(t2   4).
It therefore can be seen that P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) share a common root t2   4,
attained when t = F . The local obstructions vanish for this example.
6.8.3 Example with vanishing obstruction but does not
admit a real solution to sf-MEW
Consider the Mo¨bius structure given by Pab =
1
2 abxcx
c xaxb on R2 with the flat
metric  ab. Again we have K = 0. We shall claim that obstructions vanish for
this example but it does not admit a solution to (6.9). As we shall see below, for
this Mo¨bius structure, we have   = 8⇢, and µ = 0, ` = 0, ⌧ = 0. The polynomial
constraint P0(F ) = 0 cannot hold because equation (6.18) yields F = 0, which
cannot happen if the Mo¨bius structure is not flat. A computation shows that
@aPbc =  bcxa    abxc    acxb.
This gives
Yc = 2✏
ab@aPbc = 2✏
ab( bcxa    acxb) =  4✏cbxb, Uc = 4xc,
from which we obtain
@aUc = 4 ca,   =
@aUa
2
= 4,
@aYc =  4✏ca, µ = @aY
a
2
= 0.
We therefore have
Wa = Y
c@cUa +  Ya   3µUa =Y c(4 ac) + 4Ya
=8Ya
=  32✏abxb
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and the Mo¨bius structure has ⌧ = 0. Computing P1(t) for this example gives
P1(t) =⇢
2(t2 + 4)
✓
63
2
t6   222t4 + (512 + 9⇢
2
32
)t2 + (
⇢2
2
  384)
◆
,
where again ⇢ = 16xaxa. The second polynomial P˜2(t) is given by
P˜2(t) =
✓
8  15t2
8  3t2
◆✓
25
4
⇢4t2
◆
  9
2
⇢2t8   48⇢2t6 + (136⇢2 + 9⇢
4
32
)t4
+ (640⇢2   197
8
⇢4)t2   1536⇢2   18⇢4,
so that clearing denominators we obtain
P2(t) =(8  3t2)P˜2(t)
=
27
2
⇢2(t2 + 4)
✓
t8 + 4t6   (⇢
2
16
+
224
3
)t4 + (
6400
27
  19
18
⇢2)t2   (8
3
⇢2 +
2048
9
)
◆
.
The third polynomial P3(t) for our example is given by
P3(t) =2⇢
2t(9t2 + 16)(t2 + 4).
It can be seen that the three polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) all share a
common factor, namely t2+4. The local obstructions all vanish for this example.
Dividing P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) by their common factors ⇢2(t2 + 4), we obtain
S1(t) =
63
2
t6   222t4 + (512 + 9⇢
2
32
)t2 + (
⇢2
2
  384),
S2(t) =
27
2
✓
t8 + 4t6   (⇢
2
16
+
224
3
)t4 + (
6400
27
  19
18
⇢2)t2   (8
3
⇢2 +
2048
9
)
◆
,
S3(t) =2t(9t
2 + 16),
and we find that
Res(S1(t), S2(t))
=
1076168025
67108864
⇢8(243⇢6 + 12704256⇢4 + 131135897600⇢2 + 251658240000)2,
Res(S1(t), S3(t)) =80289792000000⇢
2   61662560256000000,
Res(S2(t), S3(t)) =  3583180800(73600 + 81⇢2)2(3⇢2 + 256).
Hence the three polynomials P1(t), P2(t) and P3(t) share no other common factors
besides t2+4 and the Mo¨bius structure does not admit any real solution to (6.9).
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However, the Mo¨bius structure does admit a complex solution to (6.9). It can be
verified that ↵a = ±i✏abxb is a solution to (6.9), since
@a↵b = @a(±i✏bcxc) = ±i✏ba = ⌥i✏ab,
and using ✏ac✏bd =  ab cd    ad cb, we find
@(a↵b) + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵c↵
c
2
 ab =0  ✏acxc✏bdxd + (1
2
 abxcx
c   xaxb) + xcx
c
2
 ab
=   abxcxc + xaxb   xaxb + 1
2
 abxcx
c +
xcxc
2
 ab
=0.
We have
Fab = @[a↵b] = ±i✏[ba] = ⌥i✏ab,
so that F = ⌥2i depending on the sign of ↵a chosen.
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Chapter 7
The conformally Einstein
equation on Mo¨bius surfaces
On Mo¨bius surfaces (M2, [g], [P]), the conformally Einstein equation is a well
defined overdetermined system of linear PDEs. In this chapter we first give a
geometric description of the conformally Einstein equation and apply the theory
of prolongation to the overdetermined system on Mo¨bius surfaces in Section 7.1.
We find local obstructions to the existence of conformally Einstein metrics on the
Mo¨bius surface and discuss this further in Sections 7.3 and 7.4. We give examples
where the obstructions vanish and examples where they do not vanish in Sections
7.2 and 7.5. On a conformal manifold of dimension n > 2, it is well known that
parallel sections of the standard tractor bundle with nowhere vanishing scale are
in 1-1 correspondence with solutions of the conformally Einstein equation. It
turns out however that an additional term involving curvature in the form of
the Cotton-York tensor appears in the prolongation of the conformally Einstein
equation in 2-dimensions, in contrast to the higher dimensional setting. In Section
7.6 establish 1-1 correspondence between solutions of the conformally Einstein
equation on Mo¨bius surfaces with nowhere vanishing scale and parallel sections
of the modified standard tractor connection called the prolongation connection.
We conclude the chapter with a summary table in Section 7.7.
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7.1 Conformal-to-Einstein equation on Mo¨bius
surfaces
The conformally Einstein equation on conformal manifolds has been studied ex-
tensively, for instance in [19] and [20]. Algebraic obstructions to the existence of
conformally Einstein metrics have also been found, for example in dimension 4
the Bach tensor is an obstruction to the existence of conformally Einstein metrics.
Other obstructions are found for self-dual manifolds in [1] and a complete set of
obstructions is found recently in [9]. In this section we apply the prolongation
proceedure to the linear system of PDEs associated to the conformally Einstein
condition on Mo¨bius surfaces and see that the closed system di↵ers from that
obtained in the higher dimensional setting. Prolongation of the conformally Ein-
stein equation in higher dimensions is done in [2] and [20]. The closed system has
consequences in deriving algebraic obstructions for the existence of conformally
Einstein metric on general non-flat Mo¨bius surfaces. Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Mo¨bius
surface. A Weyl connection Da is called closed if the 1-form ↵a determined by
the Weyl derivative is closed, i.e r[a↵b] = Fab = 0. The conformal-to-Einstein
equation asks for a fixed Mo¨bius surface, whether there is a compatible Weyl
connection Da that is closed, such that the second order linear di↵erential op-
erator is given by the symmetric trace-free Hessian of the Weyl derivative, i.e.
D(ab)  = D(aDb)  . Choosing a representative metric gab in the conformal class
[g] with its associated Levi-Civita connection ra, we can write the conformally
Einstein equation as
ra↵b + ↵a↵b + Pab   ↵c↵
c
2
gab =  s
2
gab. (7.1)
This is obtained from the MEW equation precisely when F = 0. Substituting
↵a =
ra 
  into (7.1) gives us the conformally Einstein equation
(r(arb)  + P(ab) )  = 0, (7.2)
where (. . .)  denotes symmetric trace-free part. This equation is conformally
invariant when   has conformal weight 1, or equivalently   is a section of the
density line bundle E [1]. Rewriting (7.2), we obtain
rarb  + Pab  + ⇤gab = 0. (7.3)
Note that we have used the same notation ⇤ even though the trace quantity in
(7.3) is not the same as the trace term appearing in (6.3). We shall prolong
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the conformal-to-Einstein equation and find remarkably that it di↵ers from the
prolongation in higher dimensions with the addition of a curvature term! Let
µa = ra . Then (7.3) is
raµb =  Pab    ⇤gab. (7.4)
Di↵erentiating we obtain
rcraµb + (rcPab)  + Pabµc +rc⇤gab = 0,
so that skewing a and c indices, we get
Rac
d
bµd + Ycab  + Pabµc   Pcbµa +rc⇤gab  ra⇤gcb = 0.
Since on Mo¨bius surfaces we have (6.2) holding, we obtain
( a
dPcb    cdPab + Padgcb   Pcdgab)µd + Ycab  + Pabµc   Pcbµa +rc⇤gab  ra⇤gcb
=µaPcb   µcPab + Padµdgcb   Pcdµdgab + Ycab  + Pabµc   Pcbµa +rc⇤gab  ra⇤gcb
=Pa
dµdgcb   Pcdµdgab + Ycab  +rc⇤gab  ra⇤gcb
=0.
Tracing a and b indices, we get
ra⇤ =  Yacc  + Padµd.
Now in dimensions n > 2, Yacc = 0 because the Cotton-York tensor is totally
trace-free. However, in 2 dimensions,
Yabc =
1
2
✏abYc,
where Yc = ✏abYabc, so that
Yac
c =
1
2
✏acY
c =
1
2
Ua.
Hence we obtain
ra⇤ =  1
2
Ua  + Pa
dµd. (7.5)
We now use the closed system to derive algebraic obstructions for there to admit
a solution to (7.3). Di↵erentiating equation (7.5) once more gives
rbra⇤ =  1
2
(rbUa)    1
2
Uaµb + (rbPad)µd + Pad( ⇤ bd   Pbd ),
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so that skewing gives
0 =
1
2
(raUb  rbUa)    1
2
Uaµb +
1
2
Ubµa + Yba
dµd,
or contracting with the volume form ✏ba, we get
0 = (raY a)  + 2Ydµd.
In our notation, we have
Yaµ
a + µ  = 0. (7.6)
This is the first constraint equation we obtain for (7.3) to hold. It is one equation
in 3 unknowns. Di↵erentiating this equation once more gives
(reYd)µd + (reµ) +µ(re ) + Yd( ⇤ ed   Ped )
=(reYd)µd + (reµ)  + µµe   ⇤Ye   PedYd  = 0. (7.7)
This is the second constraint equation and is given by 2 equations in 4 unknowns.
Recalling that both Ya and Ua have weight  2, we have under conformal trans-
formations
[reYd = reYd   3⌥eYd  ⌥dYe + ged⌥cYc,
\U ereYd = U ereYd   3⌥eU eYd + Ud⌥cYc,
so that
Vd := U
ereYd + µUd   3 Yd
is conformally invariant of weight  6. In turns out that Va =  Wa, where Wa is
defined in Section 6.5 of Chapter 6. Contracting (7.7) with Ua gives
(U ereYd)µd + (U ereµ)  + µ(µeU e)  PedU eY d  = 0
and so
Vdµ
d = (U ereYd + µUd   3 Yd)µd =  (U ereµ)  + PedU eY d    3 (Ydµd)
=  (U ereµ)  + PedU eY d  + 3 µ .
Let us call
k := PedU
eY d   U ereµ+ 3 µ.
The quantity k has conformal weight  8 and under conformal rescaling, bk =
k +⌥cV c, and we have
Vdµ
d = k .
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Combining the 2 constraints
Ydµ
d =  µ ,
Vdµ
d =k ,
and assuming that UdV d 6= 0, we can solve for µd to obtain
µd =  µ✏
adVa 
UcV c
+
k Ud
UcV c
=
1
UcV c
 
µ✏daVa + kU
d
 
 . (7.8)
We remark here that since Va =  Wa, UaV a =  UaW a =  ⌧ from Chapter 6.
The case where UdV d = 0 will be mentioned in Section 7.4. Let us call
Ka :=
1
UcV c
 
µ✏a
bVb + kUa
 
. (7.9)
The 1-form Ka has conformal weight 0 and under conformal rescalings, bKa =
Ka +⌥a. Then from (7.8) we get
µa = Ka ,
and substituting this back into (7.4) we find that
raµb = (raKb)  +Kbµa =  ⇤gab   Pab ,
which gives
(raKb)  +KbKa  + Pab  =  ⇤gab.
This implies that
⇤ =  1
2
(rcKc +KcKc +K) ,
so that
(raKb)  +KbKa  + Pab    1
2
(rcKc +KcKc +K) gab = 0
must hold and assuming   6= 0, we obtain
raKb +KbKa + Pab   1
2
(rcKc +KcKc +K)gab = 0.
Equivalently, we have the consequence that
trace-free part of (raKb +KaKb + Pab) = 0
must be satisfied for (7.3) to hold. We have the following proposition
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Proposition 7.1. Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Mo¨bius surface with UaV a 6= 0. Sup-
pose it admits a solution to the conformal-to-Einstein equation (7.3). Then the
following tensorial obstruction Eab of conformal weight 0 given by
Eab := raKb +KbKa + Pab   1
2
(rcKc +KcKc +K)gab (7.10)
must vanish, where Ka is given by (7.9). Conversely, suppose the tensor Eab
defined in (7.10) vanishes for some non-zero 1-form Ka given by (7.9). Then
r[aKb] = 0, and taking ↵a = Ka = ra log  , we find that   satisfies the conformal-
to-Einstein equation (7.3) on M2.
7.2 Examples
We now give 2 examples of Mo¨bius structures on the Euclidean plane R2, one
with vanishing obstruction and one without. In both examples UaV a 6= 0. The
first example will be the Mo¨bius structure on R2 given by
P =P11dxdx+ 2P12dxdy + P22dydy
=
✓
y   x+ 1
2
y4   1
2
x4
◆
dxdx  2x2y2dxdy +
✓
x  y + 1
2
x4   1
2
y4
◆
dydy.
For this Mo¨bius structure, we obtain
Y =Y1dx+ Y2dy = ( 4xy2   4y3   2)dx+ (4x3 + 4x2y + 2)dy,
  =6x2 + 8xy + 6y2,
µ =2x2   2y2,
V =V1dx+ V2dy
=(48x3y2 + 112x2y3 + 88xy4 + 24y5 + 32xy + 8x5 + 40x2 + 8yx4)dx
+ ( 24x5   88yx4   32xy   112x3y2   48x2y3   8xy4   8y5   40y2)dy,
UaV
a =80x2   128xy4   128y5 + 128yx4 + 128x5 + 192x5y3   64y7x
  192y5x3 + 64x7y   80y2   128y6x2   32y8 + 128y2x6 + 32x8,
k =40x4   40y4 + 24x5y2 + 24x4y3   24y4x3   24y5x2
+ 8x6y   32y3x  8y6x+ 32x3y + 8x7   8y7,
and Ka remarkably simplifies to give
K = K1dx+K2dy = x
2dx+ y2dy.
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We find that the following holds:
@aKb +KaKb + Pab   1
2
(@cK
c +KcK
c)gab = 0,
so that the obstruction tensor Eab vanishes and taking   = e
x3+y3
3 gives us a
solution to the conformal-to-Einstein equation. The second example will be the
Mo¨bius structure given by Pab = x(a✏b)cxc on R2. We shall show that this Mo¨bius
structure admits no solution to (7.3) by showing that the tensor obstruction does
not vanish. On R2, we have K = 0. Let xa be standard local coordinates in R2
so that @axb =  ab. A computation shows that
@aPbc =  a(b✏c)dx
d + x(b✏c)a,
from which we obtain
Yc = 2✏
ab@aPbc =  4xc, Uc =  4✏caxa.
This gives
@aYc =  4 ac, @aUc =  4✏ca,
and so
µ =
@aY a
2
=  4,   = @aU
a
2
= 0.
We also obtain
Va = U
c@cYa + µUa   3 Ya =U c( 4 ca)  4Ua
=  8Ua,
and so UaV a =  8UaUa =  128xcxc. Further computations of the various
quantities yield
k = 3µ + PabU
aY b   U crcµ =PabUaY b
=
✓
1
2
xa✏bcx
c +
1
2
xb✏acx
c
◆
( 4✏adxd)( 4xb)
=8(xbx
b)2,
Ka =   1
128xcxc
(kUa + µ✏acV
c) =  1
128xcxc
(kUa   8( 4)✏acU c)
=  1
128xcxc
(kUa   32Ya)
=  1
128xcxc
  32(xcxc)2✏abxb   32( 4xa) 
=
1
4xcxc
 
(xcx
c)2✏abx
b   4xa
 
.
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We then find (with the aid of MAPLE) that
@aKb +KaKb + Pab   1
2
(@cK
c +KcK
c)gab 6= 0,
and so we conclude that this Mo¨bius structure admits no solution to the conformal-
to-Einstein equation. Also observe that @[aKb] 6= 0 for this Mo¨bius structure.
7.3 Proposal to derive obstructions via the de-
terminant method
Following the theory developed in [4], we would like to relate the obstructions
obtained in the previous section to the determinant of some 4 by 4 matrix. How-
ever, the computational complexity increases when we take more derivatives, and
so here we only give an overview of the steps involved. Together constraint equa-
tions (7.6) and (7.7) give us 3 equations in 4 unknowns. We can write this as in
matrix form as
0B@ µ Y1 Y2 0r1µ  P11Y 1   P12Y 2 r1Y1 + g11µ r1Y2 + g12µ  Y1
r2µ  P21Y 1   P22Y 2 r2Y1 + g21µ r2Y2 + g22µ  Y2
1CA
0BBB@
 
µ1
µ2
⇤
1CCCA =
0BBB@
0
0
0
0
1CCCA .
From this system of equations it is not clear which additional constraint equation
is the best thing to augment to get a 4 by 4 matrix with non-zero determinant.
We can di↵erentiate (7.7) one more time and obtain 3 more equations (note that
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skewing yields identically zero). They are given by
(rfreµ  (rfPed)Y d   PedrfY d)  + (reµ  PedY d)µf + (rfreYd + gedrfµ)µd
  (rf⇤)Ye + (reYd + gedµ)(rfµd)  ⇤(rfYe)
=(rfreµ  (rfPed)Y d   PedrfY d)  + (reµ  PedY d)µf + (rfreYd + gedrfµ)µd
+ (
1
2
Uf    Pfdµd)Ye + (reYd + gedµ)(  f d⇤  Pf d )  ⇤(rfYe)
=(rfreµ  (rfPed)Y d   PedrfY d)  + (reµ  PedY d)µf + (rfreYd + gedrfµ)µd
+ (
1
2
Uf    Pfdµd)Ye   ⇤(reYf )  gefµ⇤  Pf d reYd   Pefµ    ⇤(rfYe)
=(rfreµ  (rfPed)Y d   PedrfY d   Pf dreYd   Pefµ+ 1
2
UfYe) 
+ (reµ  PedY d)µf + (rfreYd + gedrfµ  PfdYe)µd
  ⇤(rfYe +reYf + gefµ)
=(rfreµ  (rfPed)Y d   PedrfY d   Pf dreYd   Pefµ+ 1
2
UfYe) 
+ (rfreYd + gedrfµ+ gfdreµ  PfdYe   gfdPecY c)µd
  ⇤(rfYe +reYf + gefµ)
=(rfreµ  (r(ePf)d)Y d   2Pd(erf)Y d   Pefµ+ 12U(eYf)) 
+ (r(erf)Yd + 2gd(erf)µ  Y(ePf)d   gd(ePf)cY c)µd
  ⇤(2r(eYf) + gefµ)
=0.
From this we obtain 6 equations in 4 unknowns and the determinants of the 4 by
4 minors associated to the 6 by 4 matrix will give us the obstructions. However,
it is quite di cult to compute these determinants explicitly. In the next section
we discuss a similar method to compute the obstruction when UaV a = 0 and the
method can be applied even when UaV a 6= 0. The obstruction is given by the
determinant of a 4 by 4 matrix.
7.4 Deriving obstructions when UaV a = 0
In this section we discuss the case where UaV a = 0 and proceed to derive obstruc-
tions. One obstruction can be computed quite readily; since UaV a = 0, V a = fY a
for some scalar density f of weight  4. Note here that f is not an invariant in
the classical sense since it can be rational in the jets of the Mo¨bius structure.
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However assuming that UaV a = 0 holds on the non-flat Mo¨bius surface, f is
well-defined and is conformally invariant. Then
k  = Vaµ
a = fYaµ
a =  fµ ,
so that k+ fµ is an obstruction to conformally Einstein on Mo¨bius surfaces with
UaV a = 0. We now would like to find more obstructions in the form of solving
for µa or in the form of a non-zero determinant of a matrix associated to some
linear system of equations. Contracting equation (7.7) by Y a gives
(Y ereYd)µd + (Y ereµ)  + µ( µ )  ⇤⇢  PedY eY d  =
(Y ereYd)µd + (Y ereµ  µ2   PedY eY d)    ⇤⇢ = 0. (7.11)
Let
Xd = Y
ereYd   2µYd   rd⇢
6
.
The 1-form Xd is conformally invariant of weight  6. Let
Mc = Xc +
rc⇢
6
.
Let
Q := PabY
aY b   Y araµ+ 3µ2.
This has weight  4. Then cMc = Mc   ⌥c⇢, bQ = Q + ⌥cM c   12⌥c⌥c⇢ and we
have from (7.11)
Mcµ
c = Q  + ⇤⇢. (7.12)
Di↵erentiating this equation gives
(raMb)µb +Mb( ⇤ ab   Pab ) =(raQ)  +Qµa +
✓
 1
2
Ua  + Pabµ
b
◆
⇢+ ⇤(ra⇢),
so that we obtain
(raQ+ PabM b   1
2
Ua⇢)  + ( raMb +Qgab + Pab⇢)µb + ⇤(ra⇢+Ma) = 0.
(7.13)
Let Ca = raQ+PabM b  12Ua⇢, Dab =  raMb+Qgab+Pab⇢ and Ea = ra⇢+Ma.
From equation (7.13), we have
Ca  +Dabµ
b + Ea⇤ = 0.
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This gives 2 extra equations on 4 unknowns, so together with equations (7.6) and
(7.12) we obtain a linear system of 4 equations in 4 unknowns:0BBB@
µ Y1 Y2 0
Q  M1  M2 ⇢
C1 D11 D12 E1
C2 D21 D22 E2
1CCCA
0BBB@
 
µ1
µ2
⇤
1CCCA =
0BBB@
0
0
0
0
1CCCA , (7.14)
where
C1 =r1Q+ P11M1 + P12M2   ⇢
2
U1, E1 =r1⇢+M1,
C2 =r2Q+ P21M1 + P22M2   ⇢
2
U2, E2 =r2⇢+M2,
D11 = r1M1 +Qg11 + P11⇢, D12 = r1M2 +Qg12 + P12⇢,
D21 = r2M1 +Qg12 + P12⇢, D22 = r2M2 +Qg22 + P22⇢.
The obstruction is then given by the determinant of the 4 by 4 matrix in (7.14).
The next example in Section 7.5 shows that it is generically non-zero. However, it
is quite di cult to check the conformal invariance of the determinant and invert
the matrix to solve for µa. We note that under conformal rescalings,
bCa =Ca   7⌥aQ  7⌥a⌥bM b   1
2
⌥b⌥
bEa  Dab⌥b + 7
2
⌥a⌥b⌥
b⇢,bDab =Dab +⌥bEa + 7⌥aMb   7⌥a⌥b⇢,bEa =Ea   7⌥a⇢.
A possible future project will be to relate the determinant obstruction obtained
in (7.14) to the tensor Eab given by (7.10), and to check the conformal invariance
of the determinant. Also we would like to see whether we can solve for µa in
terms of invariants of the Mo¨bius structure.
7.5 Example with UaV a = 0
In this example the Mo¨bius structure on R2 has UaV a = 0 but the obstructions
are non-vanishing, and so it does not admit a solution to (7.3). Take the Mo¨bius
structure given by
P = P11dx
2 + 2P12dxdy + P22dy
2 =
✓
x2
2
  y
2
2
◆
dx2 +
✓
y2
2
  x
2
2
◆
dy2.
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We compute and find,
Y a =
 
2y
 2x
!
, Ua =
 
 2x
 2y
!
, V a =
 
8y
 8x
!
.
Here f = 4, µ = 0, k = 4xy(y2   x2), so that fµ + k = 4xy3   4x3y 6= 0 and we
can conclude that the Mo¨bius structure does not admit a conformally Einstein
scale. Moreover, we find
Ma =
 
12x
12y
!
, Ea =
 
20x
20y
!
, Q = 4y2x2   2y4   2x4,
Ca =
 
6y2x+ 2x3
6yx2 + 2y3
!
, Dab =
 
12 + 4y2x2   4y4 0
0 12 + 4y2x2   4x4
!
,
so that the 4 by 4 matrix in (7.14) is given by0BBB@
0 2y  2x 0
4y2x2   2y4   2x4  12x  12y 4y2 + 4x2
6y2x+ 2x3 12 + 4y2x2   4y4 0 20x
6yx2 + 2y3 0 12 + 4y2x2   4x4 20y
1CCCA .
The determinant of the matrix is non-zero and is given by  256y3x7+256y7x3 
384y9x+ 384x9y   2304y5x+ 2304yx5.
7.6 Conformal tractor calculus on Mo¨bius sur-
faces
Because of the way we defined Mo¨bius surfaces, the conformal class [g] on M2 is
assumed to be Riemannian and so of signature (2, 0). However, the tractor con-
struction in this section essentially goes through without change for conformal
classes with metrics of signature (1, 1) or (0, 2). The conformally Einstein equa-
tion (7.3) is finite type and prolongs to form a closed system. Details can be found
in [19] and [20]. In this section we shall discuss how to construct the conformal
standard tractor bundle EA on Mo¨bius surfaces. We have used the tractor bundle
here to really mean its dual, the co-tractor bundle, under the identification via
the tractor metric. This essentially follows the construction given in [2]. The jet
exact sequence at the 2-jets of the density line bundle E [1] gives
0! E(ab)[1]! J2(E [1])! J1(E [1])! 0, (7.15)
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and the conformal structure further decomposes E(ab)[1] into the direct sum E(ab)  [1] 
E [ 1]. The symmetric trace-free bundle E(ab)  [1] is a smooth subbundle of J2(E [1]),
and the tractor bundle EA is simply the quotient bundle of J2(E [1]) by E(ab)  [1],
defined by the exact sequence
0! E(ab)  [1]! J2(E [1])! EA ! 0. (7.16)
The short exact sequence (7.15) at the 2-jets level and the short exact sequence
0! Ea[1]! J1(E [1])! E [1]! 0
at the 1-jet level determine a composition series for EA described by EA =
E [ 1]+⌅⇧Ea[1]+⌅⇧E [1] where +⌅⇧is the semi-direct sum. A choice of metric gab 2 [g]
determines a splitting of the exact sequence, and identifies the standard tractor
bundle EA with the direct sum E [ 1] Ea[1] E [1]. On Mo¨bius surfaces, the con-
formal cotractor bundle has an invariant metric hAB of signature (2, 1) called the
tractor metric, and an invariant connection ra preserving hAB called the tractor
connection. On a Mo¨bius surface (M2, [g], [P]), we have a section of the stan-
dard tractor bundle TA 2  EA given in a conformal scale obtained by choosing a
representative metric g 2 [g] by
TA
g
=
0B@  µb
⇤
1CA 2
E [1]
 
Ea[1]
 
E [ 1]
,
and under conformal rescalings of the metric,
bTA bg=
0B@  µb +⌥b 
⇤ ⌥bµb   12⌥b⌥b 
1CA .
Using the tractor bases convention as used in [20] for instance, we have
TA
g
=  YA + µaZaA + ⇤XA,
where under conformal recalings, the bases transform according to
bYA =YA  ⌥aZaA   12⌥a⌥aXA,bZaA =ZaA +⌥aXA,bXA =XA,
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and the tractor connection acts on the bases according to
raYA =PabZbA,
raZbA =  PabXA   gabYA,
raXA =ZaA.
We have the standard tractor connection acting on sections of the tractor bundle
by
raTB = ra
0B@  µb
⇤
1CA =
0B@ ra    µaraµb + Pab  + ⇤gab
ra⇤  Padµd
1CA .
Recall that in dimensions n > 2, there is a 1-1 correspondence between solutions
of the conformally Einstein equation and parallel sections of the standard tractor
bundle with nowhere vanishing scale   (see for instance [19]). We would like
to establish a similar correspondence on Mo¨bius surfaces. However, we have
seen from the prolongation of the conformally Einstein equation (7.3) that an
additional term involving Ua appears in the closed system, so the standard tractor
connection is not the right object in the correspondence. We have however in the
flat case, where Ua = 0, that
Proposition 7.2. There is a 1-1 correspondence between solutions of the confor-
mally Einstein equation on flat Mo¨bius surfaces (M2, [g], [P]) and parallel sections
IA of the standard tractor bundle with   = XAIA nowhere vanishing.
Proof. Suppose the flat Mo¨bius surface admits a solution to (7.3). In a particular
conformal scale, a parallel section of the tractor bundle EA is given by
IA =
0B@  ra 
 12(   +K )
1CA
and we find from the prolonged system of (7.3) that
raIB = ra
0B@  rb 
 12(   +K )
1CA =
0B@ ra   ra rarb  + Pab    12(   +K )gab
ra( 12(   +K ))  Padrd 
1CA
=0,
where the equation on the bottom slot holds as a di↵erential consequence of
(7.3). It is precisely (7.5). Conversely given a parallel section of the standard
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tractor connection with nowhere vanishing scale,   = XAIA defines a solution to
(7.3).
We define the prolongation connection on general Mo¨bius surfaces by the
following formula:
DaTB = Da
0B@  µb
⇤
1CA =
0B@ ra    µaraµb + Pab  + ⇤gab
ra⇤  Padµd + 12Ua 
1CA
=
0B@ ra    µaraµb + Pab  + ⇤gab
ra⇤  Padµd
1CA+
0B@ 00
1
2Ua 
1CA (7.17)
=raTB + 1
2
UaTAXAXB.
Proposition 7.3. There is a 1-1 correspondence between solutions of the confor-
mally Einstein equation on Mo¨bius surfaces and sections of the standard tractor
bundle with   = XAIA non-vanishing and parallel with respect to the prolongation
connection defined in (7.17).
Proof. The proof is similar to the proof in Proposition 7.2.
7.6.1 Almost Mo¨bius Einstein scales
We shall work with the prolongation connection on the standard tractor bundle.
Let (M2, [g], [P]) be a Mo¨bius surface equipped with a parallel section IA (with
respect to the prolongation connection) of the standard tractor bundle. Such a
surface is called almost Mo¨bius Einstein. We can look the scale singularity of
 . If   is nowhere vanishing, then by Proposition 7.3 the surface locally admits
a conformally Einstein metric everywhere. Otherwise the scale singularity set
⌃ = {p 2 M2| (p) = 0} could be either codimension 1, in which case ⌃ is a
curve on the Riemann surface, or codimension 2 in which case ⌃ is a collection of
isolated singularity points. Such Mo¨bius surfaces are conformally Einstein away
from the scale singularity set of  .
Proposition 7.4. Let (M2, [g], [P], IA) be an almost Mo¨bius Einstein structure
with a codimension 1 scale singularity set ⌃. Then on ⌃, which is a curve in M2,
we have the normal cotractor be given by
NA := IA|⌃ =
0B@ 0na
 H
1CA ,
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where na := ra |⌃ 6= 0 is the normal covector of ⌃ in M2, and H := rana is the
mean curvature of ⌃ in M2. The normal vector field na := ra |⌃ is a multiple
of Ua|⌃.
Proof. The last statement follows from the constraint equation (7.6). Since   = 0
on ⌃, Yaµa = 0 on ⌃ and so µa|⌃ =: na is some multiple of Ua.
This tells us that Y a is tangent to ⌃.
7.7 Summary of equations studied on Mo¨bius
surfaces
We can summarise the equations studied on Mo¨bius surfaces in Chapters 6 and
7 in the table here:
F = 0 F 6= 0
s = 0 Conformally Einstein on flat surfaces sf-MEW
s 6= 0 Conformally Einstein MEW
The most general equation (6.4) called MEW is not finite type and cannot
be prolonged to form a closed system. Taking s = 0, F 6= 0 yields the sf-MEW
equation (6.8). Taking s 6= 0, F = 0 gives us the conformal-to-Einstein equation
(7.3). Requiring both s = 0 and F = 0 to hold force Ya = 0, so that the Mo¨bius
structure is flat. In this setting we obtain the conformally Einstein equation on
flat Mo¨bius surfaces.
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